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FOREWORO

In spite of efforts to cut back on motor vehicle use and reduce speed limits, Oregon's
accident statistics are distressing. In 1974, 667 people died on the state's highways and many
more were injuald.. More than 80 of the fatalities were pedestrians and' 18 were bicyclists.
Because our .traffic environment is complex and demanding, the need for appropriate safety
education is crucial.
`To help classroom teachers implement an effective traffic safety education program, the 1.

Oregon Department of Education is publishing a tikes of instructional handbooks. This
handbook, for kindergarten through grade three, includa activities on pedestrian, bicycle, car
passenger and school bus passenger' safety. Projected -handbOoks for grades 4.6 and 7.8 will
trild qn the primary units and include lessons on the proper.use of offtoad vehicles.

You can help the Department improve the traffic safety series by returning the evaluation
'form which follows the Introduction. We want to make this a valuable resource in- helping
Oregon's Students acquire needed traffic survival skills.

Verne A. Duncan
Superintendent of
Public instruction
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INTRODUCTION

This instructional handbook is the first in the Oregon series on traffic safety education. It
outlines classroom activities for students to learn the minimum competencies that are necrary
for survival in our complex and hazardous traffic environment.

The importance of having every student acquire traffic survival sk ills is recognized in the:
section. "Citizenship on Streets and Highways." of the new Oregon greduatrin
rtquirements (see Oregon aduation Requirements. Section III. Part 3.0'). That section
reviews the goals and competencies which should be mastered to aCCIV/tes traffic survival, skills.
To aid the., teaching of these skills, the units in each level of this handbook are organized by
program goal and competency; the table of contents for each level losts94 corresponding goals.
cOMOetencies. units and page numbers.

Teachers at all levels should also refer to the explanation and examples of performance
indicators in' the "Introduction" to Oregon Graduation Requirements.' Among several helpful
suggestiont is a procedure for evalitating manual skills when they are central tq a skill (e.g..
demonstration of ability to drive a &cycle). In such cases, the student should be*vaivated on
the basis of actual performance of the skill rather than by a written test or oral description.

It is anticipated that educators throughout the state will develop additional Performance
indicators to use with this handbook and which are appropriate to their locale and their
students.

To assist teachers in lesson planning, instructional materials which are not attacherto this
handbobk are identified at the beginning ofeach level; ordering information is Aso given.

Many of the units on biCyCle safety refer to Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road. A copy of
the booklet is inserted inside the front cover: separate copies are being distributed to students
in grades 4-6.

*Copies of Oregon Graduetron Requirements, Sections I-1V, may be obtained by writing to MS. Ellen Hassler.
Documents Clerk, Oregon Department of Education, 942 Lancaster Drive NE. Salem. Oregon 97310.
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Traffic Safety Education for Oregon Schools, K-3

YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANT' Atter you read and exam
the publications staff of the Oregon Debar tment of Education
response form.

PLEASE RESPOND so that your views can be considered as
fold andgban it back to us. We want to heat from yOul

Did you read this publication?

Completely
More than half
Less than half
Just skimmed

Does. this publication fulfill its purpose as stated in
the preface or irwoductson?

Completely
Partly
Not at all

OW you find this publication useful in your work?(

Often
Sornetws
Seldom.

,. Never

What type of work do you do?

Classroom teacher
Consultant to classroom teachers

-- School administrator
Other

one this publication, please forward yout Comments to
Call us at 378.4776 or..for your convenience, use this

we plan future publications. Simply cut out the form.

v-1

Did you find the content to be stated clearly and
accurately?

Always yes
__. In general. yes

In general, no
Always no
Other

Where the contents presented in a corwenient format?

Very easy to use
Fairly easy
Fairly difficult
Very difficult
Other

'Did you find this publication to be free of
discrimination or biased content towards racial,
ethnic, cultural and religious groups. of in terms of
sex stereotyping?

Yes. without reservations
Yes, with reservations
No
Other

What is your impression of the overall appearance of
Would you recommend this publication to a the publication (graphic art, style. type. etc.)?
colleague?

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with reservotturts
No
Other-

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

When this publication is revised. what changes would you like to see made?

Additional comments. (Attach a sheet if you wish I
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GOAL
.

Students will be able to function
as responsible citizens when par-
ticipating in traffic as pedes-
trians.

Students will be able to function
as responsible citizens when driv.
ing a bicycle.

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
traveling as motor vehicle
passengers.

-.1

Review

49

COMPETENCY

Demonstrate an.understanding of the use of color
to maximize the safety of the pedestrian.

D6rnonstrlite an understanding of proper glides,
trian use of sidewalks and roadways-

Demonstrate knowledge of the proper precautions
to take to minimize the possibility of molestation.

Demonstrate an understanding of the rules of the
road for bicycle operation.

Demonstrate the proper techniquef for operating a
bicycle safely.

Demonstrate an understanding of the ways to
maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.

Demonstrate a general understanding of the
dangers of riding in or on a motor vehicle.

Demonstrate an understanding of the protection
afforded by passenger restraint equipment.

.

Level: Kindervirten

LESSON PAGE

1 1

2 5

3 7
4 9
5 11

6 13
7 17

8 19
9 21

10 23
11 25

.

12 27

13
14

29
31

15 33

16 35
17 37
18 39
19 41

20 43

21 45.

22 47
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TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS HANDBOOK

Litssoil Filmstrip and Some

4 "Pedesttion Safety" (Study
Prints, Walt Disney). Walt De:
ney Films. 800 Sonora Ave..
Glendale. CA 91201. Order full
set

5

6

7

16mm Film and Source

"I'm No Fool As A Pedestrian."
(Walt Disney. 8 min . C. 1956)

Motor Vehicles.Divistori Public
I niontinoon Office. Salem. OR
97310

Division of Continuing Educa
bon, Film Library, 1633SW
Pak Ave Portland. OR 97207.
Rental. $6.50.

9

fit

Level: Kindergarten

Books and Source

Bailey. Carolyn Sherwin The

Little Rabbit Who Wanted Red
Wings. Piet dud Munk.
1055 Bronx Rivet Ave . Bronx.
NY 10472. 1970 (S1 95)

Bitribaum, A Green1 Eves_ West
yin Publishing Co hie .
1220 Mount Ave. Racine. WI
53404. 1973 (52 951

Blown. MargStet Wise Big Red
Barn. Young Scott Books.
AddisuriWesley Publishing Cu.,

Reading, MA 01867 1956.
153.75)

Zulotow, Chao lotte. Mister Rob
bit and the Lovely Present_ Hur-
pee and Row, Publishers. 10 E cast
53 St., New York. NY 10022.
1962. (S3.50/

Lenski. Luis The Little Auto.
Homy Z. Wald.. Inc.. 3 East 54
St.. New York, NY 10022.
1934. ($4.25)

Kessler, Leonard P Mr Pine's
Mixed -Llp Signs. Wonder Books.
G to sset and Dunlap. hoc..
51 Madison Ave.. New York NY
10010. 1961 ($0 691

Heilbroner Juan Robert the
Rose Horse. Beginner Books.
Random House. Int , 201 east
50 St.. New York. NY 10022
1062. ($2.501
Nit

'McGinley. Phyllis. All Around
rite Town. J B Lippincott. East .
Washington Suuare. Phila.
delphtu. PA 19105 1948
($3 95)



Level: Kindergarten
a.

TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IA THIS HANDBOOK (Cent.)

Lessen Filmstrip and Source 16mm Film and Seutce Beaks and Seam
..,

7 Dr. Seuss. And to Think I Saw It
(Cont.) On Mulberry Street. Vanguard

Press, Inc.. 424 Madison Ave..
New York, NY 10017. 1937.
($3.50)

' 10 "Safely Walk to School" (Cahill
Assoc.. 11 min., C, 19671

Motor Vehicles Division. Public
Information Office, Salem, OR

)97310.

t Division of Continuing Educa-
tion. Film Library. 1633 SW
Park Ave.. Portland, OR 97207.
Rental: $6.50.

13 "Bicycle Safety," (Study, Prints, "The Day the Bicycle Disap-
Walt Disney) Walt Disney Films. peered" (AAA. 15 min., C,

BOO Sonora Ave.. Glendale..ZA 1967)
91201. Motor Vehicles Division, Public

Information Office. Salem, OR
97310.

American Automobb. Assoc..
1712 G St., NW. Washington,
DC 20006.

14

16

a.

I

10

iv

I
a

1

Rey. HA. Curious George Rides
a Bike. Houghton Mifflin. Co.,
1 Beacon St., Bosse's< MA
02108. 1973. 1$0.95)

The Birpity Bangity School Bus.
Grosses and Dunlap, Inc.,
51 Madison Ave., New York, NY
10010.ND. ($1.001

Hastings. Evelyn. Big. New
School. Follett Publishing Co..
1010 West Washington Blvd,.
Chicago, IL 60607_ 1959.
($1.25)

Kessler, Ethel and Kessler,
Leonard. The Big Red Bus.
Doubleday and Co.. Inc.,
*277 Park Ave., New York, NY
10017. 1964. (5395)

1

Millet, Mary and Kilian. Paula.
Finger PI8K. G. Schumer. Inc.,
B66 Third Ave., New York, NY
10022. 1965. I:
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AREA: Social Responsibility ti
SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be 'able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Oemonstrate an 'understanding of the use of color to maximize the safety of the pedestrian.
(Come Goal)

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyRegulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given color games. stories, poems. and songs. the
children will identify specific colors that relate to
safety rules and situations.

fUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts. art. music, etc.

MATERIALS:
Books(See page iiil
Bailey, Carolyn Shemin. The Little. Rabbit Who

Wonted Red
Birnbaum, 4. Green Eyes.
Brown. Margaret Wise. Big Red Barn.
Zolotow. Charlotte. Mister Rabbit and the Lovely

Present

Flannel board

Flannel board tape to make pictures (actual pictures
or construction paper) adhere to flannel board

List of pictures needed:
Chart with safety poem from the story, "Red

Says S top" (Seepage 3)
Red. yellow and green circles
Blue bus
Brown trailer truck
Orange cement mixer
Purple piekup truck
Black Notorcycle
White final! car -
Blue iikvlice car

Crayons, scissors, glue, and cardboard for teacher

Dittoscut out "Color Me Safe"

Songs(Appendix, pages 5-6)

Games/ Spy, Red LightGreen Light. What Color is
Misting? (Make 9'squares for each of the different

Akiti4k....* colors out of construction paper: red, green, yellow,
blue, orange, brown, purple, black, white.)

I'

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
Introduce the following games. Play each game
several times.

1. / Spyone child chooses an ;object in the room
with a specific color. He will say, "I spy
something The other children take turns at
Queuing what he chose. The 'one who guesses
correctly is the next one to choose something.

2. Red Light, Green Lightone chlidtands in front
of the room with his back to the class. The class
stands at the opposite end of the roOm. The child
in front, without turning around, will say green
light and the class quietly walks 'toward him. He
may say red light at anytime he chooses. When
this is said, the class stops immediately. He
quickly turns around and if he finds anyone
moving. they are out of ihe game. The first child
to reach him without being caught is the next

, leader of the game.

3- What epic,' sit"Mluinguse the colored squares
for thiOaame. The children sit in a circle. The.
squaalkare placed oh the floor in the center of
the tircle.The teacher should review the colors
that are on the floor. One child is asked to leave
the room, another child is asked to remove one
square and hide it. The first child is called back
into the room and asked to identify the color
chat is missing, Repeat procedure with different
children.

4. Flannel Board StoryRed Says Stop (See page 3)

5. Songs (Appendix, pages 60

6. Story Any one listed in materials.

7. Color Me Safe
a. Talk about colors that are easy to see and

ones that are difficult to see. The teacher
may ask some of thlt foliowing questions:

I) Why is it important for drivers to see
us?

2i What can we do to make it easier for a
driver to see us on a rainy day and a
foggy day?
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31 What car, we do to make It easier for a
dr Ivo to see us on a .1101$.y day a0 at
night,

b. Pass out the dittos of the paper dull (Appel)
pages 1- ristsuct the children to cool

ds desil ibeelfM:rist.

c. SOPPlettiviltdrif activities his the teacher to
make and reinforce every day The teacher
should either put d cardboard backing on the
ape doll or staple the dull to the bulletin

b and and tack the clutheS on with stiaigh&
pia ery morning

11 Sun "What is the Weather.- (Sing to-
the tun of -Mansa's Little Baby Luves
Shot him

al- What is e weather, wvillfari.
weather? Whatis the weather (ciao
on the word out) out toddy?

(A Teacher may waint to make a
lew verses of her own such as
following
Who knows the vveat er, weather.
vveathei?
Who knows the weather out Toddy?

c) Suiie SAYS it% sunny. Sutituv.
Suite :KW its SUiiiiy out today.

21 Every morning Often the song. dress the
OW doll accoidisig to thewvidthix.

a 4

We carcteach children to look when they cross an
unguarded street and to obey signals. signs. and
policemen_ Then we can hope they will runierrobes.
But can we guargnotop that they wilt be seeii.bv`the
cur turning the corner ono foggy afternoon or by the
truck driver seater) high in the cab, (timing dertyy;
packed snow kbri a Was litgiv biedht W' At night when
drives,: are Lunti_latjting on 1110 fiLl Lkalliiiion, will
they notice the smog chilO. dressed in ijaik oothes.
de Peg at runs the 7.t.Itiek

,1

Driers must see :children before they can avoid
hitting (Mehl, It 'youngsters dress iii clothes that
contrast in color with the -color- *of the weediest
they are seen mope easily by drivers-

The little paper doll buy -Chucky Clothes
Cu;" (Appendix, pages 1-4) can kelp teach

ergartners and tuft graders tc weds something
%. to at night, something bright oitsfoggo or rainy
days. and something dark oil Wight snowy clayS:.
Chucky is useful arid instructive as a visual ad for gins

A visual sublect.,
RertitNe the pages, paste Chucky on.codboaid,

and cut him out along with all his clothes.
Use 'the popes doll as an early morning attentioii

getter Each day Set Ofiucky up in froht of the class.
Ask your pupils .what the weather is like outside.
Then ask them what clothes Chucky Clothes Con-
scious should wear on u day like .that. Put the
correctly colored clothes picked by the children on
the doll_

When Chucky is in the proper apparel, ho can be
seen by car drivers_ Ask your pupils what clothes they
have to color them as safe as Chucky.

.;PRAFF1C LIGHTS'

Do you know what ,traffic lights say to YOU?
D40 vOu know what traffic lights say to do?
Yellow says. "Be careful."

. Green says. "You may go."
But red is must important, it says. ''S.toPr
You know-

STOP AND LOIOK'" .4119

Two little words can be our friends f'

On our way to school and when the school day ends.
Theo little words lay-this. you know,
"Stop end loOk before you gel "' \
Stop' Look! Listen' Before yOu cross the street.
Use your ei5s. use Vour ears, and then use yo(fr feet.

RED SAYS STOP'

RED pit top, and GREEN below
Red says- -SfOlit" and green soys. "Go."
YELLOW says, 'Wait" even if you're latei.

grorros Thor Stick on rht nonheiboord. F. A Owen
Publishing Company. 1959.

1' ,
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RED SAYS SLOP

Let this story help you,teach traffic rules. It can
\also be used during a unit on transportation. Substi-

tute vehicles for the ones mentioned or add other
vehicles, as you wish.

A realistic traffic signal can be made from a long
piece of black tagboard (Appendix. page 11.1. Cut
three round holes and back them with thin red,
yellow and green paper so light will show through. A
child can stand beside the flannel board with the
signal and use a flashlight behind each color as the
poem is said.,

Pictures Needed for This Story
(Appendix, pages 7.101

chart with safety poem
red circle
yellow circle
green circle
blue bus
trailer truck .

cement
pick-up truck
motorcycle
rail car
police car 1

(ace picture or symbol on flannel board at
point Whercits nam appears in capitals'in the story )

Jimmy's teache wale a poem on a CHART.
This is it. Let's read it ogether.. .

(As children read o say/i poe (11 child flashes light
7-behind colors onsignal o teacher places colored felt

circles on flannel board.)

RED on top, and GREEN below.
R sd says; "Stool" Anil green says, "Go."

%YELLOW says, "Wait" even if you're late.

(,Remove chart from flannel board or put it at
the side.k

Do you know what Jim did? He learned that
poem everyword of it!

Now, that very atternoow as Jiwwy was walking
home from school, he, saw a BLIg4 BUS catrying
people fro", Chicago to New York City. Would the
blue bus know the poem? Jimmy watched to see. ,

Each time the name of a color appears in capital
letters liereafter, the storyteller either points to the
corresponding felt circle on the flannel board or the
child who pas the signal to operate holds the lighted
flashlight behind the appropriate color.)

The light was YELLOW. The blue bus slowed:
down. The light was RED. The bas stopped; sorneone
in the bus waved to Jimmy. The light turned GREEN.
On went the bus. Yes, the blue bus k newNthe safety
poem. Let's see if you jemember it.

(Children and teacher say safety poem.)
Timmy says, "When I grow up I want to be a

driver of a blue bus. Wait and see."
"Well, what is corning now?" Jimmy wonderett, 4

It was a big TRAILER TRUCK. The light was
GREEN but the trailer truck did not go faster..The
light was YELLOW. The truck slowed down. The

-light was RED. It stopped. Yes, the trailer truck knew
the safety poem.'

(Children repeat it.)
Jimmy said (Children say Jimmy's "I want to

be" poem using "driver of a truck.?)
Jimmy walked along. Each time he came' we a

traffic light he watched to see if things on wheels
driven by people knew what to do. All at once he saw
a CEMENT MIKE B.

"Oh, dear," said Jimmy. "That cement mixer is
awfully big. Maybe the driver can't see the traffic
lights." But the cement mixer stopped when the light
was RED just as nice as you please. It, too, knew the
safety poem.

(Children repeat poem and Jimmy's "I want to
be" verse.)

Next an old PICK-UP TRUCK came along
carrying vegetables to market. "I wonder if the
pickup truck knows the safety 'poem," thought
Jimmy as he walked along the sidewalk, being careul
not to bump into anyone.

But the pick-up didn't even slow down! Do you
know why? Yes, the light was GREEN.

(Children say safety potm and Jimmy's "I w t
' to be.")

Along came a MOTORCYCLE. Maybe i didn't
know the traffic rules! Of course it did. The driver
was a policeman, and he was particularly careful.

Jimmy said the safety poem to himself as he
walked along.

(Children say safety poem and Jimmy's "I want
to be."1

"Whiz!" A SMALL CAR came along, going too
fast. The light turned BED, but the small car was
going too fast to stop, "Screech," A car going the
other way had to put on its brakes very fast.

(Siren sound.) A siren! Was there a fire? No.
(Siren sound.) Wan ambulance coming? No. (Siren
found.) Was it a ICE CAR? Yes.

4'Someoi is going to get a ticket," saki Jimmy
sadly. "1 guess he never learned the safety poem."
But you and know that the driver of the small car
did know tliesafety rules. He just didn't think. The
policeman gave the driver a ticket so next time he will
remember.

1

By now Jimmy was home. His mother gave him a
, kiss and a cookie.

Between bites of cookie, Jimmy., said, learned
a safety poem today." And he said Mica his mother. #

Maybe you,can say the po for your mother/
when you go home from schoo this afternoon. Shall
we see?

(Children re e safer poem, which teacher
has removed from the annel board, to test their
memories.)

13
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Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 2

AREA: . Social Responsibility

SUB - AREA:. Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM "Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an undeistanding of the use of color to maximize the safety of the pedestrian:
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyRegulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given 'color games. stories, poem?, and songs, the
children will identify the traffic light colors, locate
them as to posilion on the traffic light, and describe
the purpose of each color.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:.
Art, music

MATERIALS:
Ditto of "Traffic Light and Friends." from Allyn and
Bacon

Worksheet (Appendix, page12)

Red, yellowtand green crayons

Review songs, poems, games from

Use a story from Lesson 1

previous Lesson

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Play the game Spy from Lesson 1.

2. Review the poms from Lesson 1 and
additional poem on page 6. Ask children
tions at the end of poem.

3. Review songs from Lesson 1.

the
iSlues

4. a. The teacher should hand out the worksheet
(Appendix, page 12) of the traffic light and
fruit pictures along with red, yellow, and
greet) craVons.

b. The teacher may want to dikuss the work-
sheet as follows:
1)' On our sheet we have six boxes and in

each box we see three different kinds of
fruit.

2) "Let's see how many of these fruits you
can name." Encourage the children to
use complete sentences like, "I see an
apple," etc.

4.

3) "Who can name Abe fruits that are
usually .red?"
"Let's f ihel-all the red' fruits and color
them."

4) "Who can name the fruits that are
usually yellow?"
"Let's find all the yellow fruits and
color them."

5) "Who can name the fruits that are
usually green?"
"Les's find all the green fruits and color
them."

6) The teacher should discuss the first box.
Have the name of the fruit repeated as
the color is given. "The apple on top is
red, the banana in the middle is yellow,
and the grapes on the bottom are

, "Are all the boxes colored the

4.7) Can anyone name a traffic sign that has
the same colors? Traffic light.

8) Are the colors on the traffic light in the
same positions as in the boxes?

9) Color the trSffic light being careful to
put the color in the right positions:
a. WI*e does red ge?
b. Where does yellow go?
c. Where does green go?

"If the traffic light tells the driver or
pedestrian to stop, what color is

showing?"

What does the yellow light tell the
driver and pedestrian to do? Which light
is yellow?

.12) What does the green fight tell the driver
and pedestrian to do? Which light is

green?

13) Does the traffic light on your paper
look like a real traffic light?



.. .
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lit.
14) Again sing color songs about clallic

lights and read poems from Lesson 1,

This poem is about crossing the street safely. Read
the poem and then ask "What do you do?"

What do you do when you walk down the
ttreet ?I

Wave and say, "Hi" to the friends that you
meet.

When you come to the cornet, what do you
see?

A tall traffic light that stands up for safety.
I

What do you see when you look at the light?
Three colors for safety that shine there so

bright. N.

What do you do when the light sparkles red?
Ypu stand there and wait; you do not go ahead.

fr

What do you do when the yellow light burns?. r.
Get ready to cross, it *almost your turn.

What do you do when the green light is

glowing?
Look both wAys, then cross. Ii is safe to keep
fr;" going.'

it
'Poem from Safely Poems, F A Owens Publishing Corn.
pant", 1957

What do you see?

1. red light

2 yellow light

3. gteee. tight

1,

What do you do?

1.

2.

3.

I

..

t:.

s

----.
...--"°.
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AREA:

.,SUB -AREA:

tRo0

A
GPMIr

171...t.11NIPEiENCY:

NM Goal)

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 3

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

Demonstrate an understandinpf proper pedestiiin use of sidewalks and roadways.

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyRegulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a worksheet, the children will identify, by
Coloring the appropriate lit traffic signal according to
the pedestrian's actions portrayed in each individual
picture.

.SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art

MATERIELS:
Box of crayons

Worksheet (Appendix, page 13)

Two halt gallon milk cartons

Black, red, yellow, green construction paper

Two Paper towel rolls

Songs, Poems, and games from Lesson 1

Eight pie shapes of each olor construction
(eliminate white) (See page tll

Two circular pieces of tagboaid

Masking tape

Brass fasteners
VFS

Pape*

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher should prepare the construction

paper model traffic light in advance as follows:

Cover the milk carton with black construc-
tion paper.

Side one has one red circle at the top.
Side two has one yellow circle in the middle.
Side three has one green circle on the
bottom. f
Side tour has all three circles in position
with masking tape so as tb change positions
of the colors,

8

7

c. Attach a paper towel roll to the bottom by
cutting a hole in the bottom of the carton.
Insert the tube, secure with tape around the
hole, and cover the paper towel roll with
black construction paper."

2. a. Display the red side of the model traffic
light. The teacher should choose one child to
hold the light and the rest of the children
should, stand opposite the child. The teacher
then asks the children, "If you were a driver
or a pedestrian, what would you do if you
saw this traffic light?"

b. Display the yellow.side and ask the children
to demonstrate the action for the yellow
light.

c. Display the green side and ask the childr'en
to demonstrate the action for the green
light.

d. Display side four and ask one child what's
wrong with the traffic light and to arrange
the colors in proper position. Then the
teacher will point to different colors and ask
the meaning of each color according to the
traffic light,

3. Review songs, games and poems from Lesson 1.

4. The teacher should pass out the worksheet and
crayons to each chfitl and go pver the action of
each picture without discussinb the color of the
traffic light to be colored by the children.

3

a. Picture 1:
The teacher may waat to ask the fo) lewing
chiestions: weli3 been learning to 'obey
traffic lights. Let's see if our friends in the
first picture are obeying them.

1)

2)

3)

4)

What are Suzie and Jeff doing?

Where are they standing?

Where are they going?

If they are obeying the traffic light,
color one light that is telling Jeff and
Suzie what to do in Picture 1.

OM.
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b. Picture 2:
1) What are Jeff and Suzie doing now?

2) Color one light that tells Jeff and Suzie
what to do in PicturV.

c. Picture 3:
Danny and his Mother are waiting to cross
the street. _

Color what the light shows.

d. \Picture 4:
Color what the light is telling Danny and his
Mother to do in Picture 4.

e_ Color the rest of the pictures except the
traffic light.

RELATED ACTIVITY:

Black

Purple

(
...

a.

4-

-1"

4.

1. Glue colors to one circular piece of tagboard.

I 1

8

.t.

2. Place the other piece of tagboard on top of first
piece. Attach, with brad at the center. Turn the
wheel and ask the children to identify the color.
work towards quick responses.

..



AREA:

SUBAREA:

PRO GRAM
GOAL:

Levek K indergerten-
LESSON 4

Social Responsibility .

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to-function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goan

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyHuman Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given several study prints depicting proper and
improper pedestrian situations, the children will
demonstrate through role playing the correct safety
procedures.

L.-

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Show the film, "I'm No Fool as a Pedestrian" to

the entire class.

2. The teacher may want to ask the children some
of the following questions after showing the film.

a. Which person in the movie would you like to
be? Why?

MATERIALS:
Film "1'm No Fool as a Pedestrian" (Walt Disney
Productions, see page iii)

Study Prints"Pedestrian Safety" Mee page HOP

White construction paper

Crayons

Song from the film"I'm No Fool"

ti

b. Can you think of a safety *rule that Jiminy
Cricket told you about in the film?

Toll m wilieruliti happen to you if You do
not followilthe safety rules.

d. A resafetikrulafor everybody? Why?

, 3. Show the study prints one at a time. Then
choose a few children to act out the safety
shuations in the study prints.

4. Song

5. Give the children construction paper and cray-
ons. The children are to draw a picture about a
safety lesson they learned from the film or the
study prints.



AREA:

SOB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Hig

Student will be able to functi

Demonstrate an understanding

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 5

ways

n as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as RedestrianL

of,proper ped'esirian use 6( sidewalks and roadivays:

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyEnvironmentar.Setting Regul 'tors

PERFORMANCE INDIGATDR:
Given pictures of traffic lights and the rules for (loch
specific color, the children will demonstrate on the
flannel board the position of each color and verbalize
the purpose of each. . 1,

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art

,1

n'

.1.

"Do all traffic. lights have the red on top?
the yellow inithe middle? the green on
the bopom?".

"What does the red frier?"'
"What does the yellow mean ?
"What does the green WrAl"

2. Learn a poem: .

PoemRED LIGHT STOP

MATERIALS:
Slack construction papertwo 6 x 12 inches, one 9 x
12 inches for each child

Red. yellow, green cellophane cut in 6.inch squares

Stapler

Scissors .

Paste

Flashlight ope or mere -

Pictures of traffic lights (Appendix. pages 14-181

.44

Copy of poem "Red Light Stop"
1

GameRed Light, Greerebight (See Lesson 11

StoryLensko, Lois. The Little Auto. (See page 011

LEARNINNITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The children are grouped around the teacher for

a discussion. The teacher may proceed as
follows:

Show the transparency: (Color the traffic light'
"Wli67.-can tell me something about these

piwres?"
"Who c give these picturet a name?"
"Who can tell me what is happening?"
"What colors do you see?"
"Where is the color?"

.;

4. Make a traffic light:

4

19
11

"Wed light stop
Yellow light no
Wait for the green
And then you go.'

PoemSTOP SHINES RED

Stop shines red.
Go is green
Get - really yellow
Comes in between.
Watch for cars;
Obey this rule
And you'll arrive
Safe at school.

Story "The Little Auto

a. Ask the children to cut. bff the corners of
two 6 x 12Trich pikes of black paper_

b. Intruct the children todraw 3 circles °lithe
first piece of black paper and cut them out.

c. trace the circles onto thersecond piece of
black paper and cut them out.

d_ Lay thesored -cellophane square over the top
circle of ,the.first paper and trim it so that it
d&sn't overlap the second circle. Paste it in
place.

Follow the same procedure for the middle
(yellow) and the bottom (green) circles.

f_ Paste the second black Paper onto the back
of the first black piece with the cellophane
between the.two.
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g. Fold t third black paper, the 9 x 12.inch
piece, n half so that it remains 12 inches
long then fold it in half again in the same
manner to have four thicknesses. Staple the
thicknesses together_ Prepare these handles
prior to the irtivity so that at this time of
the activity the handle can be stapled to the
child's traffic light quickly.

Reminderprepare these handles in adtance
of the activity so that the children needn't
wait and become restless. *

5. ReinforcementTake the children outdoors.
Using tape or chalk make an intersection. Or if
possible, take the children to the closest, quiet,
and relatively unused intersection for this part of
the lesson.

Nit

l

Steps;
a. Prepare to cross the street. Ask one child to

-, shine the light through the cellophane and
guide the children across. The other children
should obey the signal by following the
proper procedure as ta(ight in the lesson
previously.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Red Light, Green Light gamifrom Lesson 1.

2- Handwork
a. Make traffic signs with yarn, colored mac

aroni, etc.

b. Finger paint on the tablemake the sign in
the paint, lay paper carefully on top, rub
gently, and lift.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
Make four pictures:

1. Traffic light with red, yellow, and green lights.
2. Traffic light with red in wrong place-
3. Oddly shaped traffic light.
4. Correct traffic light.

The teacher may make a ditto with all four pictures
on it and ask children to circle correct one..

b. Several children may take turns using their
traffic lights and the flashlight.

c- With assistance from another adult, if Avail
able, divide the children into several groups
and follow the same procedure.

6. Suggested evaluation: Test lAppendix, page 18)
Flannel board
Four pictures

,

,

..

A

12

OR
A.

Use the four separate pictures on 'flannel board.
Children may discuss all and find correct one.

20
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Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 6

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PRARRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of prbper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety-Regulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Having exPerrenced the lesson activities and the
playing situation, the children will describe one
Proper or improper action in each of the evaluation
pictures.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art

NiATER1-A1.-S7
Enlarged reproduction of-

Red and white stop sign
Yellow and black school crossing sign
Yellow and black and the white crossed

1

crossing signs'

Marked crosswalk at intersection

Large brown grocery deici

Dittoed signs (Appendix, Ores 19 21)

Paite

Crayons

Scissors

railroad

Finger Play-"I Stop, I Look, I Listen" (See Evalu
anon Two, page 15)

Book- Kessler, Leonard Mr. Pine's Mixed Up Signs
(See page oil

'Wooden traffic signs are available from Piayskooi, Inc ,

Creative PtinthinvEleckleV-Carctv Catalog

Songs-(See Page 141
"Stop and Look1" (Naomi Caldwell, p 108)
"Safety Firs?' The Magic of Music

Game-Traffic Game

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:t The teacher may proceed as follows:
The children should be grouped in front of the'
teacher, and she may ask the following questions
displaying no signs as yet.

a_ R iddle:
I'm thinking of a red traffic sign.
It has 4 white letters that spell S T 0 P

across the middle.
It stands on the corner.
What's my name? (Stop Sign)

b. This traffic sign is a large. white. letter X.
It has black letters.
It's found near train tracks.
What's my name? (Railroad Crossing Sign)

-

2. Display reproduction of signs

Teacher may Alithe following questions about
each-sign:

a. Does anyone know what this sign is called?

b Why is this sign important?

c. What does this sign tell us to do?

d. What else is needed to help people cross
streets? (Traffic light osiciosswalk.)

3 Poems-attached

Songs-attached

5 Stosy -"Mt. Pine's Mixed Up Signs"

6 Color two dittos of sign and .cut out. Make paper
bag costumes. Teacher should cut hole for head.
cut 2 side holes tor arms whole children are
coloring. Children will paste one sign on front
and one sign on back. Use bag costumes to play
traffic game.

7 Role playing:

13 ri

21

a. Divide group in half.

b. Draw streets and intersections and railroad
tracks on school floor; playground with
chalk or tape.

c. Half of the group uses costumes arid pre-
tends to be the signs. The other half of the
group can be cars and people, and use signs
to guide them in following proper safety
procedures.



SongSTOP AND LOOK(

Two little words Can be our friends
On our way to school and.whe'n the .,c4-i001

day ends-
These little words say this, you know,
"Stop and look before you goy

Sung SAFETY FIRST

I stop, I look, I lister'.
And then I'm sure to know,
That I will always come back ..ilk
No matter where I go

I only cloy, at
Not hallway up the ;tenet
I look ahead, I tletik ahead.
And then I USe tiry

TRAFFIC SAFETY CAKE

TRAFFIC TECHNIOUES

This project may be u..e lullown9
traffic safety or a, d gentle '4:glow:lel beton! (J.)

home
Draw ceos-,walks with . tide. on rt., ti,,.,euurn

floor or on the ployyluund Male the wide
puSsible 'Ai that then! worn fur the

coming and going ut
Divide the clorldteri lino 3 jrun.

1 Pylkettn'l IIJV we-0 nael armband. 1p jp,
Ile.,Ighjit of awe' uf

441 111._111: when he want. the
car, t) u yr jo_pp the chddien Ili 1_ %II

I rig- -.6riecJall

2 Car',

3 School

o (All three r1.11.., repeat
designated 1

4%. they walk t their

Let. play the natio_ gamer
Let"... play the traffic, game'
We'll lean to fullnW each tralbc rule.
Aloj us"' 'nuttier, won't worry when we go

t how.
If we ahvay> toiow each traffic tole
UP., play ffi ir Ole_ yan.tel

#Tec

ttlJled by the liohcernan)

We due the 'wife: cute,'
We when to STOP Ai we say when to GO.

(giving pope. agnali)

4

If the children will wdtch us they'll always know
Just when to STOP acid just when to GO,%
When we pyy OW traffic game.

o (Repeat as the cars in position on the roadway
begin moving slowly. They should keep moving
exCept when commanded to STOP by the police-
men.)

We are the car% that move on the street...
We don't go too fast, and we don't gO'too slow,
And we watch for the sejodli, STOP and GO.
We don't go too fast. arid we don't rici too slow
When we play the traffic game

114.,teated by the children)

Wei.; the children coming to ratting torlie ficeni
Atiaoi

iNell k le,* whets to GO. and we'll know when to
STOP

i f the ,t did 011 the coiner Jild watch the cup.
He'll '.ay when to GO, and' he'll ..ay when to

sTOP
o 1 we play t traffic game

-Mjegclel Atherton

sjteiv. J publication Njt.1in41 5,ifty
aj Decenine. 196 7

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
Give each child J ditto about crossing the ',meet
(Appendix. page, 23 24) and follow the neptiut_ non,
rri evaluat owe, one, two ancYthree

EVIVATION ONE (Appeidix, page 23)

To L earn ToRemember
I OVA Ji the I: WIWI
2 Duni v., In theAnuddl of the WKS.

Discussion L e3dS

A buy is criAsing the at the .1 die place in
the f1l.1 picture Whew is he crossing' Trace he, path
with you* forefinger

Ann and Way die on opposite stiles of the :Meet
in the oniddle ivetute. Fend each. Ann wards lu.vealk
with Mary Where can she safety Cross?

The last picture shows Billy's and Jack's houses
Where should Billy cops to go to Jack's hoiise? Why_
should n't.he cross in the middle of the block?

Things' To Do
I Have the chddien LeAl thee fOlefinger, to hate

Safe paths. for Ann and Billy Then have them
mark the paths with et ayonS and draw JaCk in his
yard

4

f
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2. Take a walk to help the children observe that
cars tend to slow down at intersections and,
hence, can stop more quickly at corners. Help

- them note the increased speed on the middle of
the block.

EVALUATION TWO (Appendix, page 24)

To The Teacher -

You May wish to use safety rules with action:
t stop (child halts!.
I look (hand over eyes)
I listen (hand to earl

1 stop and wait
While the red light shows 'walk and stop).
I look (look back,lo left, and right) nd walk
While the green light glows (take a few giros'

,.

It's red on top (make a circle. hands lifted high)
Now we stop (mark time, feet in placel)
It's green below Ilk cupped hands to eye level)
Look and go 'look around and march forwardil

To Learn To Remember
1 Look for approaching cars before

a, sire
2 Look the right. to the left, and around the

corner back of you before crossing
3 Cross streets at the corner
4 Walk across streets Don't sun

cicost.ing the

Dosc4eston Leads
Here we see Ann, Billy, and then puppy. Jeep

Where are they What do you think happened? Why
do you think that Ann is holding on to Billy? What is
coming in the street? Is Billy being careful? Why not?
Will Jeep reach the other side before the cat comes)

What would you do if you were Billy? What
should you do before you cross the street? How
should you cross, Why shosild you walk across the
street?

For the Class To Do .t
1 Study the 2 lower pictures and draw a line under

the one showing the safe thing for Ann and Billy
to do.

2_ . Draw lilies ohbthe play space to represent a street
with crosswalks at the corners. Use blocks for
cars. Dramatize the safe way to cross_

...

Mb
14

k

I

I

EVALUATION THREE (Appendix, page 25)

To L earn-
i
To Remember-

1. The ftd light says, "Stop:"
2, T yellow light says, "Wait."

e green light says, "Go."

15

23

Discussion Leads
Here are A and, Billy. Their friend, Jack, is

across the street, here do you think they are going?
What do you s to tell why Ann and Billy are
waiting at the co net? Itlave you seen a signal light
like this? Which I t is shining? What does the red
light tell us to do What does the yellow light say?'
What does the gree light 'say? *

For The Class To 4, .

Study the 2 lower pictures and draw a line under the
one showing the safe way for Ann and Billy to cross.

I

T



AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

Level: Kindergarten
. LESSON 7

a

. Social Responsibility

Citizen on the.Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety-Regulators

PERF RMANCE INDICATOR:
Having experienced a presentation by policemen and
given the safety helpers worksheets, the children will
identify in those worksheets three safety rules as
expressed by the Policemen.

SUGGESTED APPLIC4TION:
Social studies, art, music

MATERIALS:
Books-(See page iv)
Pine°. Craig...Peter Policemen.
Heiibroner. Joan-. Robert the Rose Horse
McGinley, Phyllis, All Around the Town
Dr Sews_ And To Think I Saw It On Mulberry

Street. (See Page 44

Songs- (Appendix, pages 26.27)
"Policeman"
"The Traffic Policeman'!_
"The Traffic Cop"

Speaker-Policeman arranged for in advance

Poem -'The Policeman" (Page 18)

Crayons

Scissor s

Stapler

Yarn

6" x 6" yellow construction paper

Safety Pins

.

Safety helpers (Appendix. page 291

Dittos on Policeman (Appendix. pages 28, 301

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVerIES:
1. Ask the visiting pOlicergilik to tlkicuss.w,

children: t

a. His uniform

b. His job. and tint he is their friend

c. How he helps people

d. The children may want to ask the policran
questions.

Some questions the teacher may want to ask
after the speaker is finished:

a. Why is the policeman so important?

b. Do you know a friendly policeman?
e

c. How has he helped you?

2. Safety helpers worksheet

Procedure as follows:

a. Many things help to keep us safe on our
streets.

b. Let's took at our worksheet and circle all the
things we can see that help to keep us safe.

c. Discuss the five safety helpers found in
Picture.

s 3. Songs, poems, story

4_ a. Give each child a copy of policeman's hat.
Instruct them to Color the ditto and cut it
out.

b. Teacher should staple two strings to each
side of the hat to hold it on to the child's
head and tie in back of the child's head.

c. Draw and cut out a five.jkt yellow star.

d. Teacher should pin the star on the shirt of
child.

5. TGraarnes:fficgame from Lesson 6
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RELATED ACTIVIVr -

etDiscirss two dittos on poll man

RHYMES AND POEMS

I'm a policeman big and strong.
1 stand in traffic all day long;
I wave my arms and I blow. ''Toot. t000000."
AO the cars all stop when I tell them to.

The patrolman is a friend of mine.
He's at the corner in rain or shine.
Hefrielps me look for cars each day
And sends me safely on my way_

-10
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

4
Level: Kindergarten

LESSON 8

Social Responsibility

Citizen' on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating m traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: pemcinstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of/sidewalks and roadways. .

(Course Goat) "0
.

COriTEA: .
Pedestrian t atety -Operatic:one

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given the opportunity to heat a safety patrol mono r

, speak to the C
through role pl&

crossing an intersect

s, the children will demonstr3le
ing the proper. procecitr% for
on. (See Lessorw9 The 'Traffic

.Ganw, adopt to patrol monitor I ,

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety, art

eh. MATERIALS:
Three 4 x 18 -inch strips of orange construction Raper

Gltie

Scissors

Crayons

kltStapfer

Yellow Encte with safety patrol on it

Dittos- lAtioendix. pages 31 32)

eview poem., town Lessottis.5 6

Speaker -Safety patio' nritor \i

3) Why do schools use crossing guards or
safety patrol monitors?

.11 . .

2 Make orange patrol belts, Give each child three 4
x 18-inch strips-of ore e to color end decorateor
with sofety.symbols. T n teacher staples togeth-
er Staple two around t e waist and the third one
diagonally over the shoulders- Staple a yellow
circle with safety patrol written on it to the
diagonal strip uf the belt.

k
may want, to ask some of the followini
ouestions:
1) y h y should patrol monitors be obeyed?
2) Where should you stand before you

cross the street?

\-3
Review songs, games, and poems from Lessons
and 6 about crossing the street..

4 Give the children a copy of dittosAApirix.
pages 31 32)

yakestati each child is looking at the lilac) of
the patrol munijkor and ask :the children to draw
what equipment-is missing.

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1 Invite a safety patrol rtionitqr to visit the class on

this day.

a Discuss the duties of the safety patrol

.. .smoostrate patrol equipmentt.

Explain to child:v.11 the proper procedure for
crossing the street-where a patrol tnointir is
.onafuty..
1) Vichere and how to stand of won
2) 'When is the proper tine to coots?
31 How anci'wh*e to walk

cr How does the patrol monitor help the
orison° guard? The children may ask ques
buns at this tune After visitation Weeper

a

Review Who can explain an intersectionKlaibto_
can explain etcrusswalk? Why is a patrol mumtor
needed at an iritarceoticinT Where should
stand at an intersection?

On the fitto- draw your footsteps whole you
should walk across the street safely

you

RELATED ACTIVITY:
1 Read the silo y below to small groups and discuss

it

2. Make a book of people litho help us with sak'ty
by cutting out pictures Ikon magazines,

a

SAFETY PATROL UNIT
LOWER' ELEMENTARY'-

SAFETY PATROLUNIT,- LOWER ELEMENTARY

Let's pritend... Let's pretend that you are a
member of the school sefety`patrol. You are wearing
a, bright orange or a white belt You are standing at

19 `.
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the street corner near your school.
You have a big job to do. You have to have eyes

for many people. You ha;le to see, cars that are
. coming. You have to be sure it is safe k cross the

street.
You do your job Welt, You obey rules. You dress

neatly. You are always on time. You are polite to
others. You carciabout.the safety of others.

But you are not really a member of the school
safety patrol. We were only-pretending. You are not
old 'bough to be a member of th'* patrol yet. Some
day, maybe next year, you will be old enough. But
first you must scow your teachers wad friends that
you are interested in' safety. If you do, you may be
chosen to be on the patrol.

You can prove that you artinterested in sipty
now. Here is how: (1) always obey all the safety rules
you know, (2) het? the safety patrot'in your school
by remembering that they are there to help you.

Do you"know how a member of the safety patrol
should act? Pick the right ways from the column at
the left. Write them .under the column marked
RIGHT. Write the,wrong ways under the column
marked WRONG. OP%

JP.

careful

unfriendly

polite

reckless

trustworthy

reless

I

A

t

WRONG RIGHT

"School Salons, a publication of the National Safety Council,
November-December. 1968.

>

O
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen* on the Streets.and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understtanding of limper use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

4

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 9b

i

CONTENT;
---rsPedettrian SafetyEnvironmental Setting

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Having viewed the transparencies depicting various*
pedestrian hazards in a 'neighborhood. the children
will identify at least four of the hazards and predict a
consequence for each hazard.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety ..*

MATERIALS:
One transparency master depicting entire neighbor-
hood of Hazardville (Appendix, page 33)

Two transparency' masters depicting specific neigh-
borhood hazards (Appendix, pages 3935)

Dittoes made froin masters

Large safety pin

Two pipe cleaners

2 x 2-inch white paper

Black ink

One ditto of Hazardville

i

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Show the transparencies depicting Hazardville.

2. Ask some of the following questions:

a. What's happening? . .

. b. Are the children enjoying themselves?
c. Is there a hazard tha4 you can see?
d. Could the little boy or girl get hurt?

3. Give each child the ditto. Explain thit the
children are to circle all the hazards that they can
find. Look for correct pedestrian behavior, too.
Color the ditto when finished.

RELATED ACTIVITY:
An easy project the teacher may want to make in
advance: Form a "Pedestrian Safety Club" for all the
children who can adequately predict hazards and
perform safety as a pedestrian. Give each child a
"Safety Sam" made previously by the teacher.

t

Construction of "Safety Sam" pins: Use safety pin
for bbdy, pipe cleaners for arms and legs, and add a
paper head.

28
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Level: Kindergarten

. LESSON 10

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB -AREA Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians,
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of propgr pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal) I,

i

CONTENT: *
Pedestrian SafetyOperations, Environmental Setting

PERFOAMANCE INDICATOR:
Having experienced the bulletin board activity, the
children will reproduce the safest route frbm their
home to school on individual ditto sheets.

4
SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Construction papermulticolored

Newspaper 4 x 6-inchone for each child

Stapler _

String or yarn

Crayoy

Map ditto (Appendix. page 36)

F ilm "Safely Walk to School" (See page iv)

LEARNING, SITUATION ACTIVITIES (Day 1):
t. The teacher should make and put up the major

part of the bulletin board ahead of time (Appen-
dix, page 36).

2. Give each child a 4 x 6-inch piece of newfpaper
on which to draw, color, and cut out his house.

3. The teacher should Place (one at a time) each
child's house in its proper location; then take an
imaginary walk from school to the child's house.
Emphasis should be placed on, stop signi, cross-
walks. traffic lights: patrols, and other safety
points.

4. After each house has been put up, the teacher
should discuss the various Places the children
play. At the same time the class %hall evaluate the
safety of the play area. If it issife", why?

I)

5. Encourage the childreribto practice remembering
their name, a:Voss. and phone number.

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITtES (Day 2):
I. a. The teacher should make mailboxes ahead of

time using a 2 x 4-inch piece of multicolored
construction paper for each mailbox. Each
child's name and address should be printed
on the mailboxes in advance.

b. The teacher should make six telephone poles
ahead of time using I x 6inch pieces or.
brown construction paper, and place them at
random on the bulletin board.

2. The children should practice their name. address,
and telephone number.

3. The teacher tests each child and when the"child is
able to respond with the correct name, address,
and telephone number. the mailbox is stapled
next to the child's house for knowing his name
and address and the yarn telephone line is stapled
from the telephone pole to his house for know-
ing his telephone number.

4. The teacher should review the imaginary walk
- from school to each child's house.

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher should give each child a ditto copy of the
bulletin board minus telephone poles and mailboxes.
The teacher should mark the location of each child's
house on that child's ditto., The child will have to
show how to get from home to school by making a
crayon path. The child may color and add to it when

A finished_

,

. 29
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RELATED ACTIVITY:
Show the film. "Safely Walk to School."

...
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Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 11

AREA: Social Responsibility .
SUB -AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

o

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyEnvironmental Setting

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Having constructed a model village, the chii&en will
construct five additional safety features and will
demonstrate safajy practices and behavior as

pedestrians.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art

MATERIALS:
24 x 36inch tagboards10 approxirhately as desired
by teacher lid

Shoe boxes-6

Milk cartonsha(Gl 14 e-12

Crayons

Construction papermulticolored

Glue

Masking tape

1.,

30
25

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
IS1Veral days are needed to construct the village)
1. Planning the model village: Ask students what

they would want to have in their model city.
Make a list as students name uddings and other
features; take a vote as to th final selection.

2. Using ten 24 x 36inch pieces of tagboird,
construct a, folding village. hree children sh'oyld
work on each tagboard, d awing and coloring it
to resemble buildings. After all ten are done.
hinge them together using masking tam keeping
the bottom edges even and varying the top edges
with chimneys (Appendix, page 37). \\

\--.
3. The milk cartons are cars, buses, and trucks and

fhoutd be covered with construction paper. Use
different colored construction paper for windows
and doors. Glue on tagboard wheels.

4. Begin, to portray a safe day in the village. Each
day have the cl n choose a new role.

RELATED ACTI
Take a walk thro i y6rt of the neighborhood. Try
to include a quiet street, a busy street. a shopping
district, and areas displaying a traffic light, stop sign,
crosswalks, and any other safety sign in that partic'
ular area. ,.

-I
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Cour:R_Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety

Social Responsibility

Citiien on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in'traffic as pedestrians.

(

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 12

..

Demonstrate kriowledge of the proper precautions to take to minimize the possibility of....
molestation.

Jo

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The student will identify two people who can provide
assistance if someone attempts to molest him or her:

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS: ,
Story of Little Red Riding Hood

-.

1

Copy of Block Home window sign.(Appendix, page
381

4

31
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LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
When children are young, parents often warn

them not to speak to strangers. But children, find it
difftkl....-ilaIrein from responding to an adult's offer
of friendship. ',They must be impressed with the
dangers inherent in accepting a gift from someone
they do not know, getting into a stranger's car or
going for a walk with an unfamiliar person.

Also, it should be noted that the child molester is
not -always' the lurking stranger. A study by the U.S.
Children's Yuman indicates that in more than 80
percent of reported cases of molestation, the offender
was known to the Lictim or the victim's family. A
similar British investigation confirms that more than
half the children in the' study were molested by a
person they knew and in locations considered to be
safe. /

While it is important to warn againsiiihe stranger,
it is wise to caution against advances by anyone abd
to advise what to do in such situations.

!- Present the story of "Little Red Riding Hood."
Discuss with the students the problems she has
with the wolf. How did she get help? Encourage
them to suggest how she could have handled the
situation differently.

2. Discuss to which people a studeht can' go for help
when a person offers a ride or a treat or wants to
go for a walk. Have each student identify at least
two persons, giving the name and location of
each.

RELATED ACTIVITIES: .
1. If the neighborhood uses the Block Home

system, review the program with the class,
displaying the sign. As a follow-up activity, ask
each student to locate the nearest Block Home
on the route to school.

2. Develop a bulletin board display with the Block
Home program as the theme; Use the sign so the
students become accustomed to seeing it.
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AREA Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the rules of jie road for bicycle operation.
Minna Be.)) .

$

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulators. Human Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INOICATORo ' I 4.014(
given several study prints depictinibicmcling situ-
ations, the children wilt evaluate the safe'end unsafe
practices of handNngep bicycle and demonstrate the
safe procedures on the flannel board through story
telling.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety

MATERIALS:
Film"The Day the Bicycles Disappeared" (See
page iv)

Flannel board and flannel graph picturesSafety
Pictograph, by Standard

Study Prints " Bicycle Safety" (See page iv)

Poem (See page 30)

White constructiO aper 9" x 12"

Crayons

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (See Pile 301

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road (See page iv)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Show the, film"The Day the Bicycles Disap-

peared" to the entire class.

2. The teacher may want to ask some of the
following questions after showing thp film and
reinforce the following rules:
a. Why were the bicycles angry and why did

they disappear?

b. Did they have good reasons to leave their
owners? Name some of the reasons.

c. Did the children know they were not obey-
ing the safety rules of bicycles?

3.

IMO

32

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 13

d. What did the children have to di to get their
bicycles back?'

e. What 'are same of the bicycle safety rules we
should all remember?

The teacher s
reinforce the foil
a. Ride on plaY9

your- bike
riding on bla
let people
into th

d show the study prints and
ng rules:
ound until yoU learn to ride
II without wobbling. While
top surface, ring your bell to

voter° coming: never run

b. If you ride on the street where cars go too,
keep to the right side. the same direction as
the ears drive.

c. Obey all traffic signs.

d. Put out your hand to tell people in cars that
you are going to turn or stop. (Refer to
page 53 of booklet, Bicycle Rules of the
Road)
1) Left hand extendedleft turn

Left hand up from elbowright
Left hand straight downstop

2) Diagrem the hand signals

e. Don't ask anyone to ride with you. Only one
child rides on a bicycle.

f. Keep both hands on handlebars.

4. Poem
(Kemper Insurance. Children's Safety Lessons
No. 3,1863.)

Riding bikes is lots of fun
for little folks like we

When we race upon the playground,
it's very much fun indeed.

But in the street we take great care,
at morning, noon or night

For autos jump up when we think
there's not a one in sight

5. Flannel boardChildren are grouped around the
teacher. Give one child the pictures of bicycle



safety and ask him to create his own bicycle
story on the flannel board with the pictures. The
children who don't have the opportunity to
create their story may use the- following day to
create and Present it.

6- Give each child a 9 x 12inch white piece of
construction paper and ask him to draw a picture
of himself riding tin bicyele in a safe place.

KNOW YOUR BICYCLE LAWS

Rules of the road for bicycles were adopted by the
1973 Oregon Legislature. The new law (Chapter 5801
changed equipment requirements for bicycles and
added several ew tiling requirements.

Definitions

A bicycle is defined in Oregon law as every
device propelled by human power yogi.' which,
any person may ride, having two tandem wheels
either of which is more than 14 inc es in
diameter. or having three wheels. all of which are
more than 14 inches in diameter.

Bicycle rane_...means that -part of the highway.
adjacent to the roadway, designated by official
signs or markings for. use by persons riding
bicycles.

Bicycle Deb.means a public way maintained
for exclusive use by persons riding bicycles and
designated as such by official signs or markings.

Equipment R equireivents

When a bicycle is in use at night, the bicycle or its
rider must be equipped with a headlight visible at
least 500 feet in front of the bicycle_ A red reflector
must be large enough and mounted so it is visible
from all distances from 100 feet to 600 feet to the
rear when directly in front of lawful lower beams

*headlights on a motor vehicle. The law also permits
use of a red light, visible from 500 feet to the rear, in
addition to the rear reflector.

Every bicycle must be equipped with a brake which
will enable the operatcir to make the braked wheels
skid on dry, level, clean pavement.

It is against the law for a parent of any child or the
guardian of any ward to authorize or knowingly
Permit any child or ward to violate the equipment
requirement provisions of the law_

30

Riding Rules

You must ride upon or astride a permanent and
regular seat attached to the bicycle.

A bicycle cannot be used to Cary more perSOns at
one time than the number for which it was deSigned
and equipped-

If you ride a bicyclekoaster, roller skates, sled or toy
vehicle), do not "hitch" a ride by attaching either
yourself or the unit to some other vehicle.

You are to ride as near to the right side of the
roadway as practicable. except on one-way streets.
Eriercise due care when passing a standing or.moving
vehicle going in the same direction.

On streets or roads where the designated speed
exceeds 25 miles per hour, you must ride single file.
in other locations, ride not more than two abreast.

If a bicycle lane has been provided adjacent to a
roadway, bicycle riders are to use that lane and not
the regular street or road.

o not Carty any package, bundle or article which
pr vents you from keeping at least one hand on the
h diebars and having full control at all times.

B icycle riders also are expected to 'obey all other
traffic laws that apply to the driver of a motor
vehicle, except those which by their very nature can
have no application. (This is not new; Oregon law has
long contained this provision.)

Motor Vehicles and Bicycles

A driver of a vehicle cannot drive or park on a bicycle
path.

Drivers of vehicles cannot use a bicycle lane except
when passing' another vehicle on the right. When
permitted by law. Before passing on the right and
using a bicycle lane to do so, a driver must make
certain the move can be made with safety. Right-of-
way must be given to bicytles using the bicycle lane.

Bicycles end Pedestrians

When a bicycle is on a sidewalk, the rider is to give an
audible warning before overtaking and passing a
pedestrien and shall yield right-Of -way to all pedes
trians on the sidewelk.

Do not operate a bicycle on a sidewaiP in a careless
manner that endangers or would be likely to endanger
any person or property.

Prepared by Oregon Motor Vehicles Division. Salem,
Oregon 97310.
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AREA:

- SUBAREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Couhe Goal)

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

Demonstrate und standing of the rules of the road for bicycle operation.

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulators. Vehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given an illustrated poem depicting antics on a
bicycle, the children will interpret four accidents that
occurred because of carelessness and identify the
safety rule that could have prevented the accidents.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts 1 cs

..-"
MATERIALS:
Poem"F ive on a Bike" (Appendix, pages 39.44)

BookRey. KA., Curious George Rides a Bike (See
page iv)

SongsSee Lesson 15

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (See page 30)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1, The. teacher reads the entire poem (Appendix,

Page 39) while the class looks at the Pictures

2. The teacher starts at the beginning and reads the
first two stanzas and asks the following
questions_
a. What are monkeys like?

11 Curious
2) Mischievous

b_ Do children act the same way?

3. Show Picture No. 2, read the corresponding
stanzas, and ask the following questions.
a. What did the monkeys do when they left the

zoo?
b. What safety. rule could have Prevented the

accident?
.

4. Show Picture No 3 and ask the following
questions
a. Do you see something that the monkeys are

doing wrong?
b Would you do the same thing?

...

31

Level: Kindergarten
. LESSON 14

5. Show Picture No. 4, read the corresponding
stanzas. and ask the following Question:

What were the monkeys doing wrong that
caused them to land in the water? -

1) Two on a bike
2) Going too fast
3) Not looking where they were going

6. Show Picture No. 5. read the corresponding
stanzas. and ask the following Question.

Who can name two things that the monkeys
were doing wrong?
1) Three on a bike
2) Hitching a ride by holding onto the

truck as they were riding their bikes

7- Show Picture No. 6, read the corresponding
stanzas. and ask the following questions:
a. What was the next accident the monkeys

had?
b. What caused this accident?
c. How do you think the monkeys felt? How

would you feel if it happened to you?

a Show Picture No. 7, read the corresponding
stanzas, and ask the following question:

What two rules did the monkeys break?
1) Not obeying traffic signals
2) Riding on sidewalk_.

9. Show Picture No. 8. read the corresponding
stanzas, and ask the following questions:
a. Why is hitting a baby carriage dangerous?

Who could get hurt?
b. How would you feel if you hit a baby

carriage?

10. Show Picture No. 9, read the corresponding
stanzas, and ask the following questions:
a. Why were the police looking for the

monkeys?
b. If you were the keeper of the zoo. what

would you have done with the monkeys?

11. Show Picture No. 10. read the corresponding
stanzas, and-discuss safety rules.

12 Story and songs,

13. Teacher should get permission and ask children
to bring their bicycles for the following day's
lesson, Bicycle Safety.

34
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highway

PROGRAM 'Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL: -
COMPETENCY: Demonstrate the proper techniques for operating a bicycle safely.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
8 icycle Safety- Regulators. Vehicle Ca'pabilitoes

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a bicycle, the children will demonstrate the
proper way to handle a bicycle and apply the safety
rules_

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Sockil mudies

MATERIALS:
Individual bicycles

Chalk

Cardboard box

Construction paper-red

White letters

Stick

I
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Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 15

Suggested skill-test course (Appendix, page 45)

Tape measure

Picture of a well.equipped bicycle 12" x 18" (Appen-
dix. page 46)

Safety check hst

Stop sign

Songs-review fr or Lesson 13

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (page 301

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher should Show the picture of a

well-equipped bicycle. Then ask the children to
identify a9y part they see that is on their own
bicycle. After Identification 9/402 parts of a
bicycle, t6e teacher should discuss the purpose of
these parts.

2. The teacher and the children then proceed to the
skill test area for a demonstration by an older
student.

3. if there are some kindergarten children who have
bikes and know how to ride, the teacher may let
them try to ride through thcourse.
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AREA:

' SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

.ftrade ......,

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 16

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
passengers. i

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the ways to maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.
Mourn Goan

CONTENT:
School Bus Safety -Operations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a series of pictures depicting safe and unsafe
student actions, the chirdren will describe tow
Procedures for school bus safety.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety

MMIER1ALS:
Dittos for color book (Appendix. pages 47-53)

Crayons

Books -(See page iv)
The Bingiry Bengity School Bus
Kessler. Ethel and Kessler. Leonard. The Big Red Bus
Hastings, Evelyn. Big New School

Songs-"The Wheels of the Bus" (Miller, Mary and
Kajan. Paula. Finger Play. See page iv 1

---f

36
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LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher should show each of the pictures.

evoking discussion from children. Ask some of
the following questions:
a. What's happening in the picture?

b. Are the children behaving safely?

c. If not, what could happen?

d. Why is it important for the children
r member safety rules regarding the bus?

2. So

3. Book -one stdtv a day.

to

4. Arrange to have the children examine a School
bi.4 Note the parts of the bus such as emergency
door and' its purpose, types of seat. bars, protect,
ing front seats, handrails to step onto bus. fire
extinguisher, windows, regular door, steering
wheel, rear view mirror, and handle to open
door._

5. The teacher May wish to have the students
construct a'coloring book from handout ditto
sheets. This activity may be more than students
can complete at one time and may be used in a
later lesson. -.

4
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AREA:

SUBAREA:

PRO GRAM
GOAL: i a

COMPETENCY: D
(Course li oal)

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets Egad Highways

Level: Kindergarten
4. LESSON 17

tudents will be able to function as responsibl, individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
engers.

onstate an understanding of the ways to maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.

CONTENT:
School Bus Safety Operations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a set of blocks and a wagon. the children will
describe the importance of seated on a
school bus.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science

MATERIALS:
Small wagon 3'**-4

Tall building blocks

StorySee Lesson 16

Song.See'Lesson 16

t
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LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Have the children stand three or four tall blocks

on end in a small wagon. Have one child pull the
wagon suddenly. Ask them to note that the
blocks fell backward. Set the blocks the same
way and ask a child to pull the wagon and stop It
suddenly. The children will note these blocks
have fallen forward.

2. Have one child pull the wagon in a fast curve
(start gently) so as to make the blocks fall to the
side (to enforce centrifugal force).

3. The teacher May want to ask the following
questions:

a Is it important to remain seated at all times
until the bus has completely stopped? Why?

b. What could happen to any
On the bus and. the d
around the corner? Why?

OF-,

O stands up
akes -a turn

c. What could happen to someone who stands
up on the bus and the driver must stop
suddenly? Why?

d. Is it important to stay alert at all times when
riding the bus? Why?

4. Songs. story.

%



AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Come Goal)

CONTENT:
School Bus Safety-Operations. Environmental 1.

Setting, Human Capabilities

Social ResporibOsity

itizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
passengers. 'N

Demonstrate understanding of the ways to maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.

4

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 18

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
Sometime during the day when the children are
concentrating on an activity, put tote loud record
on and show the lack of concentration that
results. At a later time, when needed..tefer back
to this situation.PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:

Having experienced a hypothetical school bus situ
ation (while an unusually loud talking record is being
plavecl), the children will' distinguish between the
situation that hinders the bus driver's concentration
and, the atmosphere that allows him to concentrate
while driving.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art

MATERIALS:
Record player

Record

Wood

Nails

Heavy paper and cardboard

Chairs

Yellow 'malt

Black, white. red paint

Mt

3S
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2. Build a bus estimating the size. and showing the
picture of a bus (see illustration, page 40). The
teacher musj supply the materials in advance.
The aid
nailing
top a
Nail the

3.

n, with teacher's guidance. begirrby
0 wooden strips together to form the

bottom rectangular frame of the bus.
ertical corner supports to the toaand

bottcasframe. Continue jai making a separate
square frame of the wooden Strips for thp nose of
the bus and nail it to the rectangular frame in
proper position. Cover the sides and the nose of k.

the bus with heavy paper leaving the top uncov-
ered. Cut and fold back the door area in which
the children enter the bus. Mark and cut out
areas for the windows. Paint the paper yellow
and. In black, add taillights and headlights, and
other details as desired. Add interior parts such
as cat dboard steering wheel. fire extinguisher, gas
pedal. handrails, etc_ The chador should use
their school chairs for passenger and driver seats.

Choose one child to be the driver; the others are
passengers_ Separate the passengers into two
groups: one to demonstrate good busriding
habits and the other bad busrlding habits. Refer
back to the loud, irritating record session that
would be distracting to the bus driver. Note the
fact that if the children remembered their bus
rules, the bus driver coulAvncentrate on his bus
driving and the traffic. tolibetter"prevent any
accidents.

4. Songs-(See Lesson 161

Story--The Bangity Bangity School Bus" (See
Lesson 16)
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RELATED ACTIVITY: . .

Discuss the children's adventcres feelings, and
emotions regarding a bus ride.
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen oath e Streets and Highways

"NI
KilldelP11911
LESSON.19

PROGRAM Studefts will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as moor vehicle'
GOAL: passengers.

COMPETENCY: Demon4trate understanding of the ways to maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.
(Course Goan Nit .
CONTENT:
School Bus Safety-Operations. Envfon ntal
Setting r

/
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:

011 alven the school bus constructed previously by the
t : thildren. they wilt demonstrate safe condict on a

ischool bus.

is

SUGGERFO APPLICATION:
Safety

MATERIALS:
. Constructed bus

One shoebox and a smatter box (Discard lids)

Yellow. black.'white otinstruction paper

Glue

Staples

Cardboard

Crayons.

Songs- (R ofer to tessOn 16)

Stury-lBefor to Lesson 16)
Jeri

Srnakrodel of bus, made in advance by teacher

ler

"el

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
I. Divide tly. children in two groups: one group

watches A the other group performs. The teacher
should choose e bus driver and the children
should proceed indepeodently in acting out the
safe procedures of welting and boarding theta's. -_

remaining seated while the bus is In motion,
remaining. normally quiet and net distractirki the
bus driver* keeping arms end heads inside the
bus, remembering not 'to throw objects in the
bus, obeying the bus driver and finally unloading*
at the bus stop.

210Songs, story.

RELATED ACTIVITY: .
Make school buses for each child to take home at end
of bus unit (pictured below). Have the children work
in small groups on this project. For each bus, you'll

one shoebox end e smaller box. (Discoid both
lo s.) Turn the boxes upsitfe down and covet them
w th orange construction paper. Glue or staple the
smaller box to one end of the big one. Glue ont
yard oard wheels. Add 'details.

41
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Gaol)

Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 20

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets anthlighways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
passengers.

Remonstrate a general understanding of the dangeis of riding in or oft a motor vehicle.

CONTENT..
Schocil Bus SafetyOperations. Environmental Set-.
ting, Human Capability

vs.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given the situation whereby the children are sitting
on the bus they've constructed and heads and arms
are.'ot.it the window, they will identify the conse-
quences as a result of their extended limbs coming in
contact with obstacles passing by the bus.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety

MATERIALS:
Songs(See Lesson 16)

Stories(See Lesson 16)

Ditto(Appendix, page 54)

+my

)LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
'1. The children may choose their role either as bus

driver, obstacle, or remain as rPosser sillassert-
gers are to put arms and heads out of window
and the children as obstacles are to mot % in a
circle around the bus bumping the oIrmi and
heads of the passengers.

41
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2. ,The teacher may want to ask the following
questions:

How did the passengers feel as their arms
and heads hit obstacles outside the bus?

4. If these obstacles were real, what could
happen to your arms and heads?

How do the passengers think their arms and
heads would feel if they were on a real bus
and they hit obstacles at a very fast speed?

d. If you were the bus,driver, how would you
feel having to take care of the careless
passengers and watch the driving, too?

e. How could these distractions cause the'bul
driver to have an accident? Why?

f. If 'you have your arm out the window and
meet a car too close, can you get you arm
back inside the bus?

3. Songs, story.

4. Pass out ditto and instruct the children to circle
the four safe ways to ride the school bus. Color
the pictures.



Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 21

AREA: Social Resprsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways ,...

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
. - .

GOAL: passengers.

COMiIETENCY: Oemonstra e an understanding of the protection afforded by passenger restraint equipment.
(Course G oal) . ,

......,
CONTENT:
Car Passenger SafetyOperations. Vehicle Capability

r

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given some colored pictures depicting usage of a seat

,beit, the children will identify and describe the
purpose and fbnction of -a seat belt.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social Studies .

MATERIALS: -
Three 8% - x 11.inch pictures: (See Appendix.
pages 55-57)

of a car seat with a seat belt

of a little girl

t

of 'a little girl falling forward bumping her head
because the seat belt was n6t snug enough

Oge ditto showing a boy or girl sitting in a car with a
seat belt on

One child's leather belt

e child's chair/S ory about seat belts il3a9e 46)

Crayons

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIOITI ES:
1_ The teacher should have the children grouped on

the floor ip front of her.

2, She should then proceed by reading the follow.
ing story (page 46) and showing the appropriate
pictures that accompany the story.

3. The teacher may want to ask a few questions as:

a. How does a seat belt work?

How does a seat belt protect a person from
igjury in accidents?
I

Do you use a seat belt? Why?

.
ii
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d. What other rules are important to remember
while riding in a car? Refer back to school
bus safety.

4. Activity:
The teacher should give each child a copy of the
ditto sh9wing the bof or girl sitting in the car
with their seat belts on.- The children should
color the picture.

4

5. Demonstration:
The teacher Should choose one child to demon-

the following situations:

1

.

Not fastening the seat belt. .
,

Johnny is riding to the store with his mother. He
is standing on the floor in the back, his arm over
the front seat, watching out the window and
without his seat belt fastentd. Suddenly his
mother slams on the brakes. What could happen
to Johnny in this situation?

Fastening the seat belt loosely.

Sally went riding with her father. She had
fastened her seat belt loosely so that she could
watch out the back window. Sally's father
quickly turned the corner. What could happen to
Sally?

Fastening a seat belt securely and snugly.

One df0 Billy and his mother were,i3ri their way
to Grandmother's house. All of a sudden a dog
ran out ip front of the car. Billy's mother quickly
stepped on the brakes to avoid hitting the dog.
Was

Why
as much danger as Sally or Johnny?

Why wasn't he?

a. Who was the safest boy or gik? '

b. Which boy or girl would you want to be?
Why?

c. What is the best and safest way -for yoil to
ride in a car?

(
.



SAFETY BELT STORY

Show Picture Number 1
When you get in the car, what is the first thing

you do? That is an easy question. You buckle up.
, Yoti fasten your safety belt. If you do not, you are

takicig a big chance. There is one other thing you
must do.

Show Picture Number 2
Look at the poster. Look at the girl. What is she

-doing? She is pulling the safety belt. She is making it
snug, Bayou always make your safety ttelt snug?

Here is the story about the girl in th4 poster:

Lucy liked to ride in the car. She liked to watch
out the window. She. liked to see new places. Her
mother and father told her: "Always put'on your
safety bell when you get in the car." Lucy piAbon her
safety belt, but she did not pull it snug.

k.
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Lucy thought; If I pull the safety belt snug, I will
not be able to move around and see out all the
windows.

One day Lucy and her father went for a drive. A
car in front of them stopped quickly. Lucy's father
stopped quickly, too. Lucy flew forward. She
bumped her head: The bump hurt.

Show Picture Number 3
Lucy's father said, "If you had pulled your

safety belt snug, you would not have bumped your
head."

The bump did not hurt 4,90 long, but Lucy
always remembered this after that:

Buckle up and pull it snug.

'School Safety, a publication of the National Safety Council,
September-October, 1969.
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Level: Kindergarten
LESSON 22

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

MOOR,. Students will be ablikto function as responsible individuals on the streets and highways. -
GOAL: '1'
COMPETENCY: Demonstrate a general understanding of the safety rules for conduct as a pedestrian, as a motor
(Course Goal) t vehicle passenger and while driving a bicycle.

CONTENT:
Review of Entire Safety Unit

. .

PEFIPQRMANCEANDICATOR:
Given a coloring book illustrating each unit in the
year's safety lessons, the children will be able to
interpret and identify from the pictures the safety
rules portrayed.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art

*MATERIALS:
Coloring book dittos prepared in achiance (Appendix.
pages 1.4.28, 32, 58-611

Crayons

Songs, games. poems from previous lessons

ky.

4.1

47

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher should group the children in a

semicircle. Allow the children to discuss what
they see in each picture as freely as possible.
Allow fort most discussion by the children, not
the teacher.

2- Songs. games, poems (review).

3. Teacher should give each child the already
Ignored coloring book; allow children to color
and take home as a culmination to safety unit.

mit
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IV

TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION

FOR OREGON SCHOOLS , K-3

LEVEL : 1
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GOAL

Students will be able to function
as responsible citizens when par-
ticipating in traffic as pedes-
trians.

r
.

Students will be able to function
as responsible citizens when driv-
ing a bicycle_

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
traveling as motor vehicle
passengers.

.

1

Level I

COMPETENCY LESSON PAGE

Demonstrate an understanding of the role of visual 1 1

perception in pedestrian safety. 2 3
3 5
4 7
5 9

Distinguish between safe and unsafe'aPparel for 6 11

pedestrian travel. 7 13

Demonstrate an understand* of the use of color 8 15
to maximize the safety of the pedestrian. 9 17

Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper precau
tions to take to minimize the possibility of
molestation. .ir

10 19-

Recognize the hazardous nature of bicycle travel 11 21
in a motorized vehicle environment. 12 23

13' 25
14 27

Demonstrate the proper techniques for operating a
bicycle safely.

4184.

15 29

Demonstrate an understanding of the rules of the 16 31
road for bicycle operation. 17 33

Demonstrate an understanding of the standards for
selecting and maintaining a bicycle.

18 35

Demonstrate an understanding of the ways to
maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.

19 37

Demonstrate a general understanding of the inher-
ent dangers of riding in or on a motor vehicle-

20 39

,

46
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TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS HANDBOOK

Lesson Filmstrip and Source

10

14

17

19

1

C

20 "School Bus Safety' (Study
Prints, Walt Disney), Walt
bisney Films, 800 Sonora Ave.;
Glendale, CA 91201.

0

6

Level I

16mm Me and Source Books and Source .

"Hansel and Gretel" (McGraw.
Hill, 8 min., C.1966)

Division of Continuing Educe.
tion, Film Library. 1633 SW
Park Ave., Portland, OR 97207.
Rental: $8.75

'The Day the 8 icyde Disap-
peared** (AAA. 15 min., C,
1967)

Motor Vehicles Divisidn, Public
Information Office, Salem, OR
97310.

American Automobile Assoc.,
1712 G St., NW, Washington,
DC 20006.

"I'm No Fool on a Bike" (Walt
Disney, 8 min., C, 1966)

Motor Vehicles Division, Public
Information Office, Salem, OR
97310

Division of Continuing -Educe. °
tion, Film Library, 1633 _SW
Park Ave., Portland, OR 97207.
Rental: $6.50.

47

1

Om

The Bingity Bangity School Bus,
G rosset and Dunlap, Inc.,
51 Madison Ave., New York, NY
10010. ND. ($1.00)

Hastings, Evelyn. Big New
School. Follett Publishing Co.,
1010 West Washington Blvd.,
Chicago, 1L 60607. 1959.
($1.25)

Kessler, Ethel and Kessler,
Leonard. The Sig fled Bus
Doubleday and Co., Inc.,
277 Park Ave.. New York. NY
10017. 196403.95i

Miller, Mary and Kajan, Paula.
Finger Play. G. Schirmer, Inc.,
866 Third Ave., New York, NY
10022. 1955.
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Level 1
LESSON 1

AREA: Social Responsibility

SVB -AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating intaffiFas pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the role of visual perceptiy in pedestrian safety.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT: b

Pedestrian SafetyHuman Capabilities

PER FORMANCE INDICATOR:
After participating in visual exercises, the children
will orally define central vision.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science

MATERIALS:
Two large colored pictures of single objects 12 x 16
inches (furnished by teacher)

One chair

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
Using the following demonstration, the teacher may
explain that central vision occurs when we look
directly at an object, focusing the image upon the
fovea of the retina. Vision is at its clearest, most
discerning stage.

The teacher should seat a student in the center of the
room and instruct the child to look straight ahead.
She shall bring the picture out from behind him
slowly, holding it facing the child. Holding one of the
Pictures behind the child. the teacher can begin to
move it into the child's field of vision.

1

48

The teacher should ask what the child can observe
about the picture. What colors are visible? What
shapes? What is the object? The teacher should be
sure to move the picture slowly, stopping periodically
for discussion, until the picture is directly in front of
the child. Through comparison of vision perceived
before and the current one of looking directly at the
picture, the teacher can bring out these ideas and list
them on the blackboard.

1. We see best when we look straight at something,
2. We call this center vision.
3. We see colors better.
4. We see ShaPOS better.
5. We see how far away something is.
6. We see how big something is.

RELATED ACTIVITI ES:
1. Repeat the above lesson using a child behind a

seated person. The child selected should walk
slowly from the back of the seated person,
around to the side. After the eiercise discuss
how long it takes to recognize the child, what
colors the person's clothes are. and how far away
the child is

2. Show slides of a series of street scenes. Show
each slide first with fivesecond exposure, then a
second time through with 60-second exposure.
Discuss objects perceived. Look for one color.
number of cars, or traffic signs.

1
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Level I
LESSON 2

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Student will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the role of visual perception in pedestrian safety.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyHuman Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
By imagining situations and possible solutions or the
"best way out." the child will experience decision
making and, with practice in imaginative and real
situations, will be able to make "more accurate
decisions" when emergency situations arise.

MATERIALS:
Writing paper and pencils or coloring paper and
crayons

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES;
The teacher shall evoke images for the children's
imaginations.

Group the children on the floor and tell them they
are going to play a game of seeing. Ask for a
volunteer. The volunteer will stand in front of the
group with eyes closed (only if comfortable doing so)
and picture the scene given by the teacher. After
thinking as long as desired, the child Can act out or
discuss the mental picture created.

These are suggested scenes (role playing ideas) to use:

I. You are on a spaceship and have lust landed on
Jupiter. What do you see first? What .do the
people look like? How are they different from
us? What are you going to do if they act
friendly? Angry?

49

2. Blindfold this volunteer:
a. Pretend you are a blind person and actdout

what you can tell about this room (world)
and hi)* you found this out.

b. Pietend you have had an operation and
suddenly can see. What are you look% at?
How does it look?

c. Pretend you are a seed that sprouted in
spring. Tell what you see as you come-out of
the ground. What ara you going to do if an
animal comes along?

RELATED ACTIVITY:
After discussing the above ideas, the children may go
to their seats and write a story or draw a picture on
one of the above.

SUPPLEMENTAL TOPICS:
I. A little Irish elf decided to get into mischief and

make everybody see as if they had green glasses
on. With these 'green glasses on, tell what the
world is like; what this room is like.

2. You have lust Won a trip to Africa; what do y
want to see first, second, third. Describe as much
about the items as possible.

3. One day while you were out walig, the sun
decided to take a vacation. Tell what the world
looked lika to you and act it out.
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Level I

LESSON 3

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to fbnction as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstratg an understanding of the role of visual perception in pedestrian safety.
(Come 6 owl)

CONTENT: .
Pedestrian SafetyHuman Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Children shall, through shadow observations, distin.
guish between flat and round objects of the same
apparent shape.

SUGGESTED APPLICAYION:
Science

MATERIALS:
1. tOueinch square made from flat piece of paper

fourinch square block

2. rectangle, 6 x 3-inch. made 'from flat. piece of
Paper ..

rectangle, 6 x 3 x '/,inch, made of styrofoam

9

3. two-foot equilateral triangle made of paper
two-foot equilateral triangle of 2 inches in depth
of styrofoam or cardboard

4. A toy car about 5 x 3 inches
A picture of a car the same size

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITY:
Ask how the children can tell which objects are flat
or round. The teacher should use the responses to
evoke the idea that the shadow of the object can tell
us if the object is flat or round. The idea that we can
tell size by comparing it to a nearby object is
important also. Continue the discussion by classifying
the objects on display as thick or flat.

;

r
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level I
-LESSON 4

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL: '

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate en understanding of the role of visual perception in pedestrian safety.
Oal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyHuman Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The children shall observe the apparently different
size of objects at various distances.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science

MATERIALS:
Transparency iAppendix, page 62) showing bicyclists
at different distances.

,. .

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher shall ask the students to observe the
apparently different size of objects at varying dis-
tances.

Begin the discussion by showing the transoarsncy-
How big is the first boy? How can you tell? Why dPes
the last boy look so small? How far away is he?

The teacher should be Careful to use Comparisons to
delineate how varying distances seem to produce
different sizes. "How far away do you think the last
'boy is?" (Close, far, sort of close is all that a first
grader can distinguish.)

1
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

i

Level I
' LESSON 5

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the role of visual perception in pedestrian safety.
(Course Goal) )

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SlfetyEnvironmental Conditions

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given exercises illustrating dusk and nighttime con-
ditions. the children will describe the conditions and
when they occur.

(

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (weather)

MATERIALS:
Markers, chart (Some kind of visual aid is needed so
children can see what and when dusk is here)

Light gray construction p4per, crayons

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher shall evoke from her students the
following generalizations:

1. Dusk or twilight occurs betviteen daytime and
nighttime.

2. Twilight is a time when it is hard to see.

3_ Some people can hardly see anything. This is
called night blindness.

4. Night blindness may last flIV a few flikri or
many hours.

I

9

i
9

.$

5. Drivers who have night blindness often will not
see you walking or riding.

6. We must be9speciatly careful to help drivers see
us at dusk. .

7. Dusk or twilight happens at certain times during
the year. (Usually first graders can't tell time,
discuss it as "just before dinner," "dinnertime,"
"after dinner." etc.)

RELATED ACTIVITY:
The teacher shall draw out the above generalizations
from her students as they discuss the situation. They
may. then make the following chart as a class or on
their sheets of gray paper individually.

11

10

V

V

12
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V
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11

I
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Use language which is meaningful to the child. If dusk
comes when it is time to do the chores, then adapt
the chart.

52



TWILIGtif CHANGES

January 1; Dusk comes before dinner

gr.

February 1; Dusk comes at dinner

ar

fit

March 1: Dusk comes after dinner

April 1; Dusk comes later and lister

4'

$

10

L

3
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GOAL: --
SUBAREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets at llighwayy

Students will be able to fudction as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

Lena I
LESSON 6

'W

COMPETENCY: Distinguish between safe and unsafe apparel for pedestrian travel.
(Course Goal)

CONVENT:
Pedestrian Safety Human Capabilities

t

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a list of colors, the children shall color pictures
of clothing so that it can be seen easily by motorists
in various types of weather.

SUGGESTED APPUCATION:
.Science Weather)

MATERIALS:
Crayons

Coloring sheets (Appendix, pages 1 and page 63)

OP

51
11

41

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
I. The teacher shall discuss With students the colors

which anstte easiest to see in each of the
situations list &I below:

a. rainy weather

b. sunny weather

c. snowy weather

G,, +evening

2. The childkin shell
they wear on
ecoroPrin
sion *ache

-4

discuss whither the clothing
f the occasions listed abovesis

situation. After the °disco/S.
ay hand out the dittoed

coloring sheets and instruct the children to color
each of the items on the sheet with a color that is
most iporopriate for the Item.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY FOR FOLLOW UP
ON PEDESTRIAN SAFETY:
My UmbrellaHave the class write a poem.

1. Have an umbrella in class the day you write a
poem. Demonstrate with the children the proper
way of handling the umbrella.

2. Have a child try to walk from one end of the
i room to the other holding an umbrella which

obstructs the child's view.

3. Are you endangering only yourself when you
carry the umbrella in this manner? What are
some of4 the things that could happen if you
walked to schooi this way?

-*

4. Use poem, or part of it. for a writintlesson.

5. Have them draw themselves picturing their own
umbrellas. They may put a small photo of
themselves where they have drawn Ithe face. They
can label it "1 walk with my umbrella this way."

elw

41
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GRADE ONE:
Earn A Five -Point Safety Star:

1. Walk to the corner.

2. Check lights and signals.

3. Look all ways.

4. Watch for turning cars.

5. Walk efully across the'sireet.

Children w I cut out large gold stars with five
points.

Have them Decorate each point for one of the
above safety rules. ,

Ask the children to practice these f We steps for
one week each time they cross a street.

For those who remember this procedure every
time they cross a street during the week, pin

'five-point stars bearing their names on the
bulletin board. Small stars made of metallic
paper might be pinned on clothing and worn if
desired.

55
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

ROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goat)`

Level 1
LESSON 7

r

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

Distinguish between safe and unsafe apparel for pedestrian travel.

CONTENT: .
General SafetyHuman Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given colors against various backgrounds, the chil- *
dren shall determine which coltirs are elsy to see.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art, Science loolor

MATERIALS:
Class art exhibit or school exhibit from another room
or allschool display

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The children shall observe the colors of the art
exhibit and the teacher should so direct them
beforehand. Through the discussion which takes place
during the exhibit or afterwards, the teacher should
draw out the following facts:

'V

1. Bright Colors are easiest to e, especially against
light or gray backgrounds.

2. White is easiest to 'see against dark backgrounds.

3. White is not as easy to see againrit light back.
grounds.

The teacher may continue to relate the exhibit to
everyday safety by using the following examples:

1., If Mary were dressed in the colors of John's
picture, could a bus driver see her 9n a rainy
foggy day? Why or why wouldn't he ire able to
see her?

2. Which colors on Ted's picture would be good to
wear at night, etc.?

r
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AREA: Social Responsibility'

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

ROORAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the use of color tovaximize the safety of the pedestrian.
(Course Roan

Level I
LESSON 8

a

CONTENT:
General SafetyHuman Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given .a prism the children shall identify the colors
easiestiest to see and therefore most useful for traffic
s als.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION: r
Science

MATERIALS:
Slide or large picture of prism or rainbow.

Paper

Crayons

Large white paper to catch light rays from prism

Blackboard, chalk

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher should group her children together

and ask: "How many colors are there?" "What
colors are in sunlight?" "I n what ways do w e see
some colors more clearly from the sun (especially
sunsets)?" "If we see red colors at sunset, why
don't we see them during the day?" "Do you
suppose there might be other colors we don't
usually see?" (List responses or the blackboard.)

2. The teacher may bring out the idea that white
light is all of the colors together and that if we
can separate them we can see their individual
Colors. One way to separate light beams iswith a
prism.

-s

3. The teacher may then'turn out the lights and
shine a bright light through the prism. The
children should then identify the colors as they

*Una onto a white sheet of papa( placed to catch
the beams. The teacher may ask: "Which colors
are hardest to see?" "Which are the easiettr
"Which colors are at the ends?" "Are they dasy

*Isar "Do you think there are any colors be
cannot se ?" "Why?"

4. To bring out the concept of a rainbow, the
teacher may 'ask the children why they see these
rays of light after a rainstorm. The'Sun's light
passes through moisture which acts as a prism.

6. The teacher should point out that the (reds and .
greens of color spectrym are easy to see because
our eyes are made to pick those up easiest. We
usually see green first at night and we usually see
red during the day first.

6. The teacher may continue discussion by asking:
"Using what you have learned' about colors we
see best, what colors would you use if you were
going to make signs or signal lights?" "Why?"
"When would you use those colors?" "Would
they show up clearly in fog?" "Rain?" "A
storm?" "What signal lights and signs have you
seen using these colors?" "Why do we have thiee
colors on many traffic lights?" "Which traffic
light is easiest .to see during the day?" _"At
night?" (The teacher should summarize the
discussion thus tar.)

4 .
RELATED ACTIVITY:
The teacher should assign an activity i which the
children make traffic signs or signal ligh which they
create from their own ifiragination or ex rience. Tell
the children to make them simple and big. I,

When they are finished, they cap compare tlt designs
tol collection of real traffic signs. ._

57'
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Level I
LESSON 9

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and HighViays

PROGRAM Student:swill be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the use of color to maximize the safety of the pedestrian:
(Course Goan

3CONTENT: .

General SafetyHuman Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: p.
The children shall discuss their Ispowledge about
colors. using stories about their environment.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (weather, color)

MATERIALS:
Paper. pencils

L
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LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher may discuss what the world would be
like if red rain fell. As they explore this possibility,
bring out such things as:

1. Red lights would be hard to see.

2. Streets would look like a red river and so 0,13.
-+w

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
The mailer may then direct the class to write about
one of ihe following topics or about one selected In
the teacher:

1. If green snow 4611, what would the world look
like? How would it smell? Taste? Could you see
green trees or stop lights easily? What would you

t wear?

2. If you were magic, what oilor would you make
everybody's jacket? How would drivers see them
in daytime and at night?

3. What would happen if we woke up and dis-
covered all the traffic lights had disappeared?

o#

I
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Come Goal)

Level I
LESSON 10;

S

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will bi able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

Demonstrates a knowledge of the proper precautions to take to minimize the possibility of.
molestation.

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety

P NCE INDICATOR:
he etude t will state five precautions to deter a

molester.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Film, "Hansel and Gretel." (Available from DCE Film
Library)

"Advice to Children" (See page 20)

Copy of the Block Home window-sign (Appendix.
page 38)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES: / 4
When children are young, parents often warn them
not to speak to strangers. But children find it difficult
to refrain from responding to an adult's offer of
friendship. They must be impressed with the dangers
inherent in accepting a gift from someone they do
not know, getting into a stranger's car, or going for a
walk with an unfamiliar person.

Also, it should be noted that the child molester is not
always the lurking stranger. A study by the U.S.
Children's Bureau indicates that in more than 80
percent of reported cases of molestation, the offender
was known to the victim or the victim's family. A
similar British investigation confirms that more than
half the children' in the study were molested by a
person they knew and in locations considered to be

_....
safe.

*

I

While it is important to warn against the stranger, it is
wise to caution against advances by anyone and to
advite what to do in such situations.

1. Show,the film, "Hansel and Gretel." Discuss with
the students why the two protagonists encoun-
teed difficulty. How should they have respond-
ed to the situation?

2. Ask the students what Hansel and` Gretel should
have done if the lady in the candy house had
been a friend of their family? How would they .
feel if they had known her? 1

e

3. Introduce "Advice to Children.'Review the list
of suggestions, asking the children to identify the
appropriate actions for Hansel and Gretel to
take.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. If the neighborhood uses the Block Home sys-

tem, review the program with the class, display-
ing a copy of the Block Home sign. As a
follow-up activity, ask each student to locate the
nearest Block Home on the route to school.

.2. Have the students practice their ability to recall a
person's appearance by using photographs of
people from magazines. The pictures should
represent a variety of persons. Hold up the
pictures for a 'few seconds and thed ask the
students to describe them. They can do this
verbally or in writing.

59
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ADVICE TO CHILDREN

Children:

Your parents and teachers are concerned for your
safety. Please tell us about:

1, Any adult stranger who tries to join in your play.

2. Any person who wants you to leave the group
you are playing with for any reason.

3. Any stranger who wants you to go for a walk or
a ride.

4. Any person Who shows you obscene pictures of
peole.

B. Any person who tries to touch you..

6. Any stranger who offers you a treat

a

,,,6O
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Remember also to:

1. Accept gifts from someone only if your paren
are present and give their consent

2. Avoid shortcuts through alleys, dark 3freets.
wooded areas or empty lots.

3. Play only in places Which your parents say are
safe play areas.

4. Stay outside a house when you are selling
anything door-to-door; always go with a friend.

B. Go to the movies with a friend or your parents.
If someone tries to touch you, leave your seat
and tell the person at the refreshment counter or
ticket window.

Adapted from "Advice to Children,"
Illinois Crime Prevention Bureau

4



AREA: Social RetiPOnsibility.

SOB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizein when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Recognize the hazardous nature of bicycle travel in a motorized vehicle environment.
,Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyEnvironmental Setting

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After seeing a picture for five to eight seconds. the
students will recall and describe one object in that
picture.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION: .

Music. science

MATERIALS:
Flash cards (See Learning Activity 2)

A collection of sound effects (e.g., bell, horn, buzzer,
cymbals, two sticks, sandpaper)

TEACHER INFORMATION:
When young children ride their bicycles, they must
learn to be alert for pedestrians and automobiles.
Being alert does not come naturally so the teacher
must employ various activities that will sharpen the
children's power of observation and listening.

4. Riding a bicycle is a privilege. It is important for us to
stress to our children their responsibility in avoiding
accidents. They must learn to control their bicycle, to
ride it in a safe manner, and to be alert for
pedestrians and automobile drivers who do make
errors.

This lesson includes activities that will enhance the
children's power of observation and listening. Sound
effects are heeded.

4.0
LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Testing alertness for sounds. Listen constantly

for traffic approaching out of your line of vision..

Teacher will blindfold one child in the center of
the room. She will have all noise makers assem-
bled. She quietly points to one child who tiptoes
up to the objects and selects one to use. The
child may move anywhere in the roomin front
of the blindfolded child, in back, or to the side.
The blindfolded child must be able to guess the
direction of the noise and the type of object or
instrument making the noise.

Level I
LESSON 11

The children will delight in this type of activity,
and they will be more careful to listen for noises

2. Testing observation.
Make colorful flash cards either of children
practicing safe bicycle rules or single objects.
Have children divide up into groups of two. One
can hold up the flash card for a few seconds and
then put it face down. The.other child must tell
at least five to eight things he noticed about the
flash card. If he can't, he is given one more
chance with the card. If he can, he may look at
the cards and hold one up for his partner.

T
1
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RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Tape record the noises of the city, such as a busy

street during rush hour. Have the children listen
and try to tell everything they can about the
sounds. Is the noise far away? Are there many
automobiles? Can you tell what the weather is
like? Is traffic moving slow or fast?

2. Play the tape again and ask children to draw
what they hear.

3. Invite the school nurse to explain the hearing test
and the machine she uses. Perhaps the children
can take turns being tested.

4. Invite to class a blind person with his Seeing Eye
dog. You would be amazed at the wealth of
information he can contribute to the class on the
subject of alertnest. For example, the children

it will be surprised to learn that when crossing an
intersection it is the person guiding the dog with
his directives, rather than the dog "reading" the
WALK sign. The blind person must rely com-
pletely on his hearing to be aware of what
direction traffic is moving, hbw fast it is going, If
it has stopped. It is the blind person who directs
his dog when to cross the intersection.

5. You might want to include a test of peripheral
vision with this lesson. Holding two pencils, one
at each side of a child's head and moving them
toward the front, the teacher will make the child
aware that his limited eye movement places some
restrictions on his area of vision and often it is
necessary to move his head from left to right in
order to overcome the "blind" spot.

t



AREA Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streetspnd Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Recognize the hazardous nature of bicycle travekin e motorized vehicle environment.
(Come Goal)

CONTENT:
Bicycle Sefety Human Capabilities

PERFORMANCE tNDICATOR:
.Given experiences of drivers at night, the children
shall identify the ability of drivers to perceive bicycle
riders with and without reflectors and headlights.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science. art

MATERIALS:
Transparency -- (Appendix. page 92)

"KnoW Your Bicycle Laws" (page 261

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

Level I
LESSON 12

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher may first review which colors-ere easier
to see at night. The teacher should stimulate the
discussion with any of the following questions:

1. If you were the driver, which boy would be
easier to see? Why?

2. If you were driving very fast, which boy would
you be able to see ,110 avoid hitting him? Could
you avoid the unmarked bike?

3. What are your chances of seeing en unmarked
bike when you are in a hurry? Upset? Sad?
Angry? If you were talking to someone when
driving, whet might you not see?

4. How meny of you have bikes that are unmarked?
Do you ride them at night? Why? What can you
do to help drivers see you at night?

5. How meny of you have reflectors or headlights
on bikes?

6. What is the Oregon law pertaining to bicycle
lights? Page 17 of Oregon BicyRle Rules of the
Road.

RELATED ACTIVITY:
The_children may write letters to their guardians
asking for reflectors and headlights or write thanking

. them for providing reflectors and headlights.
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)
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LINO 1'
LESSON 13

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when drivinga bicycle.

Recognize the hazardous nittire of bicycle in a motorized vehicle environment--

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a transparency of various vehicles, the child
shall identify size differences between a bicycle and
other vehicles. .

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (classification)

MATERIALS:
Transparency (Appendix. page 64)

Overhead projector

Paper'

Pencils

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (See page 26)

4
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LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher shall discuss with the students these
facts:

t: A bicycle is about three feet high; a car is five
feet or higher.

2. A bicycle can be about three. feet wide at the
handle bars and a car 6 feet or more.

The teacher may initiate the discussion by asking,*
"Which vehicle is the smallest?" "Why?" "How can
you tell? The teacher should write responses down
on paper for a summery later. (One could bring in a
bike and measure it.) Continue questions with: "Who
can demonstrate'how big a bicycle is?" The teacher
may pick two students to spread their arms to show
size. After bicycle size has been satisfied, thee'
compare it to the cats. "What size is the car on the
top?" "The bottom?" "Hq, can you tell what size it
is?" "Who would like to heIA-show how big a car is?"
(They could measure a cer in the parking lot.) - -

Continue with: "Which vehicle is the biggest?" "How
do you know that it is the biggest?". "Who can
demonstrate?" Pick several children to stand with
their arms outspread to make an outline'of a truck if
room is big enough.

RELATED ACTIVITY:
Hand out paper and tell the children to make four
pictures of vehicles, They are to label the smallest
vehicle and the largest one. The teecher and the class
may make up a sentence to go with each one of the
pictures.

(Use attached worksheet to give to children.)



KNOW YOUR BICYCLE LAWS 40

Rules of the road for bicycles were adopted by the' 4.

1973 Oregon Legislature. The new law (Chapter 580)
changed equipment requirements 'for bicycles and
added several new riding requirements.

Definitions,
°

A bicycle is defined in Oregon law as every
device propelled by human power upon which
any Person may ride, having two tandim wheels
either of which is more than 14 inches in
diameter, or having three wheels, all of which are
more than 14 inches in diameter.

Bicycle lane.. .means that part of the highways
adjacent to the roadway, designated by official
signs or markings for use by persons riding
bicycles.

4
Bicycle Path....means a public way maintained
for exclusive use by persons riding bicycles and
designated as such by official signs'or markings_

Equipment Requirements

When a bicycle Is in use a; night, the bicycles or its
rider must be .equipped with a headlight visible at
least 500 feet in front of the bicycle. A red reflector
must be large enough and mounted so it is visible
from all distances from 100 feet to 800 feet to the
rear when directly in front of lawful, lower beams of
headlights on a motor vehicle. The, law also permits
use of a ,red light, visible from 560 feet to the rear, in
addition to the rear reflector_ .0

.i 4

Every' bicycle must be equipped with a brake whit
will enable the operator to mike the braked wheell
skid on dry, level, clean pavement.

It is against the law for aParent of any' chord or the
guardian of any ward to authorite or knowingly
permit any child or ward to violate the equipment
requirement provisionsof the law. .

Riding Rules

You mutt ride upon or astride a permanent and
regular seat attached to the bicycle. .

A bicycle cannot be used to carry more persons at
one time than the number for which it was designed
and equipped.

If you ride a bitycle (coaster, roller skates, sled or toy
vehicle), do not "hitch" a ride by attaching either
yourself or the unit to some other vehicle.

.

.
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You are to ride as near to the right side of the
roadway as practicable, except on one-way streets.
Exercise due care when passing a standing or moving
vehicle going in the same direction.

On streets or.. roads where the designated speed
exceeds 25 miles per hour, you must ride single file.
In other locations, ride not more than two abreast.

If a bicycle lane has been provided adjacent to a
roadway, bicycle riders are to use that lane and not
the regular street or road.

Do not carry any package, bundle or article which
prevents yOu from keeping at Jeast one hand on the
handlebars and having full control at all times.

Bicycle riders also are effpeCted to obey all other
traffic laws that apply to the driver of a motor
vehicle, except those which by their very nature can
have no application. (This is not new; Oregon law has
long contained this provision.)

Motor Vehicles and Bicycles

A driver of a vehicle cannot drive or park on a bicycle
path.

Drivers of vehicles cannot use a bicycle lane except
when passing anothei vehicle on the right, when
permittid by law. Before passing on the right and
using a bicycle lane to do so, a driver must make
certain the move can be made with safety. R ight-of-
wey must be given to bicycles using the bicycle lane.

Bicycles and Pedestrians

When a bicycle is on a sidewalk, the rider rs to give an
audible warning before overtaking and passing a
pedestrian and shall yield right-of-way to all pedes

Irians on the sidewalk. -
.. ,

e
Do not ,Operate a bicycle on a sidewalk in a careless
manner that endangers or would be likely to endanger
any person Or property.

Prepared by Oregon Motor Vehicles Division, Sale
Oregon 97310.

' 61
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AREA:

SIM-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways.

Students wine able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

.
'COMPETENCY: Recognize the hazardous nature of bicycle travel in a motorized vehicle environment.
(Course Goal),--7.

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulations and Human Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Shown a movie on bicycle safety rules, the students
will be able to cite two situations that involved a
bicycle hazard and be able .to predict the cons

ifquences.

MATERIALS:
F ilm"The Day the Bicycles Disappeared" (See
page iii)

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (See page 24)

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
This lesson encourages children to constantly be alert
for movements of other traffic.

They must anticipate movement of cars which pull
into their path or turn in front of them. They must
anticipate movement of cars coming out of parking
spots, driveways, and sidestreets They must be alert
for opening of car doors and for pedestr lens.

Show the film, "The Day the Bicycles Disappeared."

Discussion following film:

1. "Why did the bicycles disappear?"
The children should be ebb to recall a couple of .
Vtuetions where the bicycle drivers abused their
ittivilege of riding by not being responsible for
their safety and the safety of others.

2. "Why Is it necessary to keep far to the right of
the road?"
This discussion could reinforce the idea that
bicycles are subject to the same rules of vehicular
traffic as automobiles. We must move with traffic
on the roadway. We want to blend into the
traffic. "Is this the same rule that we follow
when we are walking on e roadway?" "Why?"

3. "What would happen if we did not ride single
file?"

27

laud
LESSON 14

You might want to illustrate this point. Mark off
an intersection with white tape on the ClaSSTIOM
floor.
Choose two or three c.,hildren to act out riding
their bicycles three abreast. With that aid of
another child, role play the forced actions of a
motorist as he approaches a situation such as
this. You can use the blackboard to illustrate this
situation. The children can immediately see what
the motorist- has to do to avoid an accident.

4. "How can we as bicycle drivers be courteous to
the pedestrian?"
The children will be able to offer many sugges-
tions; however, the important point to stress is
that we as cyclists are responsible for the safety
of others and that the pedestrian has the right of
way.

6. "When must we as bicycle drivers give the right
of way to other vehicles?"
It is imnportent to stress here that the bicycle
driver must always be aware that his bicycle
offers him no protection in the event of a
collision or spill. Regardless of what he feels
should be his right of way, it is always in his own
interest to give the motorist the right of way.

6. "How fast should we go when we are riding with
the traffic?"
Remind the children that they have to consider
dangers of stopping quickly for some reason: the
weather conditions and the presence of pedes-
trians.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Plan a group mural around the film. Each child

mey create a bicycle character with physical
features such as eyes, nose, and mouth. Each
child takes a section of the mural end places the
bicycle character in a pleasing situation. For
example: riding to the fer right. You cen help the
child label thi situation (e.g., "I'm happy when
you ride me on the far right of the road.").

Design a bulletin board. Addpt a bicycle char-
actor and give the character a nickname ("Betty
Bike"). Ask children to think of some good
safety practices that would meke Betty smile.
Children may quote things such as`be sure to give



the pedestrian the right of way. You can use this
for a writing lesson, also. Have the child place the
rule next to Betty.

3. Try to have some older children with bicycles
demonstrate those things you stressed in your
discussions. Use the young children as
pedestrians to show right of way. Try to use your
playground area for these demonstrations.

1
4

AP

4. Look at the first picture on page 42 of Oregon
Bicycle Rules of the Road, and tell what bicycle
riders must do.

5. Discuss pictures on pages 42.43, 44, 54. 55. and
56 of OregonBicycle Rules of the Road.

&NM
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Stude will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Oemonst1rhicthe proper techniques for operating a bicycle safely.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety-Vehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The children shall, during a class discussion, demon-
strate their knowledge of braking operations.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (forces, friction)

MATERIALS;
One bicycle

4.,

Chart

-Marking pens

Oregon Bic/c)e Rules of the Road

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (page 26)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Group the children in front of the blackboard

and begin discussion by saying, ';Let's make a fist
of things that move." Try to subtly include r
bicycle in the listryfts-may include as ma Vi
items as you wish, ten is a good number.

L 1ST

dog
bike
airplane
me
etc.

4 Arrange titles in columns such as:
Things That Move
How They Stop
Care They Need

Cohtinue with "Now, let's make a list of how
they stop."

Dog-a dog stops by using his muscles (bol.

Bike-a bike stops by using the brakes. "Let's
pretend the stopping part of our hit disappeared,
what would happen to: the dog?-the
bike?-me?"

«Irk,

----Continue discussion by asks

-Do you think it's a g
dings ?" ',Why?"

9:

Level I
LESSON 15

/

thing to stop moving

The students can write short stories or make a
story chart about their responses.

Ask: "Is it important to be able to stop on your
bicycle?"
Why?: "Let's have a volunteer show us how to
use our brakes."

..-....... ..

2. Discuss pages 17, 24, & 25 of Oregon Bicycle
Rules of the Road,. pointing out the brakes and
how they operate.

RELATED ACTIVITY: .. I
Bring a bicycle to the class and demonstrate the use
of the brakes. The teacher may continue further
discussion by asking:

I. How can we take care of the brakes? (A checkup
twice a year by service man.) This point can ben
brought out in a general discussion. (Pages 24
and 25 of Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road)

2. What other machines have brakes? List answers.
Discuss these mechanisms. Some may be:

record player4 projector (moviel
clock
racing car
passenger Car

3. Color a picture showing above points.

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES:
1, Pretend you just invented a bike; how would you

make it safe to ride? This creative writing project
can be done as a joint class project on story
chart. A.picture will be a nice touch.

-
N. 2. Make a scrapbook of pictures from magazines of

machines or forces and how they stop.

29
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AREA: i Social Responsibility
1 1

SUB -AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways
.

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when drivina bicycle.
GOAL: .

COMPETENCY:Attonstrate an understanding of the rules of the road for bicycle operation.
(Course Goal)

, t

kt Level 1
LESSON 16

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After seeing pictures in which lights and reflective
parts are used. the children shall identify the safety
features of headlights and reflectors.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science, art, math

MATERIALS:
Collection of pictures with lights or reflecting parts at
night (chart or blackboard):

tars eyes at night
Reflective sign
White side of house
Stars
Moon through clouds
Flashlight shining
Reflector on bike
Light on bike (rear and front
Car lights 200 yards
Person with reflective tape on jacket

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (page 26)

LEARNING SITUATION AdrIVITIES:
Group the children together. Slowly displaying the
visuals, start a discussion with the following gnat-
t 1011S-

31

Why can we see:ifs. things at nigh)/ (One could
bring out the idea 'that Certain items produce
light which makes them. easy to see. Others do
not produce light and.they are harder to see.).

2. Which are easiest to see? Why? List on the board
or chart_

Which of o% e are hardest to'seeZ Why?ol
4. When these objects are moving, what makes them

visible? Why?

5. What are4he -reflective items?.What do we Mean
by reflective? Are they easier to see than the
white side of the house? Why?

6. Which will- a driver see first: a reflective jacket of
a plain one?

I
7. With will driver see first, a bicycle with

reflectors or an unmarked one? Why?

'8. How many 6icycle lights can you find on page 3
and on the front and back covet' of Oregon
Bicycle Ruler of the Road?

9 Hdlov many bicycis horns can you fr in the
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road? IN many
bicycle taillights or headlights can you find?

RELATED ACTIVITY:
The teacher may have the chigran make a booklet in
two parts:

1. "Things I See at Night"
2_ "Things to filake-Me Se Seen"

This may utilize the ideas discussed. The teacher may
have the children color pictures of the above for a
bulletin btard similarly titled.

1.

41,
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AREA: Social Responsibility 4`

SUB-AREA: Citizen onthe Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL: -

COM.PETENCY: Demonstrate understanding of the rules of the road for bicycle operation.
(Course Goal) i

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Shown a movie on bicycle safety, the students will be
able to identify two bicyCle violations that could be
hazardous.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts

MATERIALS:
Film, "I'm No F ool on a Bike" (See page iii)

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (page 26)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
A bicycle is generally considered to be a vehicle and is
therefore subject to the same rules of vehicular traffic
as automobisles. The bicycle driver must learn to be a
safe driver in traffic, obeying all traffic signals, signs,
and lights.

This lesson will focus on the fact that a good
introduction to the rules of the road will encourage
children to assume their responsibility as safety.'
minded drivers. t

F ilm
a Walt Disney's, "I'm No Fool on a Bike"

F dm F ollowupMake experience chart

1. Ask the chtdren what were some of the things
shown in the movie that could have lbd to an
accident? ."---.......

s
You might want to start keeping an experience
chart to which the children can refer. Put their ,
responses on the chart.

a., "Clowning on a bicycle could lead to
accidents."

b. "Riding with objects blocking your view
-could lead to an accident."

c. "Not looking both ways before entering an
intersection could lead to an accident...

Laval I
LESSON 17

2. Encourage the children to think of rules they try
tofollow on their bicycles.

Our Bicycle Rules

'I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ri.

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY:
Invite a safety patrol monitor to accompany you and
your class outside. Select one who rides a bicycle-to
school. Walk the children to the corner and review
the right way to cross the street. With the monitor
under ybur supervision perhaps the children can cross
the street. ,Be sure this street is not heavily traveled.)

After Ong through this procedure, askthe children
"What must we always do before crossing at an
intersection?" The desired response would be "Look
to the right and left at all intersections."

al.
Now have the monitor use the bicycle and show how
to cross the street as a bicycle driver. The children
should immediately see that a cyclist has no more
right of way than a pedestrian; and that when the
cortilSt dismounts, 'it is necessary to look to the left
and right before crossing. .

After the monitor has gone through the steps of
showing the children how a bicycle driver crosses
streets, bring them all back into a group. You might
ask, "Why is it best to get off your bicycle before
crossing an intersection ?" "Why do we look both
ways?7, "Does the bicycle driver have more difficulty
crossing the street than the pedestrian?" "Why?"*You
may continue your questions, but remembeNthe
young child is going to retain more itthe rules "come
-to life" through demonstrations.

,..
When yOu return to the room, the children can draw
the monitor or themselves Crossing at an intersection
the proper way.

69
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RELATED ACTIVITIES: Safety' Monitor:- What will you do before
1. Start a bulletin board, "Bravo for These Bike

Drivers"-everytime a new bicycle rule is dis-
cussed, have the children illustrate it and you
write a caption underneath.

I look to the right and left before I cross an
)intersection.

2. Play a game-"Safety Patrol Monitor May I"
(takoff on "Mother ,May.I")

Child: Safety Monitor may I ^tross Oil
street?

It
e.

..

4.0

.

ii.

.

..

you cross?

Child: I will look' both ways at the,.- intersection.

Safety Monitor: Fine, you may come two
steps forward with your bike.

Set a goal line at the one endof the room so he first
child to reach it becomes the winner. Continue to
play' using other bicycle rules and challenginik the
player to recite them bore moving forward.

.

(k
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AREA

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Level I
LESSON 18

Social Responsibility a

Citizen on'the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to fUnction as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

Demonstrate an understanding of the standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle.

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Cap abilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a bicycle, the children shall identify the need
for propIr

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social stpriies, language arts

MATERIALS:
A biCycle

Chart

Mar kers

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

"Know Your Bicycle Laws- (page 26)

.

r.

a

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher should impress upon his students the

importance of bicycle fit especially in view Of the
%. fact that a first grader's motor coordination has

not yet matured

The teacher may begin by saying, "Let's make a
list of things that are made just for us. Teacher
lists ten ideas On board fe g., chair, dress, jacket,
coat. shoes, ring, bike, glasses). 1

2. Discuss with the- children how the above ace
made to suit eaell person in a special way. When
the teacher discusses the bicycle in thi4lott, rt
should be noted that a child should sit easily in
the saddle with one foot resting comfortably on
the lowest pedal. This should be demonstrated
on the bicycle.

3 Discuss pages 29. 67.94-74 of Oregon Bicycle
Rules of the Road.

4 Bring into class some of the items above and,
demonstrate with t o chatildien, short and tall,
how these are made sp cially for the person
. .

5, ° For further compari on of site and use:

-Suppose alt bicycles were made 6 leet for 1

foot) tall What would tt be like to ride it ?'"

Could you reach the pedals? Why or why not
Could you control the handle bars and the Pedals
comfortably? Why? Would it be safe to ride in
traffic? Why?

RELATED ACTIVITY :
The Cldss may wish to make a story chart on the
experiences one might have on such a bicycle.



(
Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Iitizen'on the.Streets and Highways

Level ,
LESSON 19

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor
GOAL: passengers.

vehicle

COMPETENCY: Demonsfate an understanding of the ways to maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.
(Course Goal)

CONtE NT:
School Bus SafetyOperationi

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given 6 series of pictures depicting safe and unsafe
student actions, the children wili describe four
proOdures for school bus safety.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety

MATERIALS:'
pittos fojecolor book (Appendix, pages 47-53)

Crayons

Books(See page iii)
The.Bingity Bangity School Bus
Kessler, Ethel and Kessler, Leonard. The Big Red
Bu$.
Hastings, Evelyn. Big New school.

Song"The Wheels of the Bus" (Miller. Mary and
Sajan. Paula. Finger Play. See page

Regulations Governing Pupil's Riding School Buses
(See page 38)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1.,, The teacher should show each.of the pictures and

discuss them with the children. She may want to
-ask some of the following questions:

a.

b.
c.
d.

What's happening in the picture?
Ari7the children behaving-safely?
If not, what could happen?
Why is it important for the children to
remember safety rules regarding the bus?

It

2. Songs

3. Booksone fry a day.

4. Arrange for the children to examine a school bus.
Have them note the parts of the bus such as the
emergency door and explain the purpose for
each. Do this for the types of seats, bars
protecting front seats, handrail's to step onto bus,
fire extinguisher, windows, regular door, steering
wheel, rear view mirror, and handle to open,
door.

The tealier may wffloh to have the students
Cl6ritri.Vr*-coloring book from handtut ditto
sheets.' This activity may be more than students
can complete at one time and may be used in a
later lesson.

6.. Show the children your'copy of the regulations
issued by the State Board of Education. Explain
that these rules are posted in every school bus.
Reliew the rules.

2

37
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I

\ OREGON STATE BOARD QF EDUCATION
REGULATIONS GOVERNING
PUPILS RiceescHoot BUSES

w

1. Pupils being transported are.i,!nder authority of
the bus driver.

.

2. The driver shall enforce local school board bus
regulations.

. 3. Pupils shall use the emergency door onl\c in case
of emergency.

4. Pupils shall be un time for the bus both morning
and evening.

5. Pupils shall walk sti the left side of road facing
oncoming traffic-44ln coming to meet the bus. .

N. =ow
6. Pupils shall remain seated while bus is in motion,

7. Pupils may be assigned seats by the bus driver.

8. The bus driver shall instruct pupils how to cross
the road..

9. Pupils %hall not extend their hands, anus. or
heads through bus windows.

/

t

10. Pupils shall have written permission to leave the
bus other than at home or school.

414

11. Pupils should converse in normal tones; loud or
vulgar language is prohibited.

AI..

12. Pupils shall not open or close windows without
permission of driver_ .. _

13. Pupils $11a11 keep the bus clean, and must refrain
from damaging it.

.
14. Pupils shall be courteous to the driver, to fellow

pupils, and passersby;

, 15. Pupils who refuse to obey promptly the direc-
tions of the driver or refuse to obey regulations
may forfeit their right to ride on the buses. 4,,

(THESE REGULATIONS MUST BE KEPT POSTED
1N A CONSPICUOHS PLACE IN ALL SCHOOL
BUSES)

73
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PRO G RAM students will be able to function as

0 4.

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
GOAL: passengers.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate a general understanding of
(Course Gal)

CONTENT:
Bus SafetyOperations and Environmental

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR :
Given the situation in which the children vie sitting in
the bus they've constructed, with their heads and
arms out the window, they will identify the conse-
quences that might result from their extended limbs
coming in contact with obstacles passing by the bus.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION..
Safety

MATE RIAS:
Study prints"School Bus Safety" (See page iv)

SongsRefer to Lesson 16

StoriesRefer to Lessory6

DitoColor the safe ways to ride the bus (Appendix.
page 54)

MI.

Level I
LESSON 20

1

the inherent dangers of riding in or on a motor vehicle.

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The c3/4tildren may choose the role of either a bus

driver, obstacle, or a passenger. Passengers are to
put their arms and heads out of the window and
the children who are obstacles are to move, in
circle around the bus, bumping the arms a
heads of the passengers.

2. The teacher may want to ask the following
questions:

a. How did you as passengers, feel as your
arms and heads hit obstacles outside the
bus?

b. if these' obstacles were real what could
happen to your arms and heads? .

c. How do ybu think your arms and heads
would feel if you were on a real bus and you
hit obstacles at a very fast speed?

d. If you-were the bus driver, how would you
feel having to take care of the careless
passengers and drive, too?

e. Could these distractions cause a bus driver to
have an accident? How? Why?

.4,1*

3. Songs, story
.

se 4. Discuss the question, "If you have your arm out
the windoW and meet a car too close, will you
react quickly enough to keep from getting hurt?"
Discuss reaction time. Play games related to
reaction time.

B. Pass out the ditto and instruct the children first
to circle only the four safe ways to ride the
school bus. AfterWards they can color the
picture.

.7.1
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Level II

GOAL COMPETENCY LESSON PAGE

Students will be able to furn;tiun Demonstrate an understanding of .proper pedes- 1 1

as responsible citizens when par-
t rt ipating lei ttaffic as

trian use of sidewalks and roadways. 2
3

3
5

pedestions. 4 11

5 13
6 15

7 17

Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper precau-
tions to take to minimize the possibility of
molestation

8 19

Demonsti ate an undeistanding of the tole of visual 9 21
uetce.4ption Ili PedeSti Ian safety 10 23

11 25

Students will be able to function.
as responsible citizens when driv
tog a bicycle.

Recognize the hazardous nature of inCYCle navel
III a motorized vehicle environment.

12 27

Demonstrate an understanding of the standards for 13 29
selecting and maintaining a bicycle. 14 ' 31

Demonstrate the propel techniques tot Opetatong a
bicycle safely.

15 33

Demonstrate an undeistandeng of the telatiorashrp 16 36
between weed and safety in traffic. 17 37

..41141,...1-., lo Ado. IP) f It ft 4.1 loA1 DelnOinttate J tIVW1J1 Undel";tJildilliti of the usher- 18 39
boitfiluIrjoji 4iiti tlangets .f tiding Iii Or On a 1110Idt vehicle. 19 41.

1. 1,1II.4
di' uuder;tanding of the Inutuelloil

srliviierei re%Ittdrtit t'EttPt.01101,t,

DPrieur -tIJte art oildetSiandIng of the ways to

20

21

43

15
rtiaentze. the safety of 411 whe.a.$ btr, lsa, tiger; 72 47

.,;111 L,0 f^. r./.#frtlIole..itJte Jet WIdllitaridoei9 14i lelatinhthsti 23 49
v. es,10.ta ItAi li ntwoen weather iKerizntuarri anti .....510V In it Alf - 24 51
peOtOtilfgallf0
pedestrian. when di long
cycle. ut when beveling as a
usutor vehicle p.tssenger

utrinrs.ttitt.r.t.i 1. .,.. tot
and enforcing satins
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TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS HANDBOOK

Lesson Fnmstrip and Source

8

10
11

i

12 The teacher will need to provide
a filmstrip, film or magazine
pictures which illustrate (a) rush
hour traffic; (bl uncrowded
street; (c) rural area; and id)
gravel road.

23 The teacher will need to provide
24 a filmstrip, film or - magazine

pictures which illustrate (a)
rainy weather; (b) snowy
weather; (c) very stormy
weather; (dl a sunny day: and
(el a foggy day.

ill

4

Levet II
1

16mm Film and Spume Books and Smite

"Meeting Strangers: Red Light,
Green Light" (BFA Ed. Media,
20 min., C, 1969)

BFA Educational Media, 2211
Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica,,
CA 90404.

"Inky and Blinky" (AAA, 5
Irvin., BW, 1957)

Motor Vehicles Division, Public
Information Office, Salem, OR
97310.

Alherican Automobile Associ-
ation, 1712 G Street NW, Wash-
ington, DC 20606

77
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Level II
LESSON 1

AREA Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as.responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goan

CONTENT:
Pedestr Ian SafetyRegulations, Environmental
Settings

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After viewing transparencies depicting eight ',Kies
bran violations. the students will identify four viola
Lions and will Predict a consequence for each

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Health. social studies community unit

MATERIALS: -
Transparency masters howirrg seven pedestrian viola
trons that could lead to an accident, !Appendix pages
3435, 65.69) I
LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Accidents do not just 1.sappen---they are

Caused, and they can be prevented If children
learn to recognise situations that lead to "'Wes
trian accidents. they will be better able to avoid
them. Through a discussion of where and why
accidents occur, the teacher can help the clan;
discover the pedestrian violations on the trans-
parency more quickly. Before showing the
master, the teaches and class can list places where
accidents occur frequently. Fos example- at
intersections, alleys, driveways, between two
Parked cars,and running out into street.

2 Ouestions about the chart
J. Most of the children here are not atrAi mg

1.;their personal resporistbolity for red ;nig
at. -idental injuries. How can thee lack of
sirs nubility lead to an accident?

b. Take act's situation and discuss rt.,
11 A old running between parked cats_

2) -What are sonic of the things that could
happen to this child if he ran Out into
the street between two parked cars

31 'What would have been the best thing
for this child to have dune Z" In this way
you are enCoutagerigithe lees ruing of the
rule Do not run 'into a :Meet hum
behind a parked' car or between two
packed cars

78,

4) Discuss the situation involving the child
running across the sheet in the middle
of the block. Encourage the response.
cross streets only at crossings.,

5) Discuss the situation involving the Child
crossing against light. Cross only when
the light is green of the walk sign mon.

6) Discuss the situation involving the child r
darting into street without looking.
Look to both right and left before
Crossing street or going onto it. .

7) Discuss the situation involving the child
darting across street in path of an
approaching turning cai. Look to see if
a car is turning Onto a street that you
want to cross.

8) Discuss the situation involving the child
running across street. Walk across street.
Do not run_

91 Discuss the situation involving a child
playing in street Do not stand or play
in the streets.

jp) Discuss the situation of a child not
waiting on the curb before Crossing.
Keep off the sheet until it Is safe tti
cioss

111 Discuss the situation of a child walking
with traffic when these are no slde
walks. On such a street. face traffic.
Walk on the left side of the road

c. Have the children plan then own exampleS
of pedestrian behavior and' illustrate them
with paper and crayons. Have them draw the
situations opposite from the examples they
saw in the transparency. They can label their
drawings.

THE SAFE AND RESPONSIBLE
PEDESTRIAN



RELATED ACTIVITIES:
I. Plan a mock traffic court. Choose a judge, several

violators, and a jury. Have the violator plead his
case, the judge question him, and the jury
sentence him.

2. For an arithmetic lesson, make a class graph
showing where most of the accidents occurred
that year. (Use the area round the school.
Secure information from local police
department.)

..

v.

i

:4
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IL
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3. Make diagrams of pedestrian rules.

4. Make up a spelling lesson using words related to
pedestrian safety: cross, streets, lights, look,
walk, stop.

5. Have a "safety winner" box. Encourage children
to write little notes to classmates they have
observed following good pedestrian habits. Read
them on Friday.

.
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Level II
LESSON 2

AREA: orc;)fesponsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMBETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyHuman capibilities, Regulations

.de

PER FORMANCE INDICATOR
Ginn five slides depicting' unsafe pedestrian actions.
children shall identify three hazards. They will be
able to role play the safe and proper pedestrian action
as it relates to the situation.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Health, social studies

MATERIALS:
Transparency masters depicting improper pedestrian
behavior. (Appendix, pages 34-35, 65-69)

Child jaywalking (Appendix, page 35)
Child running across the street (Appendix. page

67)
Children talking and not paying attention as they

cross intersection (Appendix, page 69)
Child running after ball that rolls out into busY I

traffic (Appendix, page 34)
Child walking past driveway without looking.

(Appendix. page 68)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
-I. The teacher in the introductibn to pedestrian

safety must first define the role.of a pedestrian.
Through discussion, the teacher can appeal to the
students' sense of orde d maturity by encour-

- aging them to recognize the their safety depends
upon their thoughtfulness and' care. In the
discussion, the teacher can br ng ue these leading-
questions.

---
a. D9 we have more control when we walkor

'run? Why? What gives us control?

b. Do we do our best thinking when we are
talking and playing with others? What is
necessary to think well?

c. What are rules?

d. Why do we-have rules?

e. What do we mean by "right.of way? "'

2. Show the transparencies
a. Child jaywalking between cars. "Often we

may feel that it is easier to cross in the
middle of a street, but why is it a necessary
rule to walk to the corner before crossing?
What can happen when this child enters the
street? Will all cars be able to see the child?
How would you 1p this child avoid an
accident?"

Encourage the students to find their own
rules for pedestrian safety. Simply giving a
list of dos and don'ts in the area of safety
discourages creative thinking.

Enccitabge the children to become aware
that crosswalks protect us and tell the
bicycle and autohrbile drivers.that we have
the right of way ko cross the street. Some
times we may have the right of way to cross
the street. Sometimes we may have the Walk
signal but if a police officer is directing
traffic, we must obey the officer instead of
other signals or signs.

Actually you can have the right of way only
when other people give yOU your right to to.
Fighting for our right of way may cause an
accident.

b. Child running across the street- "Why do
dimore accidents happen when we run? What

kinds of acct nts can happen?" Refer back
to the transparency. Discuss the hazards of
running across the street and the accidents
that could occur if a child were to fall in the
Pith of an oncoming car.

c. Children talking and not watching traffic as
they cross the street. "When 14m talking,
and you are talking to your neighbor, is it
easy for you to listen to_rne? Why is it
important to be extra Cautious as pedes
trians: What could happen if you do not
watch carefulli`as you cross the street? Is
there a rule you can 014 of to help us cross
streets safely?"

d. Child running after ball. Encourage the
.children to find a good rule to remember
concerning toys and traffic. "Where should

"OM



we play? What could happen to the child
-running after his bell? What could we tell
this child about safetyr

e. Child not looking both ways before entering
intersection. "What must we do at a corner
before crossing the street? Why? Can we see
things to our sides if we look straight ahead?
Let's try! Let's think of a rule that will keep.
all children safe when they are crossing at a

obcorner." -

RELATED AaVITIES:
Role play using classmade intersection:

. 1. Have children make the "intersection" using
large white paper. They can duplicate an inter-
section showing crosswalks, dividing lines, street
signs, traffic signs, and sidewalks. Use children as
crossing guards. police officers and patrols.

Create this floor plan intersection with small
groups of children responsible for one section -of
the intersection.

M

TO teacher may reinforce the concepts of
pedestrian safety by using hypothetical situations
to test the children's knowledge and understand.
ing of them. "Show us the prope way of
crossing the street at a busy intersection. There is
a stoplight and a WALK sign. What will you do?"

1.

1.

-..

40

a

I.

.

Ai

2. Make experiente charts using the children's own
l stories of how they practice pedestrian rules.

3. Use a paragraph on a pedestriari rule for a writing
lesson. i

4. Have the childr ut out magazine piCtures of
people, cars, bicycl , traffic signals. Give

I them a large sheet of paper and have them draw
an intersection. Have them paste their cut-outs
on paper to show one situation of a pedestrian
using one of the rules discussed.

'1

81

4

5. Compose a list of good places to play away from
traffic.

6. Take a, walk around the school to find the
crosswalks and traffic.

7. Take pictures of children in your own class being
safe pedestrians. Make posters using these
pictures.

8. Make a dictionary of safety terms. Use this in a
spelling lesson.

9. Film-11:m No Fool as a Pedestrian"

This is an excellent film that can be used quite
effectively as an introduction to this lesson or as
a culminating activity.

(
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AREFSUB. REA:

P GRAM
GO

COMP TENCY:
Mon Goal)

Spcial Responsibility. _ .

Citizen on the Streets and Highvoays

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

4 .1

Level U
LESSON 3

Demonstrate an understanding of prop& pedestrian use of sidowallciald roadways.

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety-R4lations and Operations

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Having experienced learning activities relating to
traffic lights and crossing streets as pedestrians, the
students will correctly identify each color of traffic 4*.
signal lights and will demonstrate the correct proce-
dure for crossing streets.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety. reading

MATERIALS:
-Make an overhead transparency using the master in

the Appendix, page 1 t.
Bottom sheet should have outline of light box

containing 3 circles
next sheet: circle of red color to fit top circle
Next sheet: yellow circle
Next sheet green circle

Large poster board do aenhg of traffic fight

Follow -up lessor

Poem (page 91
40

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
Most children of this age doe familiar witthe stop'
light, and need only a brief review. The important
Mines to SUM in the review are color, position. and(
onedning.

t Place sheets on overhead, bottom sheet first.
After brief introduction flip down red circle.
Discuss_ The important point here is the fact that
this is the top circle on the light box.

2. Follow same procedure for yellow, eliciting
"WAIT" meaning. and stressing middle position.

I
5

8

1
3. Do the same for green. (In some groups, this

would be a good stopping place.(

4. Draw an intersection on the board.

5, Oemonstrate to the children that pedestrians as
well as cars are controlled by the light. .

6. Use stick figures or flannel board characters to-'
show pedestrians and Cars. StrOss use of eyes to
watch for turning cars, etc. Do not rely only on
the light.

7. If at all possibli follow this lesson with a trip to a
corner with a light. There you will be able to
show the children approximately how long each
color lasts on the light, how cars turn into.the
pedestrian walk wayespecielly toward the' end
of a green light, and how to safely cross the
street_

FDLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:
t. Coloring sheet (Appendix. page 701

2. Construct a stoplight from construction paper.
using pattern (Appendix, page 111

3. Story with questions (See page 6)

4 Poem (See page 9)
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MOVING EYES UNITLOWER ELEMENTARY*

Oo you know this game? It is called "1 Spy."
Everyone can play. One person must bp "il." He

.picks an object in plain sight. He doem>ell anyone
what it is. The class must guess what the object is.

"I t''''gives the class a clue. He might say "I Spy
something red." Then the class asks ."it" about the
object. "It" may only answer "yes" or-"rio.''iWhen
someone thinks he knows what the object is, he says,
"I Spy" and gives his guess. If he is right, he become
"it." Why don't you play the game now?

Could you ptay ,Ifis girek if you closed your
eyes? Watch syour friends Ss they try to find the
object. Wash their eyes. Their eyes move from object
to object in the room. They try to see everything.

You try to see everythjogrtece'But noLlutt when,
you play "I Spy." You must use you eyes all the
time. ,Use them as if you were trying( to find
something. Before you cross the street, loo, left and
right.. Look all ways. Keep looking is, oss the
street. Don't think one look will keep you' safe. Play
"1 Spy" with youl- eyes every time you cross a street.

Fill in the blanks with words from the story above.

Sally walked home from school with her best
friend, Beth. Sally was excited. She was going to be in
the school play. The girls came to a they had
to cross. TheY stopped. Beth looked and
. >l But Saiwas too excited to She
let Beth be her Just as they started to

a car turned the corner fast. Beth pulled
Sal* back. "I didn't that car," said Salty.
"You were lucky this time," Beth said. "Next time
use your own They are your best safety
tools."

'School Safery. a publication of the National Safety Council,
JanuaryFebruary, 1968.

STANLEY TAKES A WILD RIDE*

As Otto the Auto watched a group of his young
friends jumping into a neighbor's car to go to Cub
Scout meeting, he smiled one of his great big grins.
He knew that these boys couldn't be tempted to
hitch a ride, even though get4ing there could be a
problem, if the car wasn't there to take them.

What Otto didn't know was that his little friend
Stanley was just now on his way home from school.
He had been kept after class for misbehaving.
Running as fast as he possibly could, Stanley arrived
just in time to see the car with all of his Cub Scout
friends disappearing in the distance without him!

Stanley's mother wasn't home that day, so he
looked high and low in all of the boxes and bowls for

mohey for bus fare. But he couldn't find any... money
anywhere.

He walked out on the sidewalk, trying to decide
how to get to the Scout meeting. He thought about
walking, but it would be such a long walk that the
Meeting would, be over by the time he could get
there. If only'somebody he knew would come along
and offer to take him. How he hated to miss the Cub
`scout meeting!

"1 would never hitchhike!" tho t Stanley.
.although he had to admit he was te He turned

his thumb up and down, just playing with the idea of
what it would feel like to stand in the read and
hitchike, while he said over and over 'to himself,
"THUMBS DOWN ON HITCHHIKING!" At that
moenent, his little thumb was on the up-side, but only
by accident.

And then, as ificoming out of nowhere, a car was
pulling up to the curb! The; driver looked like a man
who lived on Stanley's blotk ... at least, he thought
tie did. He didn't know the man's name, but he felt
sure he'cMen him before.

"Wanna ride?" came a voice.
"It really isn't hitchhiking if it is someone I

know ... and ... he looks like... well ..." Stanley
was so terribly eager to get to the meeting!

Before he realized what he was doing, tie jumped
right into the open door. The man reabhed over and
slammed it, and away they went! As he glanced at the
driver, he looked less and less like the one who lived
on his block. Besides, the car was going faster than
other people we(e driving, and when they got to the
light that was RED for "STOP," they couldhl stop
and they went tight through it!

Sammy the Sigrid Light couldn't help flickering
with fear when that car flew past him. He saw Stanley
in it with the reckless driver. What could this mean?
Sammy was very worried and wished Otto-the Auto
would come along, so ?e could tell him to follow the
car and make it slow down.

The man was not only driving too fast, but the
car was weaving around from side to side! Stanley
knew something was wrong. Oh, why 'Bid he get in
this car? Why? Why? Now he was very, very
frightened, and sat stiff with fear_

At that moment Stanley saw a taxi as the nriaik,
tried to pass it_ Ohl It was Maxi the Taxi! Stanley NA
looked at Maxi, and his eyes said "HELP!"

Maxi, who often helps Otto with safety ekiergen.
cies, got the message right away, especially when the
car passed the Recreation Center where the Scout

.-meeting was and headed down a street that led right
out of town!

'There's no time to find Otto," said Maxi to
himself, as he put on the "OFF DUTY" sign on his
winclihield, "It's up to me!"

So Maxi the Taxi followed very closely behind
the car. Maxi could go fast, too, but then Max i was
the best driver in town.

(
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Stanley took another quick look at the driver.
There was something very much wrong with himand
with car. tool It seemed that when he did try to slow
down here and there, the brakes hard) worked

. . not a bit like his Daddy's strong brakes. He could
tell the difference. And the man's face was different
from the'men he knew ... he looked meant

Stanley turned his head and looked backwards.
Ohl There was Maxil Quickly he turned back and
pretended he didn'tSotice anything, so the driver
wouldn't know why Maxi was back there.

Now they were on a bad, bumpy road. The car
was shaking and rattliqsj as it hit bump after bump.
Then, suddenly, a taxi was ahead of them, blocking
the road. It was Maxil The driver of the car just had
to stop. Putting his foot on the brakes as hard as he
could, he barely managed to stop the car in time to
miss hitting Maxi!

"Get put of the way, your" he shouted.
"I can't moveI'm out of gas!" cried Maxi.
Stanley' was very smani Even though he had

marls a big mistake by getting into the car, he knew
that Maxi was giving him a chance to get out of the
carif he could. Little by little he edged over to the
door while the man was saying very ugly words to
poor Maxi ... his hand was on the door ... he
pressed the handle as fast as he could ... and then he
practically fell out in a heap while the man was trying
to back up to go around Maxi.

Running just as fast-as he could, Stanley jumped
into Maxi's open door, banged it shut, and off they.

Or -

, .

went! Turning back toward town and driving at a safe
speed. Maxi carried poor scared Stanley back to the
Retreation Center.

And who do you think was right there in front of
the building? It was Otto the Auto. As

.Stanleyhopped out of the taxi. Otto looked at him with
huge, surprised eyes!

"Stanley will tell you what happened!" cried
Maxi. "I've got work to do!" And off he went.

So Stanley told Otto about the man who picked
him up and didn't stop at the Recreation C;nter. He
told Otto how he went through a red light, and how
funny the man had acted.

Otto's mouth was turned way down at the
corners and he looked very, very worried. Stanley
went on about the frightening ride, and how Maxi
had saved him on the bumpy road.

"Don't scold me, Otto, please!" ci ied Stanley.: "I
know I did wrong, and I'll never, never do it again as
long as I live!"

Otto knew he was telling the truth. "Go to ydur
meeting," he said, ''and tell all the others just what
happened to you when you got in a car with someone -

'you didn't know very welt'!"
After Stanley told the boys, he said, "I'd rather

walk ten miles than ever get into a car with a stranger
again!"

So, boys and girls, remember what happened to
Stanleyand remember too that Maxi might not
come along and save you just in the nick of time, like
hi saved Stanley I

S
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A POEM TO LEARN 1

INF.-TRAFFIC LIGHT*

I
The traffic lights we isee ahead

Are sometimes green.

And sometimes red,

. .

Red ontop,

And green bel

Red) earl top.

And en means go.

Red on top:-stop, stop, stop.

Green belowgo. go. go.

.'R
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level 11
LESSON 4

-.11

PROGRAM Students will be'able to function as responsible citizenswhen participating in traffic as pedestrians,
GOAL:

__COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian up of sidewalks and roadways.
1Course Goal)

$

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyEnvironmental Setting

PER FORMANOE INDICATOR:
Given a questionnaire clThcerning the safest rose to
schoofr the students will list three facts relating to
safety about the route that they follow,to school.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Math, social studies

MATERIALS:
Colored construction paper

Large white paper

LiRNING SITIJATLitACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher, in her discussion of safety rideswe

use to and.from school, will evoke from studeN
the rules that apply to them xi their own route.'
Some children will not be 4ing 011 pedestrian
rules because they may not cross a street with a
traffic light. In the Discussion of how each child's
route differs, the teacher may include the clues.
tions below. The teacher may request that the*students

respond on paper for a memory quiz

a. How many corners delybu crois on the way
to school? -

b. How many of the corners have traffic lights?

c. How many have word signals?

d How many have no signals at all?

e. How many have school patrols? Police
officers? Crossing guards?

0

3. Have the children collect these sheets and redis
tribute them, making sure that each child has
someone else's. Tell the.choldren to read the fact
sheet they now have and judge the safety of that
particular route. They must support their state-
ment with reasons. Why isn't this a good route?
Are there any traffic lights, patrols. or signs? By
judging another student's safety. they can relate
to their ownand perhaps gyestion their route to
school.

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY:
"Jig Saw Puzzle"

1.

2. The following day, given each child a cipy of the
story below to fill intthe blanks.

I cross corners on my way to
school. of the corners have traffic
signals and _ _ ..... of.the corners have
"WiikK" signs. corners have
patrols but have no patrols or
signals at all. The corners without any signals
are the to cross.

11
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Have the children draw a "bird's-eye" view of a
section of town, preferably the area around their
school. It should consist of ten or fifteen city
blocks. Have the children include a park, play.
ground, parking lot. alleys, aod driveways.
Streets should be indicated betweenMT-square
and rectangular blocks. I t, would be interesting
for the children to show the vast difference in
size and length.

2. When completed. have ale children tut out the
blocks, parks, etc. Be sure that each child keeps
the cutouts away from. others to be sure the
paper41.4 preserved. Now, let them fit the parts
together leaving streets between blocks. Corners
will form. With fingers doing the walking, oho,-
dren will learn a great deal about crossings.

3. Have the children locate their house using a
symbol. Later put in a legend.

4. Have them trace their path to school.

'5. Decide together if the children are using the best
route to school.

6. Have them trace their path to school.

7. Decode ottether if the children are using the best
route to school_

8. As a final discussion, ask them about all the
safety rules they use to get them to school safely
every day.

9. Make an experience chart out of these ideas.
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- I practice

safety on 'the
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way to school

by walking

on the sidewalks only,
,

crossing streets

at corners, and

looking both ways.
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These charts are excellent supplementary materials
for reading lessoret
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AREA:
1

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

Ne

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

Al.
lb

Level 0
LESSON 5

t

' COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

--.......

CONTENT:
VP' Pedesir tan SafetyItegrZons. Environmental set

Ling

I.

fEzEIFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given the materials necessary to reconstruct a model
intersection, the students will label the intersection
with crosswalks, traffic lights, traffic signs, and street
signs.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
'Social stuaies, language arts

.0.

MATERIALS:
Piece of cardboard (shirt cardboard is ideal)

Collection of toy vehicles contributed by the class

Ditto of intersection (Appendix. page 22)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher, through a discussion of symbols

which guide our everyday life, will evoke from
the students examples of safety symbols. "How
do we depend on symbols to guide us? Let's list
all the symbols that we can think of that get us
to and from school safely." It is here that you
can start listing these symbols.le.g., the different
colored traffic light, the red octagonal stop sign,
the rectangle sign of warning. SLOW SCHOOL
ZONE, the crosswalks). Symbols. can be words.
"How do we mac; to the exit sign? What does it
tell us? What does the word "yield" inean to us?.
Why is it necessary to know the meanings of
symbols that we see and use daily? Today we are
going to...bave an opportunity to react to these
symbols on the very streets tint we are about to
create." The teacher should draw an intersection
on he board and discuss the signs, that the class
may find there. Signs on pages 36. 37. 30. 39,
and 40 of Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road may
be discussed and used.

2. Give the ditto sheet of the intersectiof to each
child individually. Leave it up to them to place
the traffic lights and signs, street signs, and
crosswalks.

Ypu may divide the children into very small
groups (two children work well together in this

13

O

situation). Each group should have a few vehicles
to Work with. Encourage free play for at least ten
minutes. This will give the children an opportuni
ty to establish a familiarity with the intersection
and a role playing atmosphere.

_ ..

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY:
The teacher may now encourage role playing with the
intersection on the board, \using cars and other
participants. You may direct the first hypothetical
situation while the children to w. One child may be
a pedestrian, one may be auto driver, bicycle
driver, or other pedestrian.

Example:
1. "A pede roan is Crossing an intersection at the

corner A car is slowly approaching that corner
and is about to turn into the path of the
pedestrian. Let's react with each other. What will
the auto driver do? Can anyone think of a rule
that may go along with this situation? Can
anyone think of symbols that were created for
this very situation?"

2. ','Two cars are approaching the same intersection
aNthe same time. Who has the right of way?"

s
3. A car is pglling out of the alley into traffic (use

middle ofioad), and a child is beginning to cross
that alley. f

4. A pedestrian has WALK sign. The person steps
off the curb and hears a siren. React)

Continue setting up situations in which an accident is
likely to occur.. Encourar the children to react by
identifying the hazards involved and predicting the
consequences.

Example: .

A chgd ,is crossing on the crosswalk. A bike driver,
although stopped with the red light, continues rolling
into that crosswalk. The child in an effort to move
around the driver is forced, into the moving traffic.
Let's predict what could happen.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Show Walt Disney's film "I'm No Fool as a

Pedestrian" which was used in lower grades but
equally as effective here..(See page iii, Kinder-
gar tenLevel.)
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.
2. Encourage children to waft a hypothetical story 4. Make a chart"Traffic Accidents Happen

of an accident that could have happened at their Because"
intersection and why. /

5. Set up a safety current events bulletin board.
3. Have children create their own symbols and use

those symbols to guide the other children.

i
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Level II
LESSON 6

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highwayi

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of propet'pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Human Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a specific situation for a role playing twenty,
the student will react to the situation as he would in
his own role as a pedestrian.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY:
Social studies .

MATERIALS:
An inters ionuse white tape to mark off the floor
to rese n intersection

Posterbdard for traffic signs and lights,
bicycles

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1_ After the teacher has led a discussion of right of

way for pedestrians, she can test the students'
reactions to situations involving other pedes
glans, cyclists, and automobile drivers_ The class
can form' small groups to work on the inter-
section, making traffic signs, street lights, and
traffic lights. They can help mark off the

0, intersection and put in the crosswalks and lanes.
Children can alsp work on making cars and
bicycles from poster board to be held up during
the role playing situations.

cars, and

2 Teacher to students:
a. "There is a child walking down a road.

(Choose Ar child to follow your instructions,)
The child approaches a corner, which is a
fourway stop, and sees a bicycle driver
approach the same intersection directly op-
posite. Who has the right of way?"

b. "There is a car making a turn into the street.
You are about to cross the street. Your sign
says WALK. How would you react t"

.-II

7

c. "You are beginning to cross the street with
the WALK sign. You hear a siren. What
would you do?" By now the class can
actually see where real thinking is necessary.
They can also analyze each situation and test
their own reactions to see if they would have
done the same thing the pedestrian did.

a.itcouragA the class to create some new
uations 115 be acted out Practice safe

Pedestrian rules by using your "makeshift"
intersection.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
'I. Plan a safety test in which a child can decide w

has the right of way.

2. Have children design their own intersections on
drawing paper. Have them cut out signs, people,
and cars and place them on the paper to depict a
pedestrian right of way.

3. Find out who builds the streets and highways
and who is responsible for their maintenance.
Encourage the children to write letters to these
people telling them of neglected streets in their
neighborhoods.

44, Make a list of all the things a busy intersection
should have. Find intersections that lack these
qualtfications in your own el:Immunity and talk
about how to take extra precautions.

5. Creative writing: "An Accident That Almost
Happened"; "'The Trouble With Crossing

.." (fill in name of the street), ','If I Was A
Stoplight On " (fill in name of street?.

a
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Level 11
LESSON 7

AREA: Social Responsibility,

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM "-1Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL: 1

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

.

ti

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyRegulations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: .

Given an example of a traffic violation; the children
shall explain how to be prepared for those who do
not obey the law.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITI ES:
1_ The teacher shall relate one of the following

hypothetical situations to the class-

a. As Ted leaves school today he g es out the
front door. As he crosses the street for drive)
a worried parent rushes up in a car without
looking carefully. What could happen to
Ted? What could he do to be prepared for
such drivers? Do you think there are a lot Of
such drivers,/ Why?

b. Jane is walking on the sidewalk. As she
comes to the corner, suddenly a bicyclist
with a passenger passes by very fast and
'doesn't see Jane. What could happen? Why?
How could lane-be more prepared for such a
bicycle rider? Why do you think the bicy
dist behaves that way? Do you think there
are a lot of riders like this? Why? How can
we all be prepalvd for such people?

2, The teacher should ask the students to relate
similar experiences. Stress the need to be alert
pedestrians and to anticipate mitukes that other
people might make. 1

k
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUUREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level II
LESSON 8

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper precautions to take to minimize the possibility of
(Course Goal) molestation.

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety

PERFOSMANCE INDICATOR:
The stiklent-will state five precautions to deter a
molest&

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:.
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Film ' eating Strangers: Red Light, Green Light"

"Advice to Children" (See page 20) ,

Copy of Block Home sign (Appendix, page 38)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
When children are young, parents often warn them _

not to sPeak,to strangers. But children find it difficult
to refrain from responding to an adult's offer of
friendship. They must se impressed with the.dangers
inhereht in acceptor+ S gift from somedne they do
not know, getting into a stranger's car or\going for a
walk with an unfamiliar person. .

Also, it should be noted that the child molester is not
Always the lurking stranger A study by the U.S
Children's Bureau indicates that in more then,80
percent of reported cases of molestation, the offender
was known to the victim or the victim's family. A
similar British investigation confirms that more than
half the children in the study were molested by a
person they knew and nr locations considered to be
safe,

I

While it is important towarn against the stranger, it is
wise to caution against advances by anyone and to
advise what to do in such situations.

1. Review "Advice to Children" before viewing the
film.

Show the film, "Meeting Strangers: Red Light.
Green Light." Ask the students to identify the
precautions given in "Advice to Children" which
were not present6cI4n the film.

3. Ask the students what the children in the film
should have done if they lead ; known any of the
adults portrayed_ How wort the children feel if
the strangers were friends of their family?

4, Ask the students to define the terms "friend"
and "stranger." .

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Hall the studen'ts practice their ability to re

memtiet by using flash cards with fictitious
license numbers on them. Hold up a card very
briefly and then ask the students to write or say
the number.

2. If the neighborhood uses the BloCk Home sys-
tem, review the program with the class, display-
ing a copy of She Block Home sign. As a
follow up activity. ask each student to locate the
nearest Block Home on %he route to school.

92



ADVICE TO CHILDREN

Children:

Your parents and teachers are concerned for your
safety. Please tell us about:

1. Any adult stranger who tries to join in your play.

2. Any person who wants you to leave the group
you are playing with for any reason.

3. Any stranger who wants you to go for a walk or
a ride.

4 Any person who shows you obscene pictures of
people.

5_ Any person who tries to touch you.

6. Any stranger who offers you a treat

$

r

I.

$.1

I

)--

1

Remember also to: 1

1. Accept gifts from someone only if your patents
die present and give their consent.

2. Avoid shortcuts through alleys,'-dark streets,
wooded areas or empty lots.

..

3. Play only on places which your parehts say are

i safe play areas.

1 4.

5. Go to the movies with d friend or your parents_
If someope tries to touch you, leave your seat
and tell the person at the refreshment counter or
ticket window.

Stay outside a house when you ate selling
anything door.todoor; always go with a friend.

9.3

20

..",
Adapted from "Advice to Children,"
. Illinois Crime Prevention Bureau
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AREK: Social Reyonsibility .

Level II
LESSON 9

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways .
. .

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

*COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the role of visual perception in pedestrian safety.
it' (Course Goal).

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety-Human Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Having experarION exercises for distancelVgment,
the student will correctly Aisles, ten second intervals
for elpssing a street.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science

1

MATERIALS:
Measuring tape

Chalk

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. To introduce the lesson. ask questiuiis abuut

judging elapsed time for crossing a street.

a.

b.

C

d.

Where do you cross a street?

How do you know when it As safe to cross?

How do you decide?

How fast can cars go on the street'

Evoke recognition otereed limit situations and
zones as a Cue to mos ao s' speed.

Point out that this method IS not always accu-
rate. especially if someone is going faster than
the limit.

Explain to the students that yorTs:e;;;;4 to give
them a method to help them decide when it us
safe to cross a street using a counting technique_

1

How long is a second? 4 4,

Have students watch the second hand of a large
clock and count out loud. "one thousand one.
One thousand two, one thousand three," until
they have their counts synchronized with the
second hand of the clock. Then have them try it

...

without the clock with the teacher leading.
Follow this up with individual students trying tp
count it alone.
NOTE: Usually, groups of students in their
counting will get behind 'approximately two
seconds in ten seconds. This does not, however,
seem to affect an individual counting alone.

How far can I walk in three seconds, five
seconds, ten seconds?

Have a single student start walking from a given
staring point across the room. Hive the rest of
the class start counting when the single student
starts from *Jr....starting point. When the class
reaches one thousand three. stop the single
student and measure the distance covered. Fol.
low this same procedure with the five- and.....
ten-second interval. Compare the various dis'

ii. tances with the students.

9I
21'

How. far can an adult (teacher) walk in three
-,--'seconds, five second& ten seconds? .

. . .

a. Have students count in
0
seconds while the

teacher does the walking. Now compare and
discrhs the difference.

b. Go through this same basic procedule on an
actual street so students realize the time it
takes to cross a street. .
NOTE: By this time, students should realize
that they need a margin of at 'least ten
seconds to cross the street.

2. a. To obtain a reference Point for depth
per aeptek: have students watch an au.

-prOaching.vehTakiind tell you when it passes
a designated DA. Some students will have
good depth' judgment. Practice this until
yOur students get a better sense of depth
Perception. Vary the designated quint for a
different reference and more practice.

b. How far can a car travel on ten seconds going
30 mph?

Have the students stand at one point near
the curb at a corner where there is a 30 mph
'speed limit. Designate a point up the street

Ilk
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with a post Or some sign that is already
there. When a car crosses this point instruct
the class to start counting until the car
crosses in front of them. If the time is ten
seconds or more, the children now have an
actual space that they can relate to in
judging distance for safe crossing. Practice
this several times with students. Change the
starting point for more practice,

c. Instruct students that when you say "now.-
they are to look both ways and tell you
whether it is safe to cross the street.

Practice this activity until the class can
successfully identify the safe intervals. It will
usually take no more than ten repetitions.

d. Vary the situation somewhat changing loca.
tion to different speed zones or setting up,a
situation and having an automobile driver s
vary the speeds. The tensecond interval will

ays hold true as a safe gap time, regard.
eur of the speed of the vehicle. After the.

4

Ii

students have practiced this technique, have
them observe a situation without counting
and then tell you if there would have been
enough' time to cross the street.
NOTE: These activities can be adapted to a
bicycle as well.

SVALUATION;
SAit check at various intersections the following day
to ascertain the amount of influence your lesson had.

Students must be reinforced as to the usell this
techniqfe from time to time lespecially-Wer one
week).

91
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Studentswill be able to function as responsible citizens when participating
GOAL:

, COMPETENCY: Oemonstrete an understanding of the role of visual perception in pedestri safety.
(Count Goal)

evil II
LE N 10

treffic as pedesAns.

-
CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety-Osman Capabilities

PERFORM NCE INDICATOR:
Given .a tes of night and twilight situations, the
childiffl. all idenfify defensive behaviors to use. The
ability. to anticipate careless drivers or those who are
nightblinded will be strength/tied.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science

MATERIALS:
Reflector tape for all students,

-F4Ina..-lnky and Slinky" (See Rage iivl Tv

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
V" The $etfclier shall evoke from th1 students the

. Allowing generalitationleh discusgen-
.

.....-4a. - iCertairf drivers d hot' see well - because they
are careless or ni- t-blind at twilight.

_

b. Do not assume the dr r sees you; act as if
the driver doesn't. "

c. Cross 'only at corners where there is a

streetlight.

d. Do not stand close to any nearby object
such as a mailbox, bush, tree or post. You

. could blend so well into the shadow a
nightblind driver might think you are part
of the °elect's shadows.

Jt. Avoid standing near shadows.

f: Cross only It lighted areas.

2. Initiate the discussion by asking the following
questions: v.

a. Do people always see well at all times of the
day? Why not?.

b. What can -people miss seeing when they are
in a hurry? Sad? Angry? Careless?

c. People who are -nightblind have trouble
seeing at twilight and at night. Why do they
have trouble? Whet kinds of things do they
not see? How can you make sure they see
you?

d. What colors make you visible to nightblind
pople? tkeftector topell

3. the teicheiomouid have samples to show to the.
-clins..tkttelleacher has not introduced reflector
tape beforelhis lesson, now is a good time.

4. The teadier may tape a sample onto black paper,
The lights should be turned off end the sampfht
held at the opposite end of the room. Shine a
flashlight upon it so that the children can see its
reflective qualities. A similar black sheet of paper
with a white strip may be put alongside it to
compare.

5. The teacher may suggest that the students sew
the _reflector tape to their jackets or coats. A
letter home may be written to tell about it.

913
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: . Citizen on the Streets and Highways ..
PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a hicytle.
GOAL

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the role of visual perception in traffic safety.
(Coarse Goal)

Level II
LESSON li

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given descriptions of night distance situations, chil-
dren will name three safety aids necessary for night
bicycle riding.

SUGGESTED APPLIPA7LON:
Science, health

MATERIAL:SI.
FilmInky and Blinky" (See page iiil

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (See page 28)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher may initiate a discussion by asking

the children, 'What special things will you need
to ride your bicycle at night?" As each item is
named, ask why it is necessary. What does
Oregon taw say about equipment for night
riding? (Page 17 of Oregon Bicgc/e Rules of the
Road) What does common sense say about
clothing? (Discuss clothing on pages 68 and 69 of
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Roadl

3...

2. Show the film and discusshow well you can see
in the darkness. Ask how well you can see
bicycles at night and what safety aids you can
use to be seen.

...

0

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Plan an imaginary three-day trip on bicycles. List

in your story all of the important equipment you
willziesk and how you will use it on your bike.
Through this, composition the children should
realize the' necessity of tieing prepared for events
ahead of time.

a.,
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2. Suddenly sunlight stopped coming from the sun.
You are on your bike riding with friends. What
would you do and what equipment would you
have to have on your bike to be able to get
home? This composition will help children be
aware that their bicycles should be prepared for
emergencies.

k..

3. Create a Morse code message on your bicycle
light.

r
.

.



AREA:

SUB AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETEhd:
(Cause Goan

4

Social Responsibility,

Citizen on the Streets and 8 l Ys

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

4

Recogne the hazardous nature of bicycle travel in a motorized vehicle environment.

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyEnvironmental Setting 1

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given transparencies of va(ious traffidconditions, the
children shall predict what they fright see in a
changing traffic environment. I

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science communiw project

MATERIALS:
Pictures showing (a) rush hour traffic. WI uncrowded
street. (c) rural area, (d) gravel road.
pictures, a film or a filmstrip to
conditions.

Use magazine
illustrate the'

Worksheet (Appendix, page 71)

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (page 28)

Oregon Bicycle Rules ff the Road

LEARNING SITLiATIiNS:
1. The teacher may en a discussion by asking:

a. Why don't wic see the same things in th e
same place eviiry day? (Show a picture of an

Iuncrowded st et.)

b. Why might t ere be more traffic at 8:00
a.m. than at 21130 p.m.? At which time is it
more dangerous to be out on the streets?
(Show the rush hour traffic scene.) How
would city traffic be different from traffic in
a small town or near a farm?

93
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Level II
L,ESSON 12

c. In what other ways can you tell how streets
or roads are different?

Referring .to page 42 of Oregon Bicycle
Rules of the Road ask what the bicyclist
should do. Will the car wait until pedestrian
in white has crossed? Who has right of way?

Show the other pictures so the children can
identify each type. Continue with these ques-
tions:

a. On which kind of road can you stop or steer
with the least amount of trouble on a
bicycle?

.b. How is steering and stopping different on a
gravel road?

3. Make samples of road surfaces out of clay: use
sand for gravel.

Write a paragraph 'about what a driver must
watch for on these surfaces.

RELATED ACTIVITY:
1. Give the students the worksheet; ask them:

a. Which side of the road is the correct side to
ride on?

b. Where could you cross safely?



KNOW YOUR BICYCLE LAWS

Rules of the road for bicycles were adopted by the e
1973 Oregon Legislature. The new law (Chapter 580)
changed equipment requirements for bicycles and
added several new riding reqbirements.

Definitions

A bicycle is defined in Oregon law as every
device propelled by human power upon which
any person rrIby ride, having two tandem wheels
eithet of wfiich is more than 14 inches in
diarneter, orthaying three wheels. all of which are
more than 111 inches in diameter.

1

Bicycle /arile....means that part of the highway,
adjacent td the roadway, designated by official
signs or markings for use by persons riding
bicycles.

leicycle path....means a public way maintained
or exclusive use by persons riding bicycles d

signated as such by official signs or mar

Equipment Requirements

g

When a bicycle is on- use at night, the bicycle or its
ridar must be equipped with a headlight visible at
le4t 500 feet in front of the bicycle. A red reflector
miist be large enough and mounted so it is visible
Irking all atances from 100 feet to 600°feet to the
ritar when directly in front Of lawful lower beams of

g
hts on a motor .vehicle. The law also permits

use a red light, visible from 500 feet to the rear, in
addition to the rear reflector.

Every bicycle must be equipped with a 'brake which
will enable the operator to make the braked wheels
skid on dry, level, clean pavement.

It is against the law for a parent of any child or the
guardian of any ward to authorize 9r knowingly
permit atilt child or ward to violate the equipment
requirement provisions of the law.

Riding Rules

You must ride upon or astride a permanent and
regular seat attached to the bicycle.

A bicycle cannot be used to carry,more persons at
one time than the number for which it was designed
and equipped. 1/4

Nate,.

If you ride a bicycle (coaster, roller skates, sled or toy
vehicle), do not "hitch" a ride by attaching either
Yourself or the unit to sire other vehicle.

You are to ride as near to the right side of., the
roadway as practicable, except on one-way streets.
Exercise due care when passing a standing Or moving
vehicle going in the same direction.

9)
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On streets or roads where the designated speed
exceeds 25 miles per hour, you must ride single file-
In other locations, ride not more than two abreast.

If a bicycle lane has been provided adjacent to a
roadway, bicycle riders are to use that lane and not
the regular street or road.

Do nbt carry any package, bundle Or article which
prevents you from keeping at legst one hant din the
handlebars and having full control at all tines.

Bicycle riders also are expected to obey all other
traffic laws that apply to the driver of a motor
vebide, except those which by their very nature can
have no application. (This is not new; Oregon law has
long contained this provision.)

Motor Vehicles and Bicycles

A driver of a vehicle cannot drive or park on a bicycle
path.

Drivers of vehicles cannot use a bicycle lane except
when passing another vehicle on the right, when
permitted by law. Before passing on -the right and
using a bicycle lane to do so, a driver must make
certain the move can be made with safety. Right -of-
way must be given to bicycles using the bicycle lane.

Bicycles and Pedestrians

When a bicycle is on a sidewalk, the rider is to give an
audible warning before overtaking and passing a
Pedestrian and shall right-of-way to all pedes,
trians'on the sidewalk.

Do not operate a bicycle on a sidewalk in a careless
manner that endangers or would be likely to endanger
any person or property.

Prepared by Oregon Motor Vehicles Division, Salem,
Oregon 97310.



Level II
LESSON 13

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB -AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to !unction as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the standards for selecting end maintaining a bicycle.
(Course Goan

CONTENT:
BicycleRegulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given two different sized bicycles, the children will
describe the criteria necessary for a rider to fitl'a

rbicycle properly.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
One bicycle of large size-

One bicycle of medium size

One chart

A magic marker

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The teacher, through discussron,will evoke from

students criteria that are important for ^a proper
fit. Showing the larger bike, the teacher may ask
ardd of Small stature to stand beside it asking,

o you think this bicycle is a good ode for
(student's name)? Why or why not?"

Look at pictures on pages 12 and 51 of Bicycle
Rules of the Road and ask, "Does your bike lean

1 more than this when you are stopped with one
foot on the ground?"

2 After the class has answered, the teacher may ask
the child to mount the bicycle and ask fur
further comparison. Next the teacher may bring
the medium bicycle into the room and have a
child whrS would fit the bicycle mount it and ask,
"Do you think this bicycle fits (student's name)
well? Why or why not?" The teacher should then
write the student's responses on the blackboard
or on a chart which depicts a good bicycle fit.
Include these four points: (1) seat should be even
with the ground yet comfortable to sit on: (2)
one should be able to comfOrtably put a foot on
the lowest pedal while seated; (3) the leg should
be s tly bent while seated; (4) white seated
ha s should fall naturally on handlebars

3. The teacher should discuss the items on the chart
below. "How are these things especially made for
you or othOr people ?" Through this the childre4
should learn that a bicycle should be specifically
fitted for them lust as their clothes and shoes are.
Good fit is important for balance and control.
Let one child bring a bicycle into the room. Try
it for size. Let a smaller and a larger student try
it for size.

ITEM FIT FOR OWNER

shoes .adult
child

size 7
size 10

bicycle adult
child

loge size
small site

baseball mitt adult
child

. :

large sue
small site

glasses Iselect
appropriate
eiamples1

, gtound for
seeing close

ground for
seeing far away-

skis adult
child

I iong
shunt

100
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUG-ARE A: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

Level II
LESSON 14

-
COMPETENCY: Oemonstrate an understanding of the standardflor selecting,and maintaining a bicycle.
(Course Gael)

CONTENT:
Bicyde SafetyRegulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
During a class) discussion the children shall describe
criteria necessary for personal selection of a bicycle.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies. health

MATERIALS:
Paper

Crayons

Pencils

Picture of proper bicycle fit (Appendix. page 721

Worksheet (Appendix, page 731

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

1 0 1
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LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Initiate a class discussion with' the following

questions:

a. "How many of you have worn 'hand-me-
down or used clothes?" Ask elsjidren to
describe how,the clothes fit or didn't fit.

b. "W6at is special about your own clothes or
your very own bike?" Children should learn
that the fit of a bicycle is as personal as
having properly fit clothes, shoes or glasses.

2- 'Continue to ask, "What is it about your bike that
`helps to make it fit you especially?" Through the
discussion bring out the four requirements of a
good bicycle fit.

3. Discuss page 74 of Oregon Bicycle Rules of the
Road. Ask if parents helped buy the bike? If so,
did they help you try it for size?

4. Let children (in groups of three) measure leg
length and put their names on chart on page 74
of Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road.

5. Label, and list the features of a good bicycle fit
on the work sheet. The students may color the
work sheet.

6. Write on this topic: 'Now would it feel to ride a
bike that kept changing sire like Alice after she
ate the mushroom in Alice in Wonderland?"

S



AREA:

SUB -AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goan

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Studeiits will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving, eilitycle.

Demonstrate the proper techniques for operating a bicycle safely.

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a bicy6le. the children will demonstrate brake
operations and discuss their relationship to the brake
mechanisms of other objects.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (forces. ac h nes); social studies
(transportation)

MATERIALS:
A chart

Racer bicycle

Paper

.pencils

Magic markers

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

LEARNING SITUATIONS:
1. The children who take part in this learning

situation should be familiar with the concept of a
force that moves. The teacher will center a class
discussion around moving forces with these
questions:

a. How many objects can you name that move
with tow!?

b. How many of these objects are manmade?
List on a chart under manmade forces. (See
Page 34)

c. How can an oblect slow down or stop liter
it has been moving? List under stopping
methods.

d If a bicycle has not already come into the
discussion, enter it now by asking. What
object do you use to ride.on to school and
fur fun? How does it stop?

Level II
LESSON 15

e. Do you think it is important to be able to
stop a bicycle? Why?

f. What is the law concerning bicycle brakes?
(Page 17 of Bicycle Rules of the Roadl

g. Have a volunteer come up and show how to
use the brakes on a bike.

The child will point to the braking parts as the
teacher discusses how they work and the care
they need_ The discussion should give the stu-
dents the opportunity to think creatively about
the responsibility oyaring for brake.

(11 What information does
Rules of the Road
brakes?

(2) What information does
Rules-of the Road cont
repair?

(3)* How does a hand brake
foot brake?

(4) What happens if you use
brake too hard?

(5) What happens if you use
brake by itself?

Oregon Bicycle
contain about

Oregon Bicycle
am about brake

differ from the

r
the front wheel

the front wheel

2. The teacher can say "We have talked about
Aims that move with force and how we can
slow or stop them. Pretend you ere a wise
inventor and try to design the most effective
brakes you can with (a) magnets. (5) electricity,
(c) mechanical parts." Through this creative
writing and drawing project, the children should
be able to appreciate the problem ofs o. creating
brays and their basic operations.

3. "We have discussed how a bicycle brake work
and how other objects that move stop. Let's
explore how some other unusual forces stop or
brake." The class will then explore these: (a)
laser beams. lb) Apollo 13, (c) tram. Id) magnet.
(e) sunlight.

102
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RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Class mural on various forces and how they brake

or stop.

2. Role play two bocycles.-one with good brakes
and one with bad or broken brakes. in converse.
HO .fewth each Other. Then topic Of conversation
p e careThitr owners give them.

..-

3. Creative writing: What would happen if all of a
Sudden all brakes on all bikes lbr any man-made
form of transportation) failed?

4. Write a letter home to mom and dad thanking
them for their bicycles and good care. Remind,
them to check the brakes every six months.

I

103
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FORCES.
k....

MAN-
MADE

METHODS OF STOPPING

Rocket 'Yes brake rockets. gravity

Car Yes brakes

Bike Yes brakes on pedals or handle bars

Bullet Yes hots objeLt or slows down

Wind No

Rivet No 7'

Sunlight No
t

)Continue we th.Your own chart

(

S
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM . Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY,: Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between speed and safety in traffic.
(Comm Goal)

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyHuman
Capabilities

Capabilities. Vehicle

'S

PER FORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a lesson on speed and accura (J, the students
will predict whether they do their most accurate
work with more speed or with less sp

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (forces), social studies ltra, kortat ton)

II

If

MATERIALS:
Paper and pencil

Access to a playground i

t

.,4.6.Rotiii. skates

B icycle gt

4

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" , Page 28)

.

LEARNING SITUATION lipTIVITI ES: .
Speed control is one Of tIte most important things
about bicycle operation. Ybu can lose control if you
go too fast. The child will have to learn to estimate
the speed of bicycles and Other vehicles to drive a
bicycle effectively. You will need access to a play
ground. roller skates. and a bicycle_

1- Does speed affect the quality of our work?
Everyone take out a sheet of paper. '1 ant going
to write some numbers on the board and I want-
you to copy them on your paper. I wilt give you
a time limit and 1 want you to go as fast as you
can in the time I give you."

I

Level H
LESSON 16

Put a series of numbers on the board and use a
stopwatch to time children. When they're fin-
ished, have them check their neatness and ac-
curacy. You can use math problems, a writing

. lesson, almost any attivity that will encourage
the children to conclude.` Speed does not give me
the control I need to do my best; pr I lose

'N control when I have to hurry.
1,...

2.- `leaapg to judge stopping distance: Take the
class but to the playground and let them experi-
ment with stopping distances while running,
roller skating, and driving a bicycle.

104
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a. Who has the most control? Why? Is it harder
to stop when we are going faster? '

b. Have three children start out at the same
mark and race to the other end of the
playground. Say stop when they are halfway
there and measure with chalk the distance it
took to stop. Have other children help:in the
marking. Then have children start againthis
time going slow enough so that they are in
full control of themselves. Now when they
have reached halfway say stop. Measure the
stopping distance.

3_ Build a science lesson on momentum as it applies
to wheels.

a. All wheels are made to r011. Once they have
received the initial start, they continue to
rpll. The harder the pedal is pushed on a
tiicycle the faster the wheels go; why?

b. Try this experiment on the playground.
Have a cyclist drive a bicycle at a moderate
speed. Then tell the child to coast until the
bike stops. Try it again. This time froth a
slightly faster pace. Explain to the class that
the act of coasting Or rolling without me-
chanical help is due to momentum' The
greater the speed, the more momentum and
the harder it is to stop. Relate momentum to
weight as well, and point out the importance
of understanding momentum in becoming a
good cyclist and eventually a good motorist.
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level II
LESSON 17

PROGRAM Studpnts will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians
GOAL: and when driving a bicycle.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between speed and safety in traffic.
(Course Goal)

.....0
CONTENT:
Pedestrian and Bicycle SafetyHuman CaPabilittes

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given pictures depicting pedestrians, bicyclists. and
drivers, the Children shall identify functions per
formed by all of them.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science, social studies (transportation)

MATERIALS:
Worksheet (Appendix, page 74)

Ark

41 0 1
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LEA
1.

RNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher shall evoke from students through
questions the idea that every pedestrian, bicy-
clist, or driver can speed up to move, turn, back
up, go straight. slow, maintain speed, or stop.

2. Discuss the worksheet. What can each of these
people do that is the same? As each Child
correctly responds, students may fill in the
blanks on the worksheet. Ask the following
questions:

/ a. To back a car up, what must a driver do? A
bicyclist? A pedestrian?

b. What must a car driver, a bitychst, or a
pedestrian do to go straight? Make a turn?
Slow down? Maintain speed?

c. How does the way a bicyclist slows down
differ from the way a pedestrian slows
down?

' d. What special problems might a car driver
have? Are there any for a bicyclist, a
pedestrian?

0



Level H
LESSON 18

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
GOAL: passenger.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate a general understanding of the inherent dangers of riding in or on a motor vehicle.
(Course G

CONTENT:
School Bus SafetyRegulations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a transparency of a bus, the children shall
identify posirble problems when entering and exiting
a school bus.

t

Social studies ortationl

MATERIALS:
Transparency master of front and back of a bus with
an overlay of children in wrong and right places.
(Appendix, pages 7576)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher shall make tke childreo aware that a bus
driver's vision is limited db what is in front of the bus
or what appears in the various mirrors of the bus.

To do this, ask the following questions:
1. "How much area around the bus can the driver

see? Why?"

2. "Could a bus driver see a child standing b
rear wheels?"

3. "Why is it more difficult for the bus driver to
around the bus than it is for the motorist to see
around the car? The bicyclist to see around a
bike?'

4. "How does entering a bus differ from entering a
car or mounting a'bike?"

5. "To help the driver see everyone entering, what
side of the bus should children stay by?"

6- "Why is it important for the driver to see you?"

103
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. . Level 11
LESSON 19

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
GOAL: passengers and when driving a bicycle.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate a general understanding of the inherent dangers of riding in or on a motor vehiCle, or
(Course Goal) on a bicycle.

-C

CONTENT:
Bicycle and School Bus Safety-Human and Vehicle
Capabilities

.4
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a rearview maws!. the children shall identify
the -blind spots" of bicyclists and drivers.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (machines). social studies (transportation)

MATERIALS
Pictures tif cars and bicyVe fsupptred by teacher)

.
Sample rearview mirror horn any velMe, preferably a
bicycle

Transparency with overlay 01 dittos for worksheet
(Appendix. pages ?7 ?8}

LEARNING SITUATION.ACTIVITIES:
I The teacher may begin a discussion by sking.

r."----Whett you are siding vow bikk what part f the
wtsid is easiest to see? (What you look at st ight
ahead )Review central %/KWh

2 Curittritte With part is Node to see?
(Sides and rear I s this the same for drovers of
cars? Why? W144 might more accidents be caused
by people or o., tects coming from the sides and
rear, Why could these be called "blind spots?"

4 t

. ..

V.

.5

107
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3. The teacher may now show the pictures of cars
and bicycles to show broadside views. Help the,.
children identify all the "blind spots" for each
vehicle. Continue with these questions:

J,

a. How many blind spots truck drivers
have? Bus drivers? Bicyclist Car drivers?

b. How many rearview mirrors do most drivers
have? Bus drivers? Truck drivels? .,

c. How does a rearview mirror help a driver
see?

d. Could a rearview mirror help a bicyclist?
How?

e. How many of you have a rearview mirror on
your bicycle?

f_ How should you take care of your rearview
mirror?

.. .
g. Ise can You try to extend Our sight to

She blind spots?
.,

4. On the worksheet, put Xs where the And
spots" are for each vehicle. Why is it hard to see
someone in these places? If you are in a blind
spot, what can you do, to tell the driver of your
presence?

*



AR A:

ISO-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPE1INCY:
(Course Gael)

Social-Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able tic function as responsible "individuals whenrt raveling as motor vehicle
passengers.

Oemonstroltia understanding of the protection affor ed y passenger restraint equipment.

L

yqur stopping. As studintScOoperatestnith sou iidf
effects, ask the following questions:

a. What happens to yuui body as you stop
suddenly? (It flies forward) Why? How
could you help your bOdy keep from getting
hurt 11 this kind of a stop?

Level II
LESSON 20

4

CONTENT:
Car Passenger Safety -Vehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: -
Given a situation involving the sudden stooping of a
vehicle,. the 'children shall identify Arne of the
problems involved

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (forces). social studies Ur deluxe tat sonl

MATERIALS:

Studerit

LEARNIiNG SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1 The feather shall al range charts and students to

Iinulate riding en J car The teacher ;hall elicit
from the students these generalizations.

Ike
a. All passengers and iTablecti move furwaid

with the veliittle

b. The quicker the stop, the more dramatic the
forward motion.

2 The teacher shalPinitiate the discussion by tell ta
the children to pretend they.ere going 40 rn.plk
They have to stop for a red light. She may ask
them to lean their bodies in movement with the
pretended stopping. This is not sudden She may
ask these questions:

4
a ,Why did you lean forward at lirst? Which

stops first- the car or your body? Why does
your burly stup after the vehicle stops (not
same time as WSJ?

b. After your body moves forward. why does it
seem to caving backwards?

c_ What happens to books or boxes? Why?

Now tell the childre ey are going to accelerate
up to 50 m.p.h. on thoi tap. Suddenly you must
stop .for an accident up ahead. There must be a
fast stop to avoid hitting the car ahead. Act out

101

How do seat belti help? How do they
.protect YPur body? Your head?

.

c. What happens, to the horn of a vehicle when
a stop is made? What happens to the back?

d Why do buses and trucks carrying dangerous
cargo always stop before railroad crossings?

you die riding behind such a bus or truck,
what can you expect to happen at every
railroad crossing?

e A' larger vehicle is seen more easily than a cai
Out Why does it take more distance tV stop
than a Cal - b .

41.

hfCan you .t Ink of any other daft/fences
t between airtAind.a besk.

4 Make a chuff t of the slopping procedures Of J car
rye Othlg vehicle.

Make a poster of how to avoid accidents when
stopping.

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY:
1. Compare stopping motions of a car

a. rocket

b_ space capsule

c.
.

4Thrifilance-

bicycle

o boy running.
O

0

A

tia

1
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AREA:

SUB -AREA:

PROG
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways .**

.

Level 0
.LESSON 21

Students will be able to. functicin 'as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
passengers.

Demonstrate in understanding 0 the ways to maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.

CONTENT:
School Bus SafetyRegulations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a transparency of a bus floor plan, the children
shall describe the proper way to ,leave a school bus
and identify some of the'problerris involved.r

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social stuifies (transportation/

c

MATERIALS:
TranspaAicy of school bus with overlays of riders.
1(Appendix, PageV9-81)

Oregon School El'u.s Drivers Manual*favailable
bus diver}

4*

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
I. The teacher shall elicit from the students these

-genet alizat ions.
)

a. _Studen.t4 shah enter w leave the bus in (single
file

b. Sit quietly till it is your turn to leave the
bus.

c. When leaving the bus., paitfrigers should pass
in front of the bus whert thefbcan tillhfen
by the driver.

2. The teacher may ask these questions to stimulate
di ?cussion whitie showing a transparency of chil-
dren ready to leave. (First overlay./

a: ' Pretend you` are ready to leave the bus to go
see a U.S. spacecraft. You are excited. How
should you leave? How would you feel
inside?

.b. What is the quickest way to leave? The
slowest? On this questiOn bring out the idea
that hurrying and shoving makes everyone
angry and causes the exit to take longer.

109
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Continue: Why does hurrying or pushing
make people take longer to leave?What does
this do to people's feelings? Is this .
unpleasant?

d. What should you
street?

crossing the.

e. If you have to cross a street. should you
cross behind or in front of the bus? Why?

f. Can the bus driver actually guarantee that all ,

drivers will stop? Why not?

3.* The teacher may now summarip what the
students have said. Show the transparency with
the second overlay-

a. 'Which children are following the rules we've.
talked about? How can you tell?

b. Wtoch childrin could get hurt? Why?

c. Which children can the bus driver not see?
Why?

d. What would happen if the bus driver should
back up to make more room for those
passing in front of him? Who would be
responsible if someone got hurt?

e. What could happt to the boy
craoss the stryin b k of the bus?

4. The teacher may summarize the discussion. by
telling the children to arrange their chairs like the
seats on a bus and have them practice leaving the
bus. Atter the exercise the teacher should ask the
following questions:

running*

a. How do you, feel after you have done it
correctly?

b. Are your feelingspleasant or not? Why?

c. Which feelings are better. those which come
from doing it right or rushing?

Stress to the children that doing it right and
having pleasant feelings are worth more to their
happiness and safety than the unpleasant way.
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4AAREA:

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Soidents will -be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
GOAL: passengers.

_

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate understanding of the orys to maximize the safety of all school bus pasiengers.
(Course Goal) .

Social Responsibility I'

i

Level II
LESSON 22

4

4

4

1

CONTENT:
School Bus SafetyRegulations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a transparency, of exits on a car and a bus, the
choldrep shall identify and evaluate emergency exits
and procedures of both the biIs and the car.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies (transportation or health)

. Y
't.

MATERIALS:
.

Transparency of car and bus with overlay of exits.
(Appendix. pages 82-83)

LEARNING SITUATION:
I. Through discussion the teacher ih-ilicit from

the students these facts:
...

a. The emergency exit on a bus is the rear
door. On a car it is the other door or two
doors.

-
c. The door will be at least three fee, from the

road. Children should exit carefully or
serious injury could result.

a
d. When leaving the bus, move in an orderly

fashion) Move away from the road so there
will be nri danger of being hit by other
traffic:

2. The teacher may show the transparency first (no
overlay yet), and ask the following questions:

a. Where are the emergency exits on buses?
Cars? How are they different?

b. To open the emergency door on a bus, use
the handle on the inside. It is hard to open;
car doors are easier. ,

1

The emergency, door should never be opened \
whilethe bus is in motion. It should be 1.

opened only in the event of an emergency.

k I. 1

110
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b. How high is the exit on the bus as compared
to a car? Does this make exiting easy or
difficult on a bus? Why? How should one act

_uponleaving?_ Why? (Show overlay at this...
point.)

c. If none of the ilbars open, how else can one
get out?

d. Why would a small child have a harder time
getting out than' an older child?

e. How could children help each other getting
out? ,

.. ...
f. 1 f the driver is hurt, who will open the door?

0
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible
GOAL: participating in traffic as a pedestrian.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between weather conditions and safety in
(Course Goal) traffic.

Level II
LESSON 23

citizens when driving a bicycle and whenr117
4` 4

CONTENT:
Bicycle and Pedestrian.SafetyEnvironmental Setting

.4

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given illustrations of various types of weather. the
children will describe how the conditions can affect
pedestrians' and bicyclists' behavior.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:,
Science (weather)

MATERIALS:
Pictures showing (a) rainy weather, (b) snowy
weather, (c) very stormy weather, (d) sunny day. (e)
foggy day. Use magazine pictures, a film or filmstrip
to illustrate these conditions.

*

111
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LEARNING SITUATIONS:
1. Ask what things keep us from seeing well when

we are a pedestrian, a bicyclist, and auto driver
on rainy days.

2. Shpw the rainy day picture and ask:

a. - How does this make driving a car or bicycle
hard or easy? Why?

b. Show the snowy picture and ask the same
question. fn rain and snow why might a
good pedestrian or bicyclipl not see or hear_..---,,//

3. As the teacher shows the picture of very stormy
weather ask:

approaching cars?

a. Why is it important to be seen as well as to
be heard?

b. What can vie% to make sure we are seen or
. heard? How do these weather conditions

influence us on bikes?

4. Continue with:

a. Why do we behave differently in summer
than in winter? In the fall and spring, do we
wear the same clothes?

b. Why a foggy day cause problems?
How do people usually feel on a foggy day?
Do they think they can or cannosee clearly
on foggy days? Why? How can fog fool us
by hiding or obscuring things? What should
we do when we are in foggy weather?

'tom,

1



AREA: S

SUBIA RE A4.-- C

PROG RAM/

COMPETENCY:

Level II
LESSON 24

'al Responsibility

tizen on the StrOts and Highways

udents will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
en driving a bicycle, and when traveling as u motor vehicle passenger.

emonstrate an understanding of the relationship -between weather
(Course Goal) traffic.

CONTENT: ty

Pedestrian, Biqicle, and car safetyEnvironmental
Conditions

PERFORMAOCE INDICATOR:
Giv variotli weather conditions, the children 'Shall
de ribe hok the conditions affect human safety
beliaviar.

I I

Siience ( eather) -

SliG410 APPLICATION:

MATERI LS:
. Picttires rom Lesson 23 (See page 49)

Broilvri rapping paper for mural

I
.

Crayons or colored chalk

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The children shall, through discussion, explore

how weather can force -us to behave differently.
They will understand that certain ways of behav
ing during severe weather conditions are Impel-
atom to their safety.

4
The teacher shall evoke from the students their
11-1pressions of weather changes through clues-
bons such as:

a.

b.

How rd the clouds change from sunny
weath cloudy? Stormy?

.1---

How did the clearness and color of the sky
change? The air?

112
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conditions and qty in

c. What changes 'occurred in the wind? Was the
wind blowing in one direction or several?
How does this affect you when out walking?
On a bike?

d. In severe winds what should you do? Why?
In a tornado? Hurricane?

e. Does rain always stay the same? Why not?
What is hail? How does hail change what we
do when we are outside? How does it affect
plants, animals, and manmade things?

How does snow affect us? Why? How can
snow blind people? What should one do in a
snow storm? Why?

What kinds of feelings do weather changes
give you? Can you see anything that is

beautiful? Sad? Frightening? If we feel
frightened, what's a good thing to remem-
ber? How do storms help us?

2. Now the teacher shows. the pictures of the types
of weather and for each ask: "What should these
peCrpte do to see better? to keep warm? To
protect themselves? To make sure other people -
see them?"

NOTE: A good time to use this lesson would be
on a stormy day so children can experience it
firsthand.

3. The children may writes story abouart one krn4 of
weather and what they do to change their
behavior as it arrives. For instance, Jane mil
write a story of a camping trip where a snow-
storm tame suddenly. She would tell how the
campers adjusted tq it. The classr may make a
mural of people walking, riding on a bike, or
riding in a car in each type of weather.
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AREA: p Social Responsibility

SUB -AR 'A: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level II
LESSON 25

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling-es passengers in motor
GOAL: vehicles, when driving a bicycle or when participating in traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the process for making and enforcing safety laws.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
General SafetyRegulations..
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After a visit with a police officer or attorney, the
children shall identify ;he people who make traffic

)aws and those responsible for enforcing them.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies (government)

MATERIALS:
Any of these;

A visit from a police officer

A visit from a traffic court attorney or judge

A tape recorded session from traffic court.

3

53

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. The class may invite to class an attorney. police

officer, or .officerfrom traffic court. Ask the
person to explain the job as executor or keeper
of thg law and who makes traffic lOws. also.

If a speaker is not available, the teacher may ask
a local police 'officer to obtain a tape recording
of a session in traffic court. A recording from the
state legislature debating a traffic law would be
good. too.

2. After the lesson the students should ask ques-
tions. They may act out the process of making a
law by role playing a city council or state
legislature passing laws.
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GOAL COMPETENCY

Students will be able to function
as responsible citizens when par-
ticipating in traffic as pedes-
trians.

Students will be able to function
as responsible citizens when dino-
ing a bicycle.

Students will be able td function
as responsible individuals when
traveling as motor vehicle pas.
sengers.

Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedes-
trian use of sidewalks and roadways.

Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper precau-
tions to 'take to minimize the possibility of
molestation.

Demonstrate an understanding of the proper
standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle.

Demonstrate the proper techniques for operating a
bicycle safely.

Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship
between speed and safety in traffic.

Demonstrate a general understanding of thol inher-
ent dangers of roiling in or on a motor vehicle.

Demonstrate an understanding of the ways to
maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.

Fin
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Level III

TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS HANDBOOK
..

Lesson Filmstrip and Source 16mm Film and Source Books andlource

1 , "I'm hro Fool as a Pedestrian"
Malt Disney. 8 min., C, 1956}

Motor Vehicles Division. Public
Information Office, Salem, Ore-
gon 97310

Division of Continuing Educe
ttion, Film Library, 1633 SW
Tark Avenue, Portland, OR
97207. Rental: $6.50.

4

GI

IP

"Safety on the Street," Second
Ed. (Encyclopaedia Britannica.
11 min., C, 1965)

Encyclopaedia 8ritannica, 2494
Teagarden Street, San Leandro,
California 94577

it
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Level III
LESSON

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB -AREA: Citizen r the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Stoden(s will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedest one:
.GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course Goal) I

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Regulations, Environmental
Setting

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given the materials necessary to reconstruct a model
intersection, the students will label the intersection
with crosswalks, traffic lights, traffic signs, and street
signs.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies, language arts

MATERIALS:
Piece of cardboard (shirt cardboard is ideal)

Collection of toy vehicles contributed by the clot

Transparency with signs (Appendix, page 84)

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher, through a discussion of symbols
which guide our everyday life, will evoke from
the students examples of safety symbols. How do
we depend on symbols to guide us? Let's list all
the symbols that we can think of that get us to
and from school safely. It is here that you can
start listing these symbols (e.g., the many colored
traffic light, the red octagonal stop sign, the
rectangle sign of warning, SLOW SCHOOL
ZONE, the crosswalks).

J.

Symbols can be words. How do we react to the
exit sign? What does it tell us? What does the
word "yield" mean to us? Why is it necessary to
know the meanings of symbols that we see and
use daily? Today we are going to have an
opportunity to react to these symbols on the
very streets that we are about to create.

The teacher should draw an .intersection on the1
board rsii--cliseusi the signs that we may find
there. (Appendix, page 841

11t

Have the children follow your example and draw
the intersection individually. Leave it up to them
to place the traffic lights and signs, street sigi
and crosswalks.

You may divide the children into veal small
groups. (Two children work well together in this
situation.) Each group should have a few vehicles
with which to work. Encourage free play for at
least ten minutes. This will give the children an
opportunity to establish a familiarity with the
intersection and the OA-playing atmosphere.

et,
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RELATED ACTIVr114:
1. Show Walt Dr .,' ' "I'm No Fool as a Pedes

Irian" used i lower grades, but equally as
effective here_ e Level K. page 111)

1.

2. Encourage children to write a story about a
hypothetical arraident that could happen at their
intersection and vfily.

1: )

3. Ha)g children cireate their
those symbols? 'One day
children. { l

i. .1
4. Make a cha if -,0::'Tratfic Accidents Happen

Because."

"--
own symbols and use
to guide the 'other

I :

5. Set up a safety current events bulletin board.
; .

SUPPLEMENTAL ACVVITIES:
1. The teacher maY,ehcourage role playing using the

intersection, cars, and other objects. Direct the
firct hypothetical situation and have the children
follow. One child may be the pedestrian, one
may be the auto driver, bicycle driver, or other
oedestr Ian_

II

A

,

'a
...

4

4

r
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Examples:
a. A pedestrian is crossing ars intersection at I.

the corner_ A car is slowly approaching that
corner and is about to turn the corner into
the path of the pedestrian. Let's react with
each other- What will the auto driver do?
Can anyone think of a safety rule that may
be applied to a situation such as this? Can
anyone think of any symbols that were
created for this very situation?

b. Two care are approaching the same inter
section at the same time. Who has the right
of way?

c. A car is pulling out of the &trey into traffic
(use middle of road }_ A child is beginning to
CUM that alley.

d. A pedestrian has the WALK sign. The person
steps off the curb and hears a siren. React!

2. Continue tting up,slauations in which an
accident i kely to occur. Encourage the chil-
dren to react by identifying the hazards involved
and predicting the consequences.

Example:
A child is crossing on the crosswalk. A bike
driver, although stopped with the red light,
continues rolling into the crosswalk. The child, in
an effort to move around the driver, is forced
into the moving traffic. Let's predict what could
happen.

.

-..
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways - . 1
PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.
(Course G oal) ..

Level III
LESSON 2

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyRegulations, Human Capabilities

PERFORMANCLINDICATOR:
Given a hypothetical. situation involving a traffic
accident, the children will identify the traffic rule (or
rules) that was violated.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts, dramatics

MATERIALS:
Background scenery for mock traffic court (butcher
paper and crayons) (See diagram. Appendix, page 85)

Model Intersection constructed on classroom floor
using yellow tape

Props made from poster board and painted
two Pedestrians
two automobiles
one bicycle 4

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Through a discussion of ways to discourage

traffic violations, the teacher may introduce the
idea of traffic courts. What is a traffic court?
Why do we need them? What purpose do they
serve? Who goes to a traffic court? Describe the
people involved in a court situation. The students
should be familiar with the roles of the judge, the
jurors, the witnesses, and the defendants. If there
are some students who are not sure of these
People's roles, the teacher can write the names
on a chart and discuss each one. The teacher may
also introduce the role of the bailiff to the class.

'N.

"We would like to hold traffic tour in ow room
however, we will have to have traffic caters to
bring to court. Why do people come to court?"
The teacher can elicit the idea that the People
violated a traffic rule. "Let's list some pedestrian
rules, rules that can endanger us if they are
broken." The teacher may use. cbart paper or
poster board to list the rules the children give
Some of the rules that are usually given are the
following:

1. Look both ways before crossing the
street,

2. Walk; don't run across the street.

3. Cross the street only at corners.

4. Don't play near the street.

5. Obey the patrols, crossing guards, and
traffic lights.

6. Do not act foolishly when you are
crossing a street.

After.. the clasS has composed their list of
pedestrian rules. encourage the students to write
hypothetical situations involving violations of
traffic rules leading to accidents which are
controversial enough to be brought to court. This
part of the lesson can be done the first day.

The second day the teacher and students Will
assemble the traffic court.

Have the children make a mural "Of the Court
room.

2. Role Playing in Mock Traffic

IP s

This is role playing at its best. The children not
only portray the individual rol in court, but
they gain a valuable lesson in court oom prose- t
dur es.

After the children have. submitted their hypo-
thetical traffic situations, the 'cases are placed on
the judge's bench. The teacher may select the
student participants any way desired.

The bailiff calls the court to Session, introduces
the fudge and requests .the court to rise. The
fudge enters, asks the court to be seated, reads
the case .fOr the day, and then reads one of the_
stories. The teacher may have to help the class
interpret the situation. A few brief feat" about
the case written on the board will help the class

4 understand whO is being brought to court and
why.

119
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The students may now really put themselves into
the role that they are portraying. The prose-
cuting attorney can call witnesses and appeal tei
the jury. The defense attorney can plead the
defendant's case. Encourage lawyers to use

1,
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specific rules in quoting violations. The model
intersection is used by the witnesses to reenact
what took place.,

9.
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The case finally goes to the jury. These students
decide the verdict. They must support this
verdict with sound reasons.
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Level 111
LESSON 3

AREA:
-

'S l0Responsl tlity IA*

SUB-AREA: n sit the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Stu will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic as pedestrians.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadwiys.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyEnvironmental Setting

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a map of the area, each student will determine
the qafest route from home to school and to other
points of interest. I

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies (map skills)

MATERIALS:
Large area map

Pins with colored heads such as one color for boys, a
seCOntrcolor for girls, and orange for patrols

Colored yaiin or marking pens

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Through discussion, impress children with the

Idea Of responsibility for being a good pedestrian.
Their own lives should be a matter of primary/
Importance. It is better to be alive than to b
'dead right."

It Is best to become familiar with the safest route
to end from school, first. Then form a habit of
using the safest route .to other places. such as
friends' homes. play areas. places of worship and
*Wet..

2. Let the students place a pin on a large area map
indicating the location of each person's house:
Then let each child trace the safest route tp

4 school using yarn or colored marking pen. Use
orangheaded pins to locate the safety patrol
crossings. en route.

3. Different communities contain ;Jiff erent types of
, intersections and cesswalks. We must train
ourselves to bt alert fo possible hazards in all
situations. Ask students to think about special
hazards they encounter On their way to school.
Have the children draw the intersection they
consider the most dangerous. Have them use
rulers to draw the straight lines. and include as
many details as they can recall. If they have no
special hazard on the way to school, have them
draw some they may encounter on their way to a
nearby store, shopping center, church, or wne
gOgUe.-Aslc the students if there is any way these
intersections ould be made less dangerous?

'How?

4. The teacher should help the students to begin to
plan the construction of a village and a rural area.
Th*e shbuld be streets and houses, stores and
other buildings made of boxesNArrange different
types of street crossinds; intersections and rail.
road crossings thrqughout the town. Use small
toy cars to movelr into various places on the
streets. Pedestrians.rnay be-figures made of pipe
clVaners with feet of clay so they will stand. Tiny
signs should be posted at strategic spots (such
61croltswalks and radrilad crossings).I

121
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The rural area should be constructed with several
typical highway. situdtions. These two con-
structed areas can be Used for a series of games in
a later lesson.

4
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AilEk Social Responsibility -, !...,-Lt- --, , r It--.4

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Street. and Hithways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in tratfirailiedestrians.
. . . . 1

..

Level
, LESSON 4

GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of siderialks and roadways.
(Course Goal)

01

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetvEnvilmental Setting

PER FOR MANCE INDICATOR:
After viewing a movie on traffic hazards end dis
cussing its .lessons. students will reproduce crossing
,sluations on village arid rural bots which they.have
constructed. They will predict w t might occur la
given situations and solve problem situations pre-
sented by other students.

SUG&STED APPLICATION:
Social studies, language arts

MATERIALS:
,Village and rural
students

settings already

Film'"Safety on the Street" by
Britannica

constructed by

Encyclopaedia

Copie,jf "A Letter from Paris"i(See Page 8)

4

4

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVLTIES:
1. Besides tieing a good instructional film, "Safety

on the Street" provigps an opportunity for
students to see situations and make their own
decision? during the course of the movie. fli

vecussion should follow the film.

re. Students should ovilbe alert to gels hazards"
and be able to analyze simulated sifiiations. Have
students work in teams or sine!l grou tto set up -
hazardous situations for pedestrians. her teams
or groups will then point out the h zards end
confect them, This would involve moving tars
and pedestrians on the boards.

ACTIVITIES:
1. Chiich may read "A Letter from Paris" and

discuss di arenas in pedestrian problems here
and there. Some of them may be familiar with
state laws in other states to our own country,
(am requiring cars" to stop for pedestrians et

.places other than intersections: for instance. If,
not; `'ley might write letters to secretaries of .

state and request copies of bSoklets similar So
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the RONL

Tell students that they will be given some time
(perhaps 15 minutes) to work in -small groups to
roughly design a glace that they think will be
perfectly free of accidents, When such places
have been designed, it vectuld be interesting to see
4- any group can convince the rest of the *lass_
thpt such.a cave might exist.

2.

4
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,A LETT FROM PARIS* a

Ili ) Paris, March 4
Dear John,

You tell me that you're studying safety in school. These safety les are interesting to me, too.h
Do you want tQ know about thadangeEs I meet oil the way to sch of here in Paris?
I live far from school in the Montmartre district. In ordgr to et to school I crosi)treets

jammed with'cars. There are always thousands of cars, buses, and bicycles in the street.
I can't walk without risking my life. Herelwhy: r--
In Montmarte the struts are very barrow. The cars are like savage beasts which always go very

fast.
I tell you also that French drivers are less disciplined than American drivers; what I mean is that

they have very little-patience. They honk a lot even though a law, forbids them to honk in the city.
In Paris we don't have Traffic lights at e/elit intersection. Where there aren't any, the cars try to

cross anyway. Therefore, I often have to wft a long time to cross the street. e

When I come to an intersection with traffic lights, I crow the street the minute the light says
"pietons." The wbrc means "walk" in yogi country. If the light changes to green when I'm still in
the street, I have to run fast so I won't be kilted, In Paris the cars hardly ever stop for pedestrians!

Wsralso dangerous to walk along the little streets lined with markets and shops. Do you ask
why? Because some of the sidewalks are very narrow. If there are other pedestriarit-going,and
coming, Ws often necessary to walk in the street. You can't even walk side by side without
endangering your life! ' .

Have you ever seen one of,our policemen? He wears white gloves and a dark lue uniform. He
:tends on a round platform in the middle of the intersection.

The police:nen directs traffic with a whistle and a baton. He motions that th traffic should go
to the right or to the left. He changes position according to whether the cars are going from north

lito to south or from west to east.
I'm in luck if the policeman is there because he helps school children to cross the street. But he

isn't always there at the intersection. Too bad!
You mention your safety patrol in the United States. What a good idea! Unfortunately these

guards don't exist in France. Fedestriab crosswalks _don't exist either. Therefore I have to look to
the ritt and left several times before crossing the Street!

As you see, it's very dangerous for me to walk in Paris.
Sometimes mother gives me a franc and I take the bus. In France you climb on the bus at the

back and get off in the front Your system is just the opposite, isn't it? What's dangerous for us is
that the older Frerich buses don't have closed doors, and the back is entirely open. If I have to stand
up, I'm always afraid of filling into the street! Happily, though, that's changing, and the new buses
are more like yours.

I am impatient,to receive your letters.

4
Your friend,

Jacques

$

eSch Safety, a ceiblication of the National Safety Council, March - April, 1968.

4
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AREA:

\SUBeREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demo
(Course Goal)

Level III
LESSON

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens whin participating in traffic as pedestrians.

ate an understanding of proper pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.

CONTENT:
Pedestrian SafetyRegulators, Environmental Setting

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a. game test of various pedestrian situations,
students will measure their knowledge and applica-
tion of safety practices.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

4#

MATERIALS:
Copies of "Pedestrian Rating Test" in sufficient
quantity for entire class. (See page 10)

NOTE TO TEACHER:
Every person who walks from o place to another is
a pedestrian. Even as presch olers. children are
allowed the responsibility of walking to the park, to a
friend house, to a store without adult supervision.
Parents are concerned about the safety of their
children when streets have to be crossed and justifi-
ably so. Each year about 25 young pedestrians ere
fatally injured in traffic accidents in Oregon. Children
want to live; they are eager for each day's experi-
ences. Even though parents caution their children to
"look both ways before crossing the street," proper
pedestrian training should be an integral part of
elementary education.

"LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Before writing a story and perfomjng -activities

about pedestrian safety, the studs should rate
themselves as pedestrians. The attached rating
test is suggested.

2: Aft ei these tests have been scored, the ensuing
discussion should encourage the children to want
to be better pedestrians.

12.4

Ask the children to think seriously about ways in
which they can train themselves to be better
pedestrians. Ask them how they can avoid the
many injuries and deaths that occur when there
is a collision between a car and a person on foot.
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PEDESTRIAN RATING TEST

Read each statement and mark with "A" for always, "U" for usually, and "R" for rarely.

1. I cross streets only at intersections or crosswalks.

2. I stop,:loftk both ways, and look for turning cars before crossing the street.

3. I cross the street quickly, but do not run.

4. I obey the traffic sign and symbols.

5. 1 know the meaning of traffic signs and symbols.

6. 1 obey the safety patrols.
1

7. I use street routes rather than alleys or shortcuts.

8. Where there is no sidewalk, I walk on the left shoulder facing traffic.

9. I carry a light or wear light colors on dark days.

10. 1 do not hitchhike or hitch rides.

11. I do not accept rides from strangers.

*

12. I plan and use a- safe route not only for going to school, but also for going to my
church or synagogue; the store, the playground, etc. v,

13. I avoid casing or playing games along the way to my destination.
.

14. 1 remember to watch for cars backing out of driveways.

.15. I am a defensive pedestrian.

Score yourself 10 points for each A; 5 points for each U; and 0 points for each R. Now total your
score. If you had 150 points (all A's), you are an excellent, careful pedestrian and should be
virtually safe from street accidents, providing you do not relax your good habits. If you scored less
than 150 points, but more than 100, you have several pedestrian habits which need correction. With
a small amount of effort and concentration on your part, you can easily become an excellent
pedestrian. If your score was between 50 and 100 points, you have a number of bad habits and will
really have to be concerned about improving your walking patterns. If you scored below 50 points,
you are in danger of becoming extinct In fact, you shouldn't walk any more than you have to, until
you have trained yourself to become a much more alert pedestrian.

125
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LESSON 6

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students wilt be able to function as responsible citizens when participating initraffic as pedestrians.
GOAL: ,

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper precautions to take to minimize the possibility of
(Course Goal) molestation.

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The student wilt state five precautions to deter a
molester.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
SociaKtridies

MATERIALS:
"Advice to Children" (See Page 12)

Master ( R un, Remember and Report, Appendix,
page86)

Word putties (Appendix, pages 87-88)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
When Children are young, parents often warn them
not to speak to strangers. But Children find it difficult
to refrain from reSpOnding to an adult's offer of
friendship. They must be impressed-with the dangers
inherent in accepting a gift from someone they do
not know, getting into a -stranger's car or going for a
walk with an unfamiliar person.

Also. it should be noted that the child molester is not
always the lurking stranger. A study by the U.S.
Children's Bureau indicates that in more than 80
percent of reported cases of tho tat ion, the offender
was known to the victim or th victim's family. A
similar British investigation confir that more than
half the Children in the study were molested by a
person they knew and in locations considered to be
safe.

..0

4

$

While it is important to warn against the stranger, it is
wise to caution against advances by anyone and to
advise what to do in such situations.

, 1. Discuss the master (Appendix, page 86) and the
rule, "Run, Remember, and Report." You may
want to suggest that "run" means to run to the
ne lock Home or into the school building;

at "remember" means to note the appearance
of a person who attempts to lure a student away;
and that "report" means to tell the school
principal or parents about difficulties with any-
one on the way to school.

2. Review "Advice to Children's (See page 13)

3. Have the studergs complete the word puzzles.
Afterward, have each student state an apprO
priate precautionary behavior associated with
each word of the putties.

$

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Have the students develop a list of precautions to

take when encountering wild or strange animals
(dogs, raccoons,-squirrels, opposumi.

126
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ADVICE TO CHILDREN

Children:

Your parents and teachers are concerned for your
sa'tety. Please tell us about:

I. Any adult stranger who tries to join in your play.

2. Any person who wants you to leave the group
you are playing with for any reason.

3. Any stranger who wants you to go for a walk or
a ride.

4. Any person whO shows you obscene pictures of
people.

5. Any person who tries to touch you.

p

.4

Remember also to:
1,

1. Accept gifts from someone only if your parents
are present and give their consent.

2. AvoiiI shortcuts through alleys, dark streets.
wooded areas or empty lots.

3. Play only in places which your parents say are
safe play areas.

4. Stay outside a hpuse when you are selling
anything doorto-door: always go with a friend.

5. Go to thee movies with a friend or your parents.
If someone tries to touch you, leave your seat
and tell the person at the refreshment counter or
ticket window.

-Adapted from "Advice to Children,"
6. Any stranger who offers you a treat. Illinois Crime Prevention Burgau

1127
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SU B-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level Ill
LESSON 7

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsbile citizeni when driving e bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the proper standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle.
(Come Goal)

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety-Human Capabilities. Vehicle Capabil-
ities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given three illustrations of improper -bicycle fit, the
students will identify three hazatdsdhat might result
from this.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION: '
Art Activity-Create a clay village and Construct a
model of a child on a bicycle to illustrate the point of
proper fit. Construct figures with Pariscraft molding
compound.
Social Studies-Conduct a survey. Have the...students
return home with a checklist to test the fit of their
bicycles. Report the results and gather information
on large chart.

MATERIALS:
Bicycle

***

Transparency illustrating an improper fit {Appendix.
... Page 92)

a. Pedals too low for rider
b. Handlebars too low (turned straight down)
c. Seat tilted up

- Oregon Bicycle Rules of the

LEARNING SITUATION ACT(t TIES:
1: The teacher may begin a class discussion about

,-.
the importance of a good fit for any item.

a. We are all individuals and therefore we
require our own fit for everything we use.
Who can find some objects in our classroom
that need to fit us properly? One obvious
response may be desks, chairs, even the
school materials may be poorly suited to an
individual. Why do you suppose a first
grader has more difficulty handling a slender
pencil than a large thick one he can grasp on
to?

b. Do we have any horseback riders in the
group? if so, let them Sell why the, stirrups
must be the right length. Ask, when mother
gets behind the wheel, why does she scoot
the seat forward? ..

C. What do we use everyday that needs to fit
properly in order to work well for us?
Encourage the students to identify things
from their own personal clothing to sports

4 r items, Can any of the boys tell us the
importance of a good-fitting baseball mitt?

4.

2. Make a list of every item ,you used today that
needed to suit you as an individual. Put a star by
those items that would work better for you if
they fit properly. How many of you have ever

..- thought about how well your bicycle suits you?
A bicycle cannot work properly for us if.it is not
properly fitted for us. Hew many of you tried
your bicycle "on for size" before you bought it?

3. , Let's look at some illintrations 64 stu . J. s on
their bicybles and discuss how well I 'r will
work for that individual.

a. 'Show transparency. Encourage children to
'identify areas of Improper fit (e.g., seat,
pedals).

b. Could an improperly fitting bicycle lead to
an accident? How?

c. Look at cover on Oregon Bicycle Rules of
the Road and discuss each rider as to proper
fit.

4. The teacher may continue by stressing those
features that constitute a good bicycle fit. When
the rider sits on the saddle with the ball of one
foot on the low pedal, and grasps the handlebars
as though riding, the following should be noted:

a. The leg with foot on the low pedal is bent
slightly forward.

b. The seat is parallel to the ground.

c. The upper part of the body is inclined
slightly forward.

d. The handlebar grips are at right angles to the
handlebar stem.

5. The teacher may want to actually demonstrate a
good fit. The class should be moved to an area
where there will be easy access to a bicycle. Have
various students demonstrate what they would

13
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a look for in a properly fitting bicycle. Note that
every student is different and requires his own
fit.

6. Conduct a survey. Have the students take home a
checklist to test the fit of their bicycles. They
can bring the results to class and put the
information on a large chart.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
Write a story on "How would it feel to ride a bicycle
that kept changing size like Alice in Alice in
Wonderland?" How could you control your bike?
What problems might you have?

'SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
1. Have the children list the ways accidents could

Occur while riding an improperly fitting bicycle.

V

b

2. Role play situations involving an actual bicycle.

3. Trace the development of bicycles noting how
the individual had to adjust to each one.

4. Visit the Oregon Museum..ofiScience and Indus.
try with emphasis on transportation exhibit. (If
possible.)

5. ) You may want to make a transparency of the
bicycle and rider (Appendix, page 72) to show
proper fit

6. Discuss pages 12 and 74 of Oregon Bicycle Rules
of the Road.

4 129
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AREA:

SUB -AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Level ill
LESSON 8

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

Demonstrate an understanding of proper standards for selecting and maintaining a bicyclq.

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyRegulators. Vehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After being shown three safety accessories on a
bicycle, the students will identify one purpose for
each.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (Electricity, Concept of reflection)

MATERIALS:
A bell

A reflector

A piece of reflecting tape

Rear and front bicycle lights

"Know Your Bicycle Laws" (See Page 18)

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

'LEARNING SITUATION AFTIVITI ES:
The teacher may group the students together for a
discussion. The teacher should emphasize the

.following concepts:

SERVICE LIGHTS ONCE A WEEK You should
carry some kind of headlight even though yOu do
not plan to ride at night. Emergencies do arise
when you wan; to use your bike after dark. You
might considef a lamp that clamps on your
bicycle frame when riding, but which may be
taken off for use as a flashlight in camp. Always
be sure'to carry extra batteries with you on a
trip. For economy on batteries, you can buy a
small generator which attaches to your rear
wheel.

130
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WARNING DEVICEA bell is better than a horn
because it does not require electric current, and
also 'because people quickly identify it as the
warning of an approaching bicycle. Get a bell
that won't rattle every time you hit a bump.

CLEAN YOUR REFLECTOR WEEKLY OR AS
NEEDEDYou must have a red reflector or cat's
eye on the rear. To make doubly sure a driver
will see you, paint rear mudguard with white or
luminous paint or use reflector tape white on
front ft", red on rear.

.-EOUIPMENTStudy pages 17 and 18 of Oregon
Bicycle Rules of the Road.

LAWDiscuss page 57 of Oregon Bicycle Rules of the
Road_

The teacher may hold up each object, discuss its
use and care with the class and summarize the
discussion.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
Creative writing topics

1, Suddenly there is no sunlight. You are on your
bike with friends. What do you do?

2. Ptan a three-day bicycle trip. List all important
equipment and their uses.

3. Pretend you are .trying to solve the mystery of
the disappearing airplanes. You and your friends
are watching a lonely house in a forested valley.
Create a code on your bicycle lights and tell how
you use it to solve the mystery.

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY:
Review the hand signals for operators of all vehicles.
Use,the worksheet cutouts. (Appendix. page 89)
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Level IN
LESSON 9

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highwayi

PROGRAM Students will be able to functionsas responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the proper standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle.
Mousse Goan

i

CONTENT: Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a diagram of a bicycle, the students will
identify three safety features that that should be
included on all bicycles.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (machines), social studies (transportation),
art

.41. MATERIALS:
Dittos showing a diagram of a bicycle. (APpendix01,
page 461

Worksheet for review. (Appendix, page 90)

I

i

C

.

' ,
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LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
Group the class together for a bicycle parts game.

1. After the children know the names of the various
parts of a bicycle, a game similar to "Twenty
Questions" might be used. One child should
think of a bicycle part. The class should then be
allowed to ask a maximum of twenty questions

- that can be answered "y or "no." If after
twenty questions or as few a 10 or 15 have been
asked and no one has gues the correct answer,
the one who thought of it tells what the part
wasrg,nd chooses someone to be next.

2. After the game-has been played, the teacher may
hand out the review worksheet as a culminating
activity. i

Have the children label tbeibicycle parts.

3. Compare the parts of the modern bicycle with
parts of the "early" bicycle as seen on pages 6
and 7 of Oregon Blcycll Rules of the Road

i

::
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KNOW YOUR BICYCLE LAWS

Rules Of the road. for bicycles were adopted by the
103 pregOrt Legislature. The new law (Chapter 580)
iihehglid equipment requirements for bicycles and
lidded several new riding requirements.

befinitione

,4 bicycle is defined in Oregon law as every
device propelled by human power upon which
any person may ride, having two tandem wheels
either of which is more than 14 inches in
diameter, or having three wheels, all of which are
more than 14 inches in diameter.

Bicycle tene....means that part of the highway,
adjacent to the roadway. designated by of ficial
signs or markings for use by persons riding
bicycles.

Bicycle perh....means a public way maintained
for exclusive use by persons riding bicycles and
designated as such by official signs or markings.

Equipment Requirements

When a bicycle is in use at night, the bicycle or its
rider must be equipped with a headlight visible at
least 500 feet in front of the bicycle. A red reflector
must be large enough and mounted so it is visible
from all distances from 100 feet to 600 feet to the
rear when directly in front of lawful lower beams of
headlights on a motor vehicle. The law also permits
use of a red light, visible from 600 feet to the rear, in
addition to the rear reflector.

Every bicycle must be equipped with a brake which
will enable the operator to make the braked wheels
skid on dry, level, clean pavement.

It is against the law for a parent of any child or the
guardian of any ward to authorize or knowingly
permit any child or ward to violate the equipment
requirement Provisions of the law.

Riding Rules

You must ride on or astride a Permanent and
regular seat attaalld to the bicycle.

A bicycle cannot be used to carry more persons at
one time than the number for which it was designed
and equipped.

p

W

If you ride a bicycle (coaster. roller skates, sled or toy
vehicle), do not "hitih" a ride by attaching either
yourself or the unit to some other vehicle.

You are to ride as near to the right side of the
roadway as practicable, except on one-way Stkeets.
Exercise due care when passing a standing or moving
vehicle going in the same direction.

On streets or roadsbithere the designated speed
exceeds 25 miles per hour. YOU must ride single file.
In other locations, ride not more than two abreast.

If a bicycle lane has been provided adjacent to a
roadway, bicycle riders are to use that lane and not
the regular street or road.

Do not carry any package, bundle or article which,
prevents You from keeping at least one hand on the
handlebars and having full control at all times.

Bicycle riders also are expected to obey all other
traffic laws that apply to the driver of a motor
vehicle, except those which by their very nature can
have no application. (This is not new; Oregtn law has
long contained this provision.)

Motor Vehicles and Bicycles t

A driver of a vehicle cannot drive or park on a bicycle
path.

Drivers of vehicles cannot use a bicycle lane WWI
when passing another vehicle On the right, when
permitted by law. Before passing on the right and
using a bicycle lane to do so, a driver must make
certain the move can be made with safety.'
Right-of-way must be given to bicycles using the.
bicycle lane.

Bicycles and Pedestrians

When a bicycle is on a sidewalk, the rider is to give an '
audible warning before overtaking and Passing a
pedettrlan and shall yield rightof-way to all
pedestrians on the sidewalk.

Do not operate a bicycle on a sidewalk in a careless
manner that endangers or would be likely to endanger
any person or property.

Prepared by Oregon Motor Vehicles Division. Salem,
Oregon 97310.
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AREA:

SUBAREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

ji

Social Responsibility

/Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Stude s wi be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

COMPETNCY: Demonstrate
(Course Coal)

Level III
LESSON 10

understanding of the proper standards for sblecting and maintaining a bicycle.

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After the students have obstaed a child trying to ride
a bicycle with a bent wheel, they will name two
important reasons for balanced wheels on a bike.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (machines)

MATERIALS:
Chart

Crayons or markers

Demonstration bicycle with one bent wheel

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

- LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
'4 The teacher shall evoke from her students the

following concepts: (Discussion activity.)

a

1. Wheals should have:
a_ straight spokes
b. balanced wheels
c. filled tires

V
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2. Wheels should be checked weekly for the
following items:.
a. cuts
b. imbedded cinders
c. glass
d. sidewa II cracks
e. bent spokes and rim brakes

3. The teacher shall show the bicycle to the class.
The wheel should be bent enough to make riding
difficult. A child may be 'asked to demonstrate
riding the bicycle. The teacher may begin a
discussion by asking:

How smooth is the bike to ride?

Can you balance yourself well? Why?

What might happen going over a r

surface? Why?

What other things can happen toe tire?

What would happen to the balance on a
curve?

Why is it important to have your wheels
balanced?

How often should the bicycle wheels be
balanced?

4. Discuss page 27 of Oregon Bicycle Rules of the
Road. What is meant by "balanced"?

1
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AREA: . Social Responsibility. ,

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETEN : Demonstrate an understanding of the proper standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle.
(Course Goal)

I
$ r

Level Ill.
LESSON 11

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities, Regulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given information about the importance of balance .

and control in wheels, the students will write a
creative story relating to this theme.

SUGGESTED VPLICATION:
Language arts, creative writing

a

I

.1.

4.
1

it

4
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MATERIALS: /
Paper

I

Pencil

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher may wish to review the importance of
balance and control in wheels and ask the students to
write on this creative writing topic.

Sudinly an elf turned all bicycle wheels into
'squares ler ovals). Tell what siding your bicycle
is like. In your adventures mention goihil around
curves. fast stoptiping up ,hills, and balrce and
control.

f
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AREA:

SUR-AREA:

JROGRAM
OVAL:

4.

S*al Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Stu-dents will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

Level III
LESSON 12

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the proper standards for selectin) and maintaining a bicycle.
(Course Goan

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities. Regulators

PERFORMANCE plDICATOR:
Following a discussion of various objects which have
complicated braking systems, the students will state
one difference between the braking of a bicycle and
the other objects that ingwediscussed.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science

MATERIALS:
Paper

Pencil

les

a.

VT

t

or

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
gin the discussion by reviewing Mb braking

procedures of a bicycle. Introduce examples of
. braking systems that differ from a bicycle.
I Includ$the following:

a. Apollo t3
b. Car
c. Train
d. Magnet

2. The students should be' encouraged to use
resource materials for information on each of
these forces. They should keep in mind the basis
for comparison. Is the braking system of a
bicycle easier to uses harder to use, or more
complicated? The students shouldrecord their
research and put it into report form.

3. Students can redesign a bicycle using one of
these braking systems.

135
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AREA: 'Social Responsibility

SUSAREA: 'Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be abi6e function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

o COMMTENCY: Demonstrate the prope1/4 techniques for operating a bicycle safely.
(Courts Goal)

O

CONTENT'
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilmet

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Aftpikkobserving a scale and a set of balances, the
stuiNffts vvill.ecuss how balancing is achieved with
an even drhution of weight.

SUOGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (concept of baltIllte)t
MATERIALS:
A set of scales

.

Level Ill
LESSON 13

EARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
s Group the students and a them to compare the

following items carefully:

1. Scales

2. Balances ,

t 3. Wheels
a

In the discussion they should aim'?" these areas:.

1. Nor balancing is achieved: evert distribution
weight: pivot*Int.

2. Mobility; can balancer move. or is it stationary?
A set of balances

3. Can thefleight loads shift easily? Why?

4. How can be upset? Where is the
critical poin 4

4.

I

qt*

S. Can each have loads in more than one place?
why? A.,

6_ What is special about the balajced 'wheels on a
bike. How can 'We upset them? Ho.w can we take
care of ther

The to should summarize the lesson with a
reminder that all wheels should be examined weekly.

26
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AREA4
SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM
GOAL:

dOMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

4r

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.

Demonstrate the proper techniques for operating a bicycle safely.
te

,CONTENT:
---,Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities. Regulators

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: -..
Following a class discussion of the braking procedure.

1141101he students will demonstrate braking using a bicycle
on the school playground.

I

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (machines), arithmetic

MATERIALS:
A police officer

Wide tape

Chart for recording

Playground if available

Oregon bicycle Rules of the Road

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
In the classroom the teacher should explain the
concepts below. If the children are not familiar with
these, then a review is in order.

4,

%.
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Level HI
LESSON 14

Ts

1. The ace must have a brake that takes hold
quickly and makes the rear wheel skid on a dry,
clean, level pavement. The arm of the coaster
brake must be firmly attached to the frame;
otherwise braking power is lost. The brake mit
on bikes equipped with caliper-type rim brakes
should be inspected weekly for wear and proper
positioning. Brake cables should be checked for
wear, fraying and binding. Caliper brakes lose
their efficiency when wet. Extreme caution must
be used when riding in wet weather or in areas
where heavy (14 or puddles might wet the pads
and rims.

2. Pedal brakes should be checked twice a yeir.

3. Discuss pages 17, 24. and 25 of Oregon Bicycle*
Rules of the Road.

The main lesson or review should be demonstrated
upon a real bicycle. .

" 1. The class should proceed to the playground or
street. Tape a line across the street or across a
portion of the playground. Select a child to-Vige
the bike from a point 100 yards away from the
taps to the tape. The class should be seated near
the tape, As the bicycle rider crosses the tape,
the teacher says, "stop." Now measure from *e
tape to the stopping point and see how long the
stopping process took. Ask a police officer to
give helpful hints while this exercise is in
progress. Fast and, sldw stops should be

practiced. All the children should try storing at
least once.

2. If time permita, throw a bucket of water on a
portion of pavement and practice stopping on
wet surfaces.



AREA:, Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM '1`1` Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: CIVmonstrate the proper techniques for operating a bicycle safely.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Following a discussion of vehicles and their braking
systems, the students will name three differences
between the brakipg system of a car and that of a
bicycle.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science (machines)

MATERIALS:
Chart

Marking pens

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

c

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
Group the students together for class discussion.
Begin the discussion by sawing. "Let's make a list. of
machines we use to travel on or in," List about ten,
some of which may include: a rocket, car, blimp,
bicycle, or motorcycle.

When the list 'has been made, the teacher may ask
what is 4ed to slow down or stop these machines,
recording the responses on a chart like this:

138
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)Orel III
LESSON 15

I

Item Brake Novi Used

r

Effective.
ness

.
I

...J

116

The discuision should bring out information to put in
the chart. Comparison of braking at slow and fast
speeds is important. The teacher should ask the
following questions:

How important is it to be able to stop immediately?

How is this done on a bicycle? A car? A rocket?

What would happen if we couldn't stop immediately.?

Why might it be important to be able to control
stopping too fast or too, slowly? What could happen if
we aren't able to?

Which kind of braking is most festive? The hardest
to control? What could ha n if you used only the
front hand brake on your b cycle? See pages 70 and
71 of Oregon Bicycle Ruler of the Road.



t AREA: Social Responsibility .

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle.
GOAL:

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between speed and safety in traffic.
(Course Go*

CONTENT:
Bicycle SafetyVehicle Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given illustrations of various vehicles, the students
will identify speed differences between a bicycle and
other vehicles. .;

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Arithmetic, science

MitERIALS:
Blackboard

Chalk

Oregon ilicyole Rules of the Road

Bicycle with a speedometer attached

Worksheet (Appendix, page 91).This could be made
into a transparency.

a

.
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Level Ill
LESSON 16

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher shall evoke from the students the facts
that a bicyclist can go about 20 mph and a driver
about 55 mph depending on the speed regulations for
the area.. The teacher may begin the discussion by
asking how fast a bicycle can go. The pupils should
explain their words if they answer "fa.," "quickly,"
etc. If a bicycle is available, a volunteer can mount it
and Pedal as fast as possible while the teacher notes
the speed and records it. Choose a day when the
playground blacktop is available. Children may take
turns riding and noting their speeds. Next the teacher
may say, "Let's compare this to your parents car.
How fast can it go?" The teacher should write the
responses upon the blackboard. The students come
up with 55 mph. These additional questions may be
asked and discussed:

1. How can a bicycle driver gain speed? A car
driver? Which is quicker?

2. Why is it Possible for a driver of a car not to see a
driver of a bicycle?

3. Once a car and .bicycle are moving fast, which
one is easier to stop? Why?

4. , Which one would cause greater damagetWhy?

5. Which needs greater space to move? Why? '

6. Discuss page 15, 19, and 58 of Oregon Bicycle
Rules of the Road on speed of bikes.

7. Discuss drag racing on page 57 of Oregon Nord.
Rules of the Road. .

Do4worksheet for review.

'NOTE: hi response to the energy crisis, the Oregon State
Legislature lowered the speed limit to 55 mph. Remind
students that, although cars can go much faster, the law
restricts their speed to 55 mph to conserve fuel.

..



Level III
LESSON 17 .

AREA: Social Reiponsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Stude will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
GOAL: passerrs.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate a general understanding of the inherent dangers of riding in or on a motor vehicle.
(Course Goal)

0r
CONTENT:
School Bus SafetyRegulations. Environmental
Setting

PERFORMANCE I NDICAfOR:
Given an actual ride in a school bus, the students will
identify at least four traffic signals and signs that the
bus driver has to waft. They wilt also note three
differences between riding in a bus and riding in an
automobile.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies i
MATERIALS:
Pencil

Bus driver

Bus

Regulations Governing Pupils Riding School Buses
(See page 34)

Oregon School Bus Drivers Manual (available from
bus driver)

NOTE: This lesson could be correlated with a
planned field trip; otherwise the teacher can
make plans, with the cooperation of a school bus
driver, for the ride.

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
1. Through a discussion of safety features, the

teacher can evoke from the students ideas about
automobile safety devices. Have the students
*etch a picture of their family auto, labeling the
safety devices they know. One of the major
safety devices the automobile is now required to
have is the seat belt. Why is the seat belt a
necessity in auto driving? What other types of
transportation require the use of a seat belt? Is
there a vehicle that we are familiar with that does
not have seat belts?

140
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2. The teacher should be able to 'guide the
discussion to the school bus. What kind of
hazards are more likely to happen on the school
bus than in an automobile? This is a good time to
review school bus hazards. What safety features
are there on A bus to protect us if the bus were to
come to a sudden stop? The children should
realize that school bus' rules must be followed
because of the increased dangers and the lack of
the security of a seat belt. Discuss the t5
regulations for pupils riding in a school bus.

3. 'Before we take a ride in our school bus, let's
write some things we should remember Wait our
safety_

Our Bus Rules:
A. Enter the bus in a single file.

B. Don't push otherswait for your turn.

C. F ill up the rear of the bus first.

D. Make sure you are seated comfortably. Sit
back?

E. Permission should be obtained, to open your
window. It is not wise to touch the
windowsyou may not know how to open
or close them.

_.,
._ i....-

F. Talk quietly with your neighbor so you
won't disburb the driver.

This list is only a beginning. The class may
continue to list bus safety reminders. They may
choose to divide their lists into the following
categories "Entering the School Bus." "During
the Bus Ride," and "Leaving the School Bus."

The teacher may remind the students to be aware
of the difficult job the driver has. Why does he
need all our cooperation? Some of you may wlint
to jot down the number of traffic signal?nd
signs we pais on our trip. Keep in mind the driver
must concentrate on his driving so he can be
completely aware of these signals and signs. What
rules apply to our courtesy and the driver?
Discuss ways the studehts can insure a safe
smooth ride by helping the driver.



4. Now it's time for the actual rode. Before the ride
begins ask the driver to evaluate the students'
procedures for entering the bus. During the ride,
discuss with the children the rules they have
made up- and notice the reaction of the. bus
driver. Count the signals and signs together. This
will help emphasize the driver's role..Whemeu
return to the school. evaluate the ridein terof
safety. Then compare the ride to a ride in the
family car. Talk about extra safety features the
school bus should include...

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
1. Have the students write a list of reminders for

automobile passengers.

2, Hay' the students make up car games to be used
for long trips.

3. Trace the history of the automobile in terms of
safety devices-

4. Collect articles on school bus, bus and
automobile accidents. Discuss how they occurred
and why.

5. Discuss the importance of transportation in the
development of our country.

6. Discuss stopping distance in arithmetic class. Is
the stopping distance and time the same for a bus
and an auto?

OREGON STATE BOARD OF EOUCATION
2) REGULATIONS GOVERNING

PUPILS RIDING SCHOOL BUSES

141
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1. Pupils being transported are under authority of
the bus driver.

2. The driver shell enforce local school board bus
regulations.

3. Pupils shall use the emergency door only in case
of emergency.

4. Pupils shall be oirtime for the bus both morning
and evening.

5. Pupils walk on the left side of road facing
oncoming traffic when coming to meet the bus.

O. Pupils shall remain seated while bas is in motion.

7. Pupils may be assigned seats by the bus driver.

8. The ba driver shell instruct pupils how to crow
the road.

9. Pupils shall _not extend their hands, anus, or
heads through bus windows.

10. Pupils shall have written permission to leave the
bus othbr than at home or school.

11. Pupils should commie in normal tuna; loud or
vulgar language is prohibited.

12. Pupils shall not open or close windows without
permission of driver.

13. Pupils shall keep the bus clan, and must refrain
from damaging it.

14. Pupils shall be courteous to the driver, to fallow
pupils and passersby.

15. Pupils who refuse to obey promptly the direc-
tions of the driver or refuse to obey regulations
may forfeit their right to ride on the buses.

(THESE REGULATIONS MUST BE KEPT POSTED
IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE IN ALL SCHOOL
BUSES)



Level III
LESSON 18

AREA Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen op the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor vehicle
GOAL: passengers.

COMPETENCY: Demonstrate understanding of the ways to maximize the safety of all school bus passengers.
(Course Goal)

CONTENT:
School Bus SafetyEnvironmental Setting. Human
Capabilities

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given transparencies of a school bus, the students will
discuss safe school bus riding.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies (transportation)

MATERIALS:
Transparency master of school bus (Appendix,
page 79.81)

Speaker -- School bus driver

LEARNING SITUATION ACTIVITIES:
The teacher, through discussion, will evoke from
students examples of behaviors which are proper or
improper depending on where the behavior occurs.
The teacher and class should discuss examples of:

a Horseplay
b. Placing obstacles on the ground or floor
c. Bodily-movements
d. Noise levels in the presence of potential

dangers. .

1. Teacher and the Bus Driver

How are these two people alike? (fig., they are
both in positions of authoritythey are both
responsible for us.) How do thise two people
help protect us? How do we help our teacher do
this? How can we help the bus drover protect us?

Through these questions, the children should be
able to see that the bus driver, much like the
teacher, has a job to dopart of which is the
responsibility for children's safety.

How can we help the bus driver with this
responsibility? Encourage the children's re
sponses concerning their best working condi-
tions; lel., quiet, comfort.) "When do we do our
best work? When it is noisy? When others bother
us?"

"V
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So it is with the bus driver. The driver can only
concentrate and drive best when children are

2. Bus at the Railroad Croising

Why must we be espeiially helpful when the bus
approaches a railroad crossing? How can we help
the bus driver at this time?
Emphasize the fact that just as pedestrians must
be very cautious at a railroad crossing -the bus
driver at this time is both eyes and ears for all of
his passengers. It must be quiet so that the driver
can listen and look with great care.

3. Children Chasing Each Other Through the Aisle

Using the school bus transparency. discuss the
following questions: Are these children helping
the bus driver do his job? What will happen when
the bus makes a sudden stop? Can you think of
an incident where children were not being
responsible for their safety? (Children love to
relate personal stories and this question lends
itself to some good discussions about horseplay.)
What would you remind these children before
they got on the bus?

Encourage the children to see the necessity for
remaining in their seats while on the bus. Go
back to the iscussion of helping someone do his
best lob.

4. Children with Their Heads and Arms Out of -the
Windows

...
.1,

A large truck is rapidly moving alongside of the
bus. Who can point out some of the dangers
involved in this situation? Can the bus driver
drive best if children are in danger of being hurt?
Think about all of the things that can happen
when our heads End arms are not kept inside the
bus.

Help the children see that the bus driver can't
protect us unless we are first responsible for
ouiselves. Children can help by not distracting
the drover. After all, by helping the driver, we are
helping ourselves.



s:5. is 1 Blocked by Books and Lunch Boxes

As a group of children file onto the bus. what
kind of accidents could happen with the aisle
blocked like this? Let'S describe the inside of a
bus.

Have the children verbally describe the interior
of the bus_ Is it bog? Is it roomy? Can we move
around the inside of a bus freely? Are the aisles
wide?

Through discussion try to approach the idea that
the inside of the bus: by its physical structure, is
not conducive to free movement. Because of the
narrow atsle it is necessary to keep it clear of
objects in order tr prevent accidents.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Presentation by a Bus Drill-

The bus driver can tell the children about the job
and responsibilities of driving a school bus and
how they can help.

Organize this session as a question and answer
period. Have children write any questions that
they may have before the drover's visit.

2. Set up d lolplaying situation with the visiting,
bus driver arid the children as passengers. Set up
the "bus" using classroom chairs arranged like a
bus. Have "passengers" enter bus and walk to
their seats_ Have the driver set up hypothetical
situations with the children.

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
Group-made mural

1. Children will follow "Johnny's" bus ride to
school visually_ The first picture might be of a
child looking at a watch to be sure of getting to
the bus on time.. The last picture may be of
children crossing in front of the bus to get across
to school.

2. Write a letter to the bus driver. Every child can
wrote a letter telling of This lesson on bus safety.
asking Questions about being a bus driver. Use
this as a writing lesson.

3. Children may use bus safety as a theme for a
play.

4. Trace the history of bus transportation.

5. Secure several bus schedules. A bus schedule is
much like reading a graph and cad be used in the
arithmetic program. Use when studying time
also.

6. Ecology
Why are people urged to use public transporta.
tion rather than driving their own cars? This can
be developed as one aspect of the whole ecologo
cal picture:

14:3
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EVALUATION 2

THE SITUATION )
.
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Which one is the correct procedure?
Circle the correct picture and color the entire page.
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EVALUATION 3

4110

THE SITUATION
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I
Circle the correct picture after discussing. Color the entire page.
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Pclibberian Words and Music by Ernest Gold

I'd like to be a po - lice min,

And make the rounds all day. I'd twirl my stick,

11I4OW WI.r.:1=Arm Cal JIM MM Ir7MML 1M IordEffl =M I
A 1.I

1MM NUMMINEN=
I'd whirl my stick, In the hap-pi-est, snap-pi- est way.

I'd have a brand new ni - form,

I'd have a whis tle too, I'd blow it and all the

rm.wiernamrm. rim irse I. II W IMF INVM1-I =I MIN 1=
MN= 'AM r=

cars would stop A - long the av - e - nue:_

Mum,- ler f 1.16110 In erxr r.10ri Lawfrek Ere...Writ Watih SIN,* 4s'f.c
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The Traffic Policenian
Words Qy Mecum's. St John
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mr.= 77771
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Mu$.0 by Anthony Oslo*
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cars all stop.

.-
walk a cross the
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The Traffic Cop
Music and Words by Second Graders
Ohio State University

1. Ev ry morn-ing. at the cor -tier, Our po -lice-man stands.
2. When h7 is not on the cur- ner, You must watch the light.

1. When to stop,
2. When to stop,

when to go.
when to go.

When to cross the street he shows by
You may eross,t he street you know when

i -MI' Ar:i= =I I EMI MINIM I

I AUMINIMINIMIMMOINI MN II= MO MEN NMI MINI II1 111 ralw W. W NMI =I =MI1=1 WiC"
Wq17 =Pl INW NW MIN I

way - ing his two hands. By wav -ing his two hands.
2. green is shining bright,

1h., is Ms.- V. Allyn ito

When green is shin -ing bright.
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Draw yourself and a friend where you
would be waiting to cross the street.
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SAFETY HELPERS

AO% .......--
Many things help to keep us safe on busy streets.
Put a circle around all the things in the big picture that keep us safe.
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' ( Safety in Our Town
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in the.cage in the zoo
The children came to see,
Five little monkeys
As funny as can be

The children looked in
And they looked out,
Each tried to see
What the other was about

fa
r ..

One day when the cage door
Was not closed tight,
Five little monkeys
Began a strange flight.

They hopped on some bikes
As they'd seen children do.
And pedaled away quickly
From their cage in the zoo.

Side by side
_In the middle of the street,

Five foolish mdiikeys, A car did meet.

Screech went the brakes
As the driver tore his hair,
One bike aridone monkey
Were tossed in the airy

184
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The bike was all broken
But the monkeys survived;
And now four bikes
Had to do for all five

. One on a bike
Is a very good rule,
But-the monkeys didn't know.
They'd never been to school.

So they climbed on the bikes.
Rode away from.that place
Down a hill so steep
That they started to race.

i

4,

'Fast went the bikes.
The road wasn't straight.
Mound a blind corner
.A. surprise lay in wait.

River crossing] No bridge!
And the water was deep,
The monkeys tried to stop
But the hill was too steep.

Two monkeys on a bike
Went in with a crash,
Down went the bike.
The monkeys went smash!
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So back to the shore
They swamthose two
And now for five monkeys
Three bikes had to do.

With three on a bike
They went very slow.
Up a steep climi%
Those bikes hacrto go.

On a big thick
They hitched a ride,
They laughed and laughed
As they held onto the side

When a puddle of mud
The truck went through,
The monkeys had a shower
Of mud and water, too.

Their heads were all covered,
Mud dripped from their feet,
A funnier sight
You never didoieet

They had to let-go
For now they couldn't see.
Three monkeys on a bike
Crashed into a tree

The tree stood straight
The bike wrapped around,
Like a pretty blue ribbon
Close to the ground.

a
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tWith bruises and scratches
The monkeys looked sad,
And for five riders now
Only two bikes- they had.

Down the wrong side
The bicycle sped,
They went through lights
Green, yejiow, and red.

4'

On the sidewalks they rode,
Oyer curbs they bumped
And everyone looked
As old ladies jumped.

When out of a store
Aipaby carriage came
'Nose didn't see.
They were playing a game.

. .

The carriage went smash!
The baby flew out.
The bike flew to pieces
With monkeys all about

Five on a bike
There really wasn't room e,
But they all jumped On
And away they wentzooml
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Standing in the street
With hisohand held high,
A policeman just stared
As the monkeys rode by. 0*

The policeman shouted
And called, "Stopl"
The monkeys waved back,
And the bike wentplopl

Then the Policeman said,
"We've beek looking for you,
And those five blue bikes
You took from the zoo."

"Don't you know that
When you go out to play,
You mustn't take bicycles
And just ride away?"

So home went the monkeys
Where safely they must stay,
But they'd like to ride bikes,
And go out to play.

The fteper says "Nol"
They must stay in the zoo.
Now if you were the keeper
What would you do?

A

.

Would.you give them.all bikes
To ride in their cage?
Could you teach them the ruleS
Found here on this page?
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BICYCLE
SAFETY RULES

Ride one on a bike.
Keep to the right.
Ride single file.

eep band on handlebars.
Obey traffic rules.
Do not hitch rides.

il Watdh for cars.
Have a light after dark.
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Mounting - Balance

t _i_
Strai t Line Control

(Student r es down center)
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Bicycle Frame

THE WELL-EQUIPPED BICYCLE

- Handlebar Grip
Handlebar Stem'

Chain Guard

Front Wheel Hub
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HERE'S HOW
WE RIDE THE
SCHOOL BUS

1

. . .,

We get to the school bus stop on time. We wait on the sidewalk or
shoulder.
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We get on the.bus in single file withoucrowding and pushing.
We always hold on to the handrail.
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We keep the,aisle clear of feet, books. lunch boxes. and'musical
instruments.
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We sit down right away andjemain seated while the bus is in motion.
..--
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We are quiet all the time so the bus driver can hear the horns of cars and
trucks. We are especially quit at railway crossings.
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We always ask the bus drivers permission before we open a window.
We never put our heads or arms out of the window.
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We never throw things in the bus or out of the bus window.
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Wei. are very careful when we leave the bus! We look both ways before we
cross the road. If there are school bus safety patrols, we obey them.
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Your Eyes Are our
Best Traffic Lights
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What is the patrol boy missing? Draw it.
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Draw a picture of yourself atd a friend walking to school.
The children you draw should be walking on the line.
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yellow raincoat
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Which side is the safest to ride on? Which is the easiest to cross?
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PROPER SIZE
When the Oder sits on the saddle with the ball of
one foot on the low pedal and grasps the handle-
bars as though riding, the following should be noted:

A. The leg with foot on the
low pedal is bent slightly
at the knee when the ball
of the foot is pressing
on the pedal.

C. The upper part of the body is
inclined slightly forward.

b. The handlebar grips are at right
angles to the handlebar stem.

B. The seat is parallel to the
ground.

1.1
r ;11

`t---,111111

Remember there are two questions you need to answer when you select your bicycle.

1. How am I going to use the bicycle?

2. Which is the right sized bicycle for me? 222
72
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PROPER SIZE
List and label the features of a good bicycle fit:
Color the work sheet.

I
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Remember there arp two questions you need to answer when you select your bicycle.

1. How am I going to use the bicycle?

2. Which is the right sized bicycle for me? 73
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1. What thing do all these people do that is the same?

a. Stop e. Maintain speed

b. Go places f. Back up

c.

d.

Turn

-Slow

g. Go straight

2. Which is the easiest to stop? (a pedestrian)

3. Which is the hardest to stop?,

4. How could a pedestrian cause an accident by stopping?could

i.

WORK SHEET lEXAMPLE)

0O

6. How could a driver or bicyclist cause an accident by speeding up?
.--
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If a person asks you to go for a ride or a walk, don't forget the 3 R's:

RUN... into the school building or to the nearest Block Home.

REMEMBER.. . the person's appearance and the license number if the person is in
a car.

REPORT... the incident to the school principal or to your parents as soon as
possible.
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HIDDEN WORD PUZZLE 

ARSADU 'T'11E 
LEM EH 

BONERJ 0 U M 0 

TAORIARIEW 
AC B I 111111MT_ 

Y A 

ili 
A EENOGBU 

RIENDWEEL 
11 W TGOUIRRs 

Draw a line around the hidden words, diagonally, horizontally and vertically. 

nnav 0143111d 

1:IV3 MON>I 

>I001 El3DNVI:LLS 

1:13E1W3W31:1 3011:1 
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SCRAMBLED WORD.PUZZLE
FOR PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

Fill in the missing words. alk

r

i
1. If a strange person offers you a ride, what the person looks like.

2. Write down the number of the

3. It is better not to play with strange

4. Tell an adult when a stranger asks you to go for a walk.

5. A is a person I don't know.
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SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY
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Trace patterns on
cardboard and attach the areto the figure with 'a brad.
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THE WELL-EQUIPPED BICYCLE
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Match the sentence to the picture by drawing a line.

*

P I

I

MATCHING

1. This vehicle can go uprto 20 miles '
an hour.

2. This vehicle can go 55 miles an
hour.

* .
3. This vehicle will stop easiest. .

4. This vehicle can go the fastest.

5. This vehicle will do the most dam-
age if it hits something.

6. This vehicle needs a small space to
move in.
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